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The Bosnian Train and Equip Program

Executive Summary

Military assistance to Bosnian forces was part of a complex plan to resolve what one for-
mer Secretary of State called “the problem from hell.” When Yugoslavia began to disintegrate in 
the early 1990s following the Soviet Union’s demise, it released a mix of nationalist and ethnic 
movements that led to civil war. Ill-disciplined combinations of regular and irregular forces 
struggled to control territory and protect civilians, sometimes herding them toward ethnically 
homogenous enclaves in a process widely referred to as “ethnic cleansing.” The intentional dis-
placement of civilian populations, often encouraged by atrocities including mass murder and 
rape, was a tragic and complex foreign policy problem that defied simple and easy solutions.

The program to train and equip the Bosnian Federation Army after the signing of the 
Dayton peace agreement in 1995 was a key element of the U.S. strategy to bring a stable peace to 
Bosnia. Highly controversial at the time but obscure today, this program was implemented by a 
small interagency task force widely referred to as the “Train and Equip Program.” The small task 
force achieved all of its operational goals. It forged a rough military parity between previously 
warring parties, rid Bosnia of foreign extremists, and strengthened Bosnian Federation institu-
tions and their pro-Western orientation. The program was simultaneously criticized for being 
too small and too much, which underscores how contentious it was and the inherent difficulties 
in assessing any military balance. The fact that the weight of the criticism shifted from the first 
half of 1996 when the program was more often criticized as anemic to the spring of 1997 when it 
was commonly criticized as being too robust underscored how fast the program made progress 
once it got going.

In less than 2 years the task force rectified the military imbalance between Bosnian Serb 
and Federation forces using only about half of the total resources originally estimated to be 
necessary. The program reassured the Federation, eliminated any misconceptions the Serbs 
might have had about the merits of renewing hostilities, and inclined all the former warring 
parties to treat one another as equals. Contrary to the concerns of the Central Intelligence 
Agency and other observers, the program did not embolden the Federation to initiate hos-
tilities. Federation military leaders came to realize Train and Equip was not going to provide 
them with major advantages over the Bosnian Serbs. Both objectively in terms of actual mili-
tary capability and subjectively in terms of perceived relative capabilities, the program did not 
overshoot its mark as so many worried it would. On the contrary, it diminished the influence 
of extremists and foreign meddling in Bosnian politics and moved the political mainstream 
to favor greater integration.
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In short, the Train and Equip task force stands out as an unusually successful interagency 
small group effort that was able to accomplish its objectives while overcoming difficult techni-
cal, bureaucratic, and political impediments. It did so with a much recommended but seldom 
exercised multidimensional approach to complex security problems, integrating diplomacy, de-
velopment, and defense capabilities. The United States managed the peace process the same way 
it helped bring the fighting to an end—by using an integrated military and diplomatic approach 
that stood in stark contrast to the Europeans’ ineffectual, one-dimensional reliance on arms 
control. The Train and Equip Program accomplished exactly what senior U.S. officials hoped, 
strengthening U.S. credibility and providing incentives for all parties to secure the peace and 
move Bosnia toward greater integration with the West.

Despite the Train and Equip Task Force’s record of success, the creative techniques it 
employed, and its high level of accountability, it has never been studied by the government 
or anyone else for its organizational lessons. Instead, the task force experience has been ig-
nored and forgotten for the same reasons the United States quickly abandoned the innova-
tive Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support organization it fashioned in 
Vietnam. In both cases, after creating flexible, agile, and productive interagency organizations 
that could solve complex national security problems, the United States abandoned and forgot 
the innovative models it fielded rather than institutionalizing them. It would be easier for the 
United States to meet the demands of the current and emerging security environment if the 
U.S. national security system had a systematic means to understand and recall what worked 
well in the past and why. 

This case study is intended to be a helpful contribution in that regard. It provides an au-
thoritative history of the task force’s activities and accomplishments, and then an explanation 
for its performance based on 10 variables extracted from organization and management litera-
ture. Investigating and explaining the interagency group’s performance with these performance 
variables, and weighing the importance of each in light of the group’s historical experience, 
yields a compelling explanation for its outstanding performance. The results contribute to a 
better understanding of interagency teams and also demonstrate why a small, high-performing 
team can sometimes implement a security assistance program better than the larger national 
security bureaucracy does through established programs and procedures.
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Training and Equipping the Bosnian Federation Army: A Lesson in 
Interagency Integration of Hard and Soft Power

We do not seek an offensive force [through the Train and Equip Program], but in the 
future if somebody wants a fight it will be more than fair. This war had an aggressor, and it had 

a victim. The program [seeks] to ensure that there will be no future victims and no easy prey for 
partisans of war.1

—Ambassador James Pardew, Jr.

Washington’s program to train and equip the Bosnian Federation Army after the 1995 
Dayton peace agreement was an indispensable part of the U.S plan to bring a stable peace to 
Bosnia. Highly controversial at the time but obscure today, this program was implemented by a 
small interagency task force widely referred to as the “Train and Equip Program.” The task force 
executed a complex priority national mission well and quickly in difficult circumstances. It 
achieved all of its operational goals, forging a rough military parity between previously warring 
parties, ridding Bosnia of foreign extremists, and strengthening Bosnian Federation institutions 
and their pro-Western orientation. The small group’s performance is of historic importance 
not only because it played a major role in resolving what one former Secretary of State called 
“the problem from hell,”2 but because it stands in stark contrast to the results achieved by most 
interagency groups tackling lesser problems. The task force’s experience deserves serious study, 
beginning with a description of the program’s context and rationale.

Context and Rationale
On the 15th day of Dayton a decision was also reached on the most controversial and criti-

cized aspect of our policy: whether we should train and arm the Federation, or try to reduce the 
overall level of armaments in Bosnia. This was one of our greatest dilemmas.3

—Richard Holbrooke
Chief Negotiator, Dayton Peace Agreement

The war in Bosnia was a shock to those who thought, or hoped, that Europe was no longer 
capable of barbarism. When Yugoslavia disintegrated in the wake of the Soviet Union’s demise, 
it released a mix of nationalist and ethnic movements that fought one another with few con-
straints. Ill-disciplined combinations of regular and irregular forces struggled to control territory 
and protect or herd civilians toward or away from their locations in attempts to produce ethnically 
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homogenous populations, a process widely referred to as “ethnic cleansing.” The intentional 
displacement of civilian populations, often encouraged by atrocities including mass murder and 
rape, was a tragic foreign policy problem for which there was no apparent consensus solution. 

Slovenia and Croatia, led by strong nationalistic leaders, successfully fought off the Yu-
goslav People’s Army and seceded from Yugoslavia in 1991 and 1992, respectively. Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (Bosnia for short) faced the same choice: remain in the Serb-dominated Yugosla-
via or break off into an independent state with the high likelihood of armed conflict. For Bosnia, 
the stakes were particularly high since it was the most ethnically diverse region in Yugoslavia: 
44 percent Bosniak (i.e., Bosnian Muslims), 31 percent Serb, 17 percent Croat, and 8 percent 
Yugoslav or other groups.4 Despite the risks, Bosnia officially declared independence on April 
5, 1992, and was recognized the following day by the European Union (EU). The stage was set 
for years of painful internecine struggle as the Bosnians (mostly Muslims but also non-Muslims 
committed to a multi-ethnic Bosnia), Serbs (Eastern Orthodox Christians), and Croats (Roman 
Catholics) fought for territory.

The Bosnian Serbs had declared a “Serb Republic” within Bosnia in January 1992 and were 
intent on removing non-Serbs from the areas they claimed. The Bosnian Serbs had created the 
Army of the Republika Srpska (VRS), but also paramilitaries that were active even before Bos-
nia officially declared independence. Most of the weaponry and commanders from the former 
Yugoslav People’s Army in Bosnia, which was dominated by Serbian officers, reordered into the 
VRS. The Bosnian Serbs were supported by Serbia and Montenegro, which had joined to form 
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia with Slobodan Milosevic as its leader.

The Croats had already organized their own military force as well, the Croatian Defense 
Council (HVO), which was supported by neighboring Croatia. Croatian leader Franjo Tudj-
man was widely viewed as accepting partition of Bosnia so areas populated with predominantly 
ethnic Croats could merge with Croatia proper. Some HVO elements cooperated with the Bos-
nian forces while others concentrated on securing control over the self-proclaimed indepen-
dent Republic of Herzog-Bosnia within Bosnia’s borders.5 The Bosnians created the Army of 
the Republic of Bosnia Herzegovina (ARBiH) to safeguard their citizens and the concept of a 
multiethnic representative government, and to preserve their historic borders. Initially it was 
about one-third non-Bosniak, but over the course of the war it became predominantly Muslim.6

Assigning culpability for all the atrocities that accompanied the disintegration of Yugo-
slavia remains contentious. However, by late 1992 it was clear to the Western world that Serb 
forces were actively conducting a campaign of ethnic cleansing in eastern Bosnia.7 Serb forces 
rounded up thousands of Bosniaks, placing many men in concentration camps and thousands 
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of women in “rape camps.” Serb soldiers and irregular forces also destroyed non-Serb cultural 
and religious sites.8 Non-Serb, mostly Bosniak houses were ransacked and burned. People were 
randomly detained and arrested and sent to detention camps. Better equipped and trained than 
the Bosnian and Croat forces, and backed by former Yugoslav military units, the regular and 
irregular Serb forces easily captured 70 percent of the country and laid siege to Sarajevo using 
artillery, tanks, mortars, rocket-propelled grenades and machine guns as well as Yugoslav-built 
fighter-bombers.9

Inter-ethnic alliances in Bosnia were fickle. In many places HVO and ARBiH forces fought 
alongside one another to stem the Serb tide, and Croats served in Bosnian units and Muslims 
in HVO units. However, relations between the two ethnic groups deteriorated when the HVO, 
with Croatian support, launched its own offensive along the Dalmatian Coast in Herzegovina 
(southern Bosnia), culminating in the siege of Mostar in May 1993. HVO and ARBiH forces 
had collaborated to force the Serbs out of the city in 1992, but only a year later HVO forces sur-
rounded the city and forced the Bosniaks and ARBiH across the Neretva River into the eastern 
side of the city. Although apparently on a lesser scale than the Serbs, the HVO and irregular 
Croat forces were guilty of detaining, executing, and raping thousands of Bosniaks,10 and the 
ARBiH in turn was accused of “large-scale atrocities against Croat civilians in Central Bosnia.” 
Yet in Tuzla and northeastern Bosnia, the HVO, which at the start of the war formed part of the 
Armed Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, continued to fight the Serbs alongside the ARBiH.11

Pressure built for outside intervention in Bosnia as the fighting spread. The United Nations 
Security Council formed the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in February 1992 
with the mission to facilitate a cease-fire in Croatia and secure conditions for peace talks. In 
June, the Security Council extended the UNPROFOR mission to cover the Sarajevo airport and 
later to provide protection of humanitarian aid delivery in all of Bosnia and Herzegovina. By 
February 1993, 9,000 UNPROFOR troops were protecting the delivery of humanitarian aid and 
six specifically-designated Bosnian “safe areas” or security zones: Sarajevo, Srebrenica, Goražde, 
Bihać, Žepa, and Tuzla. UNPROFOR, with North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) assur-
ances of air support,12 was authorized to use force if necessary to protect these enclaves.13 Mean-
while, European diplomats struggled to find a political solution that would end the fighting.

Early on, European leaders made clear their intention to manage the crisis without U.S. 
help.14 The Bush administration, with its hands full managing Saddam Hussein, German reuni-
fication, and other major changes set in motion by the passing of the Soviet Union, was all too 
happy to have Europe take the lead for managing a crisis in its own back yard. But after two 
primarily European diplomatic initiatives (the Carrington-Cutileiro and Vance-Owen plans) 
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failed to quell the fighting or stop atrocities against civilians, pressure built in the United States 
for intervention. Early on, the United Nations Security Council had imposed an arms embargo 
on all the former republics of Yugoslavia.15 The embargo grew increasingly unpopular in the 
United States. It froze Serb advantages in place and made it more difficult for Bosniaks and 
Bosnian Croats to defend themselves.16 Important members of the Senate condemned it, in par-
ticular Robert Dole (R-KS) and Joseph Lieberman (D-CT). An unusual combination of left and 
right-leaning political commentators and politicians began speaking out in favor of lifting the 
embargo or actually intervening with U.S. forces. Many moderate “realists,” on the other hand, 
were deeply skeptical of such involvement.17

During the Presidential campaign of 1992, Bill Clinton promised to commit his admin-
istration to resolving the situation in Bosnia by bombing the Serbs if necessary.18 Shortly after 
taking office in early 1993, President Clinton commissioned a high level review of the Bosnia 
policy and then chose a “lift and strike policy”—lifting the arms embargo and employing 
limited air strikes against Serb targets. Staunch opposition from European allies effectively 
reversed that decision a month later.19 Congressional skepticism about military interventions 
also constrained the administration. In October 1993 President Clinton suffered a major for-
eign policy reversal as the humanitarian intervention in Somalia degenerated into large-scale 
fighting with significant American casualties. Shortly thereafter, the United States suffered 
another embarrassment in Haiti when anti-democratic forces forced a U.S. vessel carrying 
civic action teams to withdraw from the country. These events reinforced reluctance to in-
tervene in a situation as complex as Bosnia. With congressional support weak and European 
opposition strong, the United States and NATO settled for targeted, minor airstrikes against 
Serb positions in November 1994.

The Clinton administration also explored diplomatic options for conflict resolution and 
scored a success by brokering an agreement to end the Muslim-Croat conflict and create a 
Muslim-Croat Federation (see figure 1). In March 1994 the Washington Agreement formally 
brought the two warring ethnic factions together as a single political and geographic entity, 
divided into 10 cantons under the auspices of UNPROFOR.20 All government posts were to be 
split evenly between Croats and Bosniaks. A year later, however, President Clinton’s chief nego-
tiator for Bosnia, Ambassador Richard Holbrooke, observed that the Federation “existed only 
on paper” and that “friction between the Croats and the Muslims was enormous.”21 

The conflict dragged on into the spring of 1995, at which point it had already claimed 
100,000 lives and produced more than a million refugees.22 On both ends of the U.S. political 
spectrum, concerns about the future of NATO as a strategic alliance and outrage over gross 
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human rights abuses began to soften resistance to intervention. Foreign policy leaders such as 
Holbrooke believed “America’s post-World War II security role in Europe was at stake,”23 and 
news magazines with pictures of emaciated prisoners recalling Nazi concentration camps began 
to swing public sentiment in favor of some kind of intervention. In March the New York Times 
reported that a CIA report had concluded that “90 percent of the acts of ethnic cleansing were 
carried out by Serbs and that leading Serbian politicians almost certainly played a role in the 
crimes.”24 Over time U.S. Balkans policy was influenced less by the impression that all sides 
bore some responsibility and more by the view that Slobodan Milosevic was a “new Hitler”25 
promoting nationalist aggression. He appeared determined to form a greater Serbia by using 

Figure 1. Bosnia and Herzegovina Ethnic Enclaves
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his superior military forces to annex territory in Bosnia and Croatia where Serbs lived and by 
“expelling or killing all inhabitants who were not Serbs, most egregiously [Bosniaks].”26 Increas-
ing numbers of U.S. Government officials, members of Congress, and prominent newspaper 
editorialists called for action to help the persecuted Bosniak population.27

Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs Richard Holbrooke and an interagency 
team conducted shuttle diplomacy in the Balkans to find a way forward toward a negotiated 
settlement, but Serb military advantages diminished incentives for compromises.28 One event 
in particular convinced Holbrooke and other Americans that more military force would be 
required to bring the Serbs to the negotiating table. In May 1995 NATO responded to Serb at-
tacks on UN safe zones with “pinprick” air strikes as it did the previous year. This time, however, 
the Serbs took 350 UN peacekeepers hostage in response. Holbrooke encouraged the Clinton 
administration to increase the bombing, but the Europeans, particularly those countries whose 
soldiers were taken hostage, were opposed to using more airpower. The Clinton administration 
settled on a policy of containment and humanitarian relief while it worked other options qui-
etly, including ways to shift the military balance among the three warring factions. 

While formally abiding by the UN arms embargo, which Clinton believed “unfairly and 
unintentionally penalized the victims in this conflict,”29 the United States tacitly allowed arms 
to flow to the Bosnians, mostly from majority-Muslim countries in the Middle East.30 U.S. dip-
lomats made no effort to stop Croatia from allowing military supplies to reach Bosnia through 
Croatian territory, including transit of arms from Iran to Bosnian Muslim forces, thus circum-
venting the UN embargo and making an exception to the U.S. policy of isolating Iran.31 In addi-
tion the United States supported Croatia’s efforts to build up its military forces. The Department 
of State quietly approved nonlethal assistance to the Croatian Ministry of Defense through 
U.S. private sector military advisors. The U.S. company, Military Professional Resources, Inc. 
(MPRI), which was led by such notables as former U.S. Army Chief of Staff Carl Vuono, assisted 
the Croatian Ministry of Defense. 

During this period the United States lobbied its European allies for more forceful interven-
tion, arguing that diplomacy would have to be supported by military force. Since Holbrooke’s 
mission took place against a backdrop of continuing violence, the United States could increasingly 
emphasize the moral case for intervention. Notorious mass killings of Bosniak civilians, including 
a mortar attack against the Markale marketplace in August 1995, increased support for interven-
tion.32 The unquestionable tipping point, however, was the appalling massacre of more than 8,000 
Bosniak men sheltered in the UN “safe zone” of Srebrenica in July 1995. Amidst widespread out-
rage over the horrific event, U.S. policymakers argued that such merciless disregard for human life 
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and contempt for international peacekeeping forces called the continuing relevance of NATO into 
question and jeopardized transatlantic security relations.

With European support for more forceful action growing, two August 1995 military de-
velopments finally pushed the Serbs to the negotiating table. First, with acquiescence from the 
United States and other allies, Croatia launched punishing offensives against the Serbs. The 
Croatian Army evicted Serb forces from the self-declared Republic of Serbian Krajina, produc-
ing a large number of Serb civilian casualties and refugee flows in the process. Then, operating 
in concert with Bosnian Army units around Bihac, Croatian forces routed the Serbs who were 
occupying other parts of Croatia and Bosnia. American leaders attempted to constrain Croatia, 
fearing the Croats, flush with success, would go too far and ignite a larger conflict.33 But both 
Holbrooke and Clinton would write in their memoirs that Serb military reverses were essen-
tial for bringing the Serbs to the negotiating table.34 In addition to the successful Croatian and 
Bosniak ground initiatives, NATO launched air strikes against the Republika Srpska and Serb 
targets on August 30 in Operation Deliberate Force. The Serbs stopped their attacks against Sa-
rajevo after 11 days of air strikes.

Two months later, the United States hosted a peace conference at Wright-Patterson Air 
Force base in Dayton, Ohio. Having intervened to stop the conflict and putting the reputation 
of the NATO Alliance on the line, the United States and NATO had little choice but to actively 
engage with peacekeeping and reconstruction. President Clinton emphasized the high stakes 
to the public, noting, “The Balkans lies at the heart of Europe, next door to several of our key 
NATO Allies and to some of the new, fragile European democracies. If the war there reignites, 
it could spread and spark a much larger conflict, the kind of conflict that has drawn Americans 
into two European wars in this century.”35 The negotiations were dominated by American and 
European actors shuttling among various Balkan factions involved in the conflict. Promising 
security and aid, and working through innumerable contentious details, the diplomats success-
fully negotiated the “General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina.” The 
agreement, typically referred to simply as the Dayton Accords, was signed by Bosnian, Croat, 
and Serb leaders Alija Izetbegovic, Franjo Tudjman, and Slobodan Milosevic in Paris on De-
cember 14, 1995. 

From this historical overview of the U.S. intervention in the Balkans, it is possible to iden-
tify several factors that helped set the stage for the Train and Equip Program and the context in 
which it would be administered. The U.S. intervention took place reluctantly, under increasing 
pressure, and with high stakes for the Clinton administration; it thus had the sustained atten-
tion of the highest U.S. officials. The implementation of the Dayton peace agreement, and by 
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extension the Train and Equip Program, benefited from this priority support rendered by the 
upper echelons of the national security establishment. 

It also is noteworthy that the United States brought an end to the conflict with a mix 
of diplomacy and military force. U.S. leaders had learned the futility of negotiating without 
forceful options for rectifying the Serb military advantages. The mix of advisory support to 
the Croats and then diplomacy to restrain their advancing forces, and the active use of mili-
tary power to pressure the Serbs to the negotiating table, signaled U.S. intent to establish a 
balance of power among the protagonists rather than allowing any faction to have a sig-
nificant advantage. Incorporating the Train and Equip Program into the peace process was a 
natural extension of this politico-military approach to conflict resolution based on a founda-
tional balance of power.

Outrage over massacres of Bosniak civilians in “protected” enclaves inclined many in the 
United States to believe that providing the Bosniaks the means for self-defense was the right 
thing to do as well as a pragmatic means of promoting stability; i.e., a moral obligation.36 This 
sense of propriety later translated into a deep commitment to success among the members 
of the Train and Equip Task Force. In contrast, America’s European allies were much less in-
clined to support any military measures, arguing that military force of any kind would only 
exacerbate the conflict. These divergent attitudes complicated the execution of the Train and 
Equip Program as the Europeans, particularly the British, tried to subvert the program.

Another notable aspect of the run-up to Dayton that shaped the Train and Equip Pro-
gram was the U.S. investment in the Federation of the Croats and Bosniaks, not only as a 
counterbalance to the Serbs but as the first critical step in national reconciliation. U.S. leaders 
were determined to continue and reinforce their commitment to the Federation by insisting 
the Train and Equip Program be executed through that mechanism even though virtually all 
European experts, as well as most within the U.S. national security bureaucracy, considered 
the Federation impractical and doomed to failure. In this respect, as well as others involving 
the Dayton Accords, senior U.S. leaders were on a decidedly different course than the Euro-
peans and the rank and file in their own national security bureaucracy.

Finally, the interagency team Holbrooke used for his Balkans peace initiative produced a 
knowledgeable and experienced leader to run the Train and Equip Program. Holbrooke notes 
in his memoirs that he and Secretary of State Warren Christopher chose “the best possible 
person to head [Train and Equip]–one of its authors, Jim Pardew.”37 Pardew was an expert 
on the Balkans, having served as the Vice Director for Intelligence on the Joint Staff from 
1992 to 1994 and heading the Pentagon’s Balkan Task Force. He also knew and had met with 
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all the major Balkan personalities when travelling with Holbrooke’s interagency team as the 
senior Department of Defense (DOD) representative. Most importantly, Pardew was trusted 
by senior U.S. leaders in the Clinton administration, who choose him to lead a program they 
knew he advocated. 

The Origin, Purpose, and Resistance
Nothing the United States is doing in Bosnia today is so clearly destabilizing or unlikely to 

foster an enduring peace as this [Train and Equip] program.38

—General Charles Boyd, USAF (Ret.)
Former Deputy Commander, U.S. European Command

A military assistance program for the Bosnians had supporters inside the Clinton ad-
ministration well before the summer of 1995. For example, as early as July 1994 a Department 
of State paper circulated arguing such an effort could be used to help heal the deep-seated 
suspicions between the Federation’s two hostile armies.39 However, it took congressional in-
terest in lifting the arms embargo to elevate prospects for military assistance to the Bosnians. 
Members of Congress who believed the 1992–95 arms embargo disproportionately hurt the 
Bosniaks were supportive of Train and Equip.40 During the war Congress specified that U.S. 
Government funds could not be used to enforce the arms embargo against the Bosnian gov-
ernment41 and in the summer of 1995 voted to unilaterally lift the embargo if UN forces 
withdrew from Bosnia.

Fending off legislation mandating a unilateral lifting of the arms embargo was a major 
preoccupation of the Clinton administration,42 and President Clinton vetoed the bill Congress 
passed in August requiring this development. The administration worried that lifting the em-
bargo would make the United States responsible for the conflict and eventually require an in-
tervention by U.S. troops. As the National Security Council’s policy review of Bosnia in early 
1995 noted, withdrawing UN forces and lifting the embargo “would commit us to arming and 
training the Bosnians for an indefinite period.”43 Even so, the bipartisan effort led by Senators 
Dole, Lieberman, and Biden in support of arming the Muslims made an impact. Senator Dole 
in particular kept pressing the issue. His request that the administration consider a training pro-
gram for the Bosnians stimulated some of the first analysis inside the executive branch on the 
size, shape, and advisability of a Train and Equip Program.44 Dole and other Senators wanted 
the United States to lead rather than support such a Program.45 Eventually, “Facing a defeat in 
Congress on this issue, President Clinton pledged that in the event of a peace agreement, the 
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United States would lead an effort to equip and train the Federation in order to ‘level the playing 
field’ so that it could defend itself.”46 The President wrote to Senator Dole on December 10 as-
suring him that the United States would “coordinate an international effort” and then again on 
December 12 reassuring Dole the United States would lead the effort—expeditiously.47

The Train and Equip Program also calmed the concerns of some Congressmen about com-
mitting U.S. troops to peacekeeping duty in Bosnia. Creating a stable and functioning Federa-
tion Army that could deter Serb aggression had the prospect of allowing NATO and U.S. troops 
to withdraw from Bosnia within the original 12-month mandate, which the administration 
assured Congress was all it would take to stabilize the country.48 Thus the program was “linked 
in the minds of many in Congress to the Administration’s ‘exit strategy.’”49 Senator Dole, for ex-
ample, argued on national television that “the president has got a way to get the troops into the 
area; we need a way to get them out . . . unless we arm and train the Bosnians, we are not going 
to be able to leave. . . .”50 For these and other reasons, including support for the Bosnian right to 
self-defense, Congress gave the President $100 million in drawdown authority to transfer U.S. 
military stocks to Bosnia in the FY96 Foreign Aid Appropriations bill. The legislation required 
the President to certify that the military aid “would assist that nation in self-defense and pro-
mote the security and stability of the region.”51

In addition to these domestic considerations, there was a major external catalyst for creat-
ing the program. Bosnian President Izetbegovic refused to sign the Dayton peace agreement 
without a U.S. commitment to train and equip his forces. President Clinton assured Izetbegovic 
that the United States would provide training and equipment, but only through the Federation 
and only if “foreign fighters”—considered extremists by the United States—left Bosnia and re-
turned to their homelands, a message reinforced by Richard Holbrooke.52

Contrary to what many believed, however, the Train and Equip Program was not just a 
sop to Congress or the Bosniaks.53 Congress and Izetbegovic provided powerful incentives to 
launch the program but many senior leaders in the administration also came to view it as an 
integral part of the Dayton peace implementation process. It is true that senior leaders initially 
preferred to support rather than lead the effort, and that they wanted a modest and low-profile 
program (hoping weapons would be purchased from non-U.S. sources and that training would 
be conducted by a third party). However, after the fall of the Srebrenica and Zepa enclaves and 
the resultant large-scale mass murders, attitudes hardened to the point where officials consid-
ered letting the UN peacekeeping effort “collapse” so the United States could “help the Bosnians 
obtain the military capabilities needed to level the playing field.”54 The belief that “we can ex-
ercise control over the types of weapons provided to the Federation and limit the involvement 
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of Iran and other radical states” convinced administration leaders that U.S. leadership of the 
program would be necessary.55 By the time the Dayton peace accords were finished, Secretary of 
Defense Perry was quite comfortable explaining that “to achieve a lasting peace in the Balkans, 
it will be essential to achieve stable and balanced force levels within Bosnia-Herzegovina and 
among the states of the former Yugoslavia.”56

Perry’s post-Dayton statement put a public face on the argument Madeleine Albright 
made to other senior Clinton officials in August, 1995, which was that “the one truth of this 
sad story” was that “our only successes have come when the Bosnian Serbs faced a credible 
threat of military force.”57 Consequently, she advocated immediately lifting the arms embargo 
and training the Bosnians until they could defend themselves and drive the Serbs to the nego-
tiating table. Serious planning for a U.S.-led Train and Equip Program by the Pentagon picked 
up steam after her intervention,58 with the explicit goal of “ensur[ing] that there is a rough 
balance of power between the Federation and the Bosnian Serbs by the end of the 1-year 
peace implementation period.”59 

After the Dayton agreement was signed, U.S. leaders remained cognizant of the need for 
incentives for compliance. The leaders of the Former Republic of Yugoslavia, Bosnia, and Croa-
tia had agreed to recognize each other’s existence, address conflicts peacefully, and contribute 
to reconstruction and implementation of transitional justice, including the prosecution of war 
criminals.60 They also had agreed to continue the October 5 cease-fire and to withdraw more of 
their forces to specially designated zones. Yet these agreements were widely judged to be fragile. 
One or more parties could have used the respite from war to regroup and prepare for a renewal 
of hostilities. The Train and Equip Program was one of several mechanisms intended to dis-
suade such a course of action, particularly by the Serbs.

Another prominent means of dissuading a renewal of hostilities was the Dayton agree-
ment’s provision in Annex 1-A for a multinational military Implementation Force (IFOR) un-
der the command of NATO with UN authority to help enforce the military aspects of the agree-
ment “with force if necessary.”61 Annex 1-B provided other stabilizing measures. It stipulated 
that under the auspices of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, the war-
ring countries were to restrict arms imports and agree on rates for reducing arms stockpiles. The 
intent of the annex was to prevent an arms race and create a rough military balance between the 
formerly warring factions. When hostilities ended, the Bosnian Serbs had a major advantage in 
heavy weapons, so a balance could be achieved by some combination of arms reductions, arms 
control, and importation of weapons to the Bosnian Federation. U.S. leaders viewed Train and 
Equip as one key means to establish an enduring military balance that would facilitate stability 
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and reconciliation. In that regard the informal name of the program—Train and Equip—com-
municated its content accurately, but the formal name better communicated its purpose: Task 
Force for Military Stabilization in the Balkans.

Most observers were skeptical about the chances for peace at the time. The initial 1-year 
duration for IFOR—strongly preferred by the U.S. military62 but considered a “waffle of the first 
order” by most other observers63—was considered impractical because it was a glaring signal 
that the U.S. commitment was limited. It was widely assumed the warring parties would renew 
fighting if NATO forces left. Even if they did not leave, no one could predict NATO’s willing-
ness to enforce the peace if fighting broke out. Bosnian Serb hostility and IFOR passivity were 
demonstrated early in the peace implementation effort when Bosnian Serbs had to submit to 
the unification of Sarajevo under Federation control by March 18, 1996. IFOR stood by while 
Serbs burned abandoned homes and apartments and Serbian thugs terrorized any Serbs who 
wanted to stay in a multiethnic city. Such developments bode poorly for the peace process. In 
fact, many experts in the Intelligence Community expected the process to fall apart quickly after 
Holbrooke’s February 1996 departure from government and the loss of his unique access and 
knowledge of the parties, particularly in Belgrade.64 

The precarious peace and short 1-year IFOR tenure underscored the sensitivity and ur-
gency attached to the Train and Equip Program. The primary objective of the program was to 
create a military balance of power in Bosnia by offsetting Serbs advantages. The formal objective 
for the program approved by U.S. leaders was the following: “In one year, equip and train a Fed-
eration military force capable of deterring ground attacks on Federation territory by Srpska and 
successfully defending Federation territory from a revived Bosnian Serb Army, with no more 
than modest material support from Belgrade, should deterrence fail.”65 If IFOR was only going 
to stay a year, it was imperative that the program begin immediately and be executed rapidly. 

Secondarily, the United States intended to use the Train and Equip Program to strengthen 
the Bosniak-Croat Federation, so the program would be executed through the Federation with the 
intent to build and cement an integrated, NATO-backed, Bosniak-Croat Federation armed forces 
structure. A key assumption was that cooperation between the Bosnian Croats and Bosniaks on 
security matters would facilitate progress in other sectors. Certainly it was difficult to imagine 
much political progress in the Federation without agreement on security structures and processes. 
The sooner the Federation Ministry of Defense was integrated and working smoothly, the more 
likely it was that other aspects of postwar reconstruction would gather momentum. 

The third objective of the program was to orient Bosnia towards the West, first by eradi-
cating the growing influence of radical Iranian-sponsored mujahideen, and second by instilling 
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Western civil-military norms and NATO military standards. Congress made the availability of 
military and economic assistance to the Bosnian government contingent upon Iranian-sup-
ported foreign forces being expelled from Bosnia. U.S. leaders would not permit the program 
to deliver training or weapons until the President determined that the Bosnian government had 
arranged the departure of foreign fighters.66 Rapidly establishing the Train and Equip Program 
was meant to give the Bosniaks an incentive to take the politically painful step of dismissing 
their co-religionists who had flocked to Bosnia to fight with fanatical commitment. Another 
objective, implicit in the previous three, was “to provide incentives for all sides to comply with 
the Dayton Agreement and ensure that a secure environment exists upon SFOR’s departure.”67 

Explaining the origins and purpose of Train and Equip from a select U.S. senior leadership 
point of view68 fails to communicate how controversial the program was at the time. Many (but 
not all) officials in the U.S. Government and most Europeans saw it as inconsistent with and an 
impediment to the international peacekeeping mission. Uniformed military leadership in par-
ticular feared the program would undermine the impartial peacekeeping image they needed to 
execute the IFOR mission successfully. How, they asked, can American soldiers serve as neutral 
peacekeepers while their country is supplying weapons and training to some of the previously 
warring factions? Military leaders worried the Serbs would view the program as blatant favorit-
ism for the Bosnian Croats and Bosniaks and thus resent and attack U.S. peacekeeping troops. 
In Washington DOD simply insisted that the program be run out of the Department of State 
instead of itself. In Bosnia senior U.S. military leaders more openly distanced themselves from 
the program and sometimes seemed to impede its execution. 

The Europeans shared the U.S. military view that Train and Equip was a threat to peace-
keeping forces. They refused to participate and opposed the program “indirectly.”69 Pardew 
would find the Europeans “feckless” and “useless” in helping Bosnia attain military stability.70 As 
Bosnian expert Susan Woodward argued, European opposition to Train and Equip represented 
a profound difference of opinion about “what was necessary to bring the conflict to an end and 
the method of obtaining peace and the goal of intervention.”71 For Europeans, introducing more 
arms into the region while trying to fulfill Dayton arms reduction provisions seemed contradic-
tory. If a military balance was necessary, European diplomats thought it should be established 
through arms reduction and control.72 

The European preference for arms control in lieu of Train and Equip was shared by 
many American diplomats. The Foreign Service Officer in charge of political-military matters 
for the European Bureau explained the Bureau’s skepticism about the Train and Equip effort 
when it was first forming in December 1995. In candid terms, he noted that no one in the 
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Bureau believed in the elusive concept of “a military balance” or that any efforts to achieve 
one would contribute to stability. He said the common view in State was that the program was 
tolerated because it had been a necessary inducement to get the Bosnians to sign the Dayton 
Accords.73 He thought that arming and training the Federation would undermine the process 
of arms control and exacerbate tensions with Europeans participating in the implementation 
of the Dayton agreement.74 

Most State Department officials, like DOD leaders, did not actively resist the program, 
which they knew had high-level support. On the contrary, they did their best to explain the 
program in terms of its contribution to stability and democratic processes.75 However, they 
often tried to use the program as leverage for what they considered more important objectives. 
From State’s viewpoint, the program was not important for any contributions it made to a mili-
tary balance, but it was useful for keeping the process moving forward in other sectors. They 
frequently wanted to threaten to suspend Train and Equip if the Bosnian Croats or Bosniaks 
proved recalcitrant on unrelated peace implementation issues. 

Another objection to Train and Equip was that it would overcorrect the military balance in 
favor of the Bosniak-Croat Federation. Some NATO Allies harbored this concern (particularly 
the British),76 as did the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and some members of Congress.77 
Even some officials in DOD and on the National Security Council78 disagreed with the intro-
duction of heavy weaponry under Train and Equip. As the program got under way, the CIA 
became increasingly vocal in its assertion that a military balance already existed in Bosnia. 
Their military analysts argued that the Bosniaks had a manpower advantage and the Serbs had 
an equipment advantage, but in the end both sides were about equal. Therefore, they argued 
that arming the Federation would have the exact opposite of its intended effect, destabilizing the 
balance of power in favor of the Federation and leading to a renewal of hostilities. Others be-
lieved the same. A Washington Post reporter wrote that he drove 4 hours through a snowstorm 
to watch Train and Equip heavy weapons being offloaded at the Croatian port of Ploce because 
“when the next war in the Balkans erupts, I want to be able to say that I was there where it all 
began.”79 A few months later a New York Times reporter quoted a European commander as say-
ing “the question no longer is if the Muslims will attack the Bosnian Serbs, but when.”80 

Finally, a fair number of Balkan experts, journalists, and scholars thought the Train and 
Equip Program was misguided because the tenuous Bosniak-Croat Federation would be over-
come with nationalist ambitions and crumble. Political scholars John Mearsheimer and Ste-
phen Evera, typifying this perspective, wrote that the main problem with Dayton that would 
haunt the program was the “untenable” Croatian-Muslim Federation: “Like Bosnian Serbs, the 
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Bosnian Croats want out of Bosnia. They accepted the Muslim-Croat Federation as an expedi-
ent . . . but they will surely move to destroy it someday soon.”81 Similarly, the U.S. Interagency 
Intelligence Task Force that tracked events in Bosnia, and the Department of State’s Bureau of 
Intelligence and Research, both believed the Federation was an “artificial construct” that would 
not last.82 The widespread view was that Federation leaders were so hostile to one another they 
would never cooperate. Europeans regarded the Federation as a “crazy idea.”83

The Serbs, of course, agreed that the Federation was not viable and that Train and Equip 
was destabilizing. They promoted the narrative that Bosniak forces were Muslim extremists 
who wanted to see the establishment of an Islamic state in Bosnia, and stoked the fear that the 
United States would end up arming and training an Islamic fundamentalist state. As the pro-
gram progressed, Bosnian Serb leader Biljana Plavic complained, “There is obvious discrimi-
nation, particularly in an area [equipment] that is so very delicate,”84 and another Serb com-
mentator warned that arming “Alija [Izetbegovich]’s mujahedeens in the middle of the peace 
process in former Bosnia-Herzegovina can only trigger a new war.”85 The Serbs were not alone 
in asserting that Washington was being duped by wily Muslims. Looking back on the events 
that led to Dayton and the Train and Equip Program, one former senior State Department and 
UN official would conclude the Muslims “bamboozled the world” and played the United States 
“like a fiddle.”86

In sum, other than the U.S. President, a handful of his top national security officials, some 
strong supporters in Congress who cared to follow the issue, and those directly involved in 
the Train and Equip Program, most informed opinion in the U.S. Government and European 
circles seemed to agree that Train and Equip was destabilizing and counterproductive. Never-
theless, the task force was ultimately able to sidestep or overcome such resistance and execute its 
program with the help of supporters inside and outside the U.S. Government. It did so in some 
interesting and creative ways that merit close inspection.

Train and Equip Team Performance, 1995–1997
Train and equip could start an arms race. It is inflaming a situation which is already in-

flammatory. That’s not what it was originally designed to do.87

—Former UN High Representative to Bosnia Carl Bildt, 1997

After the Train and Equip Program was in effect for a year or more, many observers consid-
ered it a juggernaut propelling the region toward renewed hostilities. Yet when the program began 
operations in December 1995, it seemed anything but a runaway success. Pardew started with no 
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staff, no budget, no clear military requirements, and no committed international support. Armed 
only with a mandate and drawdown authority from Congress, Pardew went to work immediately 
after the Dayton peace agreement. Reflecting his sense of urgency, he told his small task force 
“every day is a work day”88 and proved it by working nonstop through the holiday period, an ex-
tended government furlough, and the early-January blizzard that shut down the Federal Govern-
ment for a week by dumping two feet of snow on Washington, DC.89 Over the next 2 years Pardew 
and his interagency team, along with those they partnered with, maintained this level of intensity 
by traveling extensively, overcoming major setbacks, and beating back bureaucratic resistance to 
secure international donor funds and create a web of private and government sector entities that 
could implement the program. The first step was assembling the core team. 

Forming the Team

Shortly after the Dayton agreement, Jim Pardew was made U.S. Special Representative for 
Military Stabilization in the Balkans, given temporary ambassadorial status (which was later 
confirmed by the Senate), and housed in the Department of State’s main building. He began as-
sembling a group to implement the Train and Equip Program. Pardew’s first recruit was Mark 
Sawoski, who had worked with Pardew on the DOD Bosnia Task Force and accompanied him 
to the Dayton negotiations. Pardew asked Sawoski to work on Train and Equip as a senior ad-
visor.90 When Sawoski had to return to his position in academia during the summer of 1996 
Pardew secured the services of Chuck Franklin, a former Navy public affairs officer, who con-
centrated on task force public relations. 

Pardew, a former U.S. Army intelligence officer, also quickly arranged for someone to sup-
port the task force’s intelligence needs. The CIA loaned him someone to provide intelligence 
support but rescinded the action after a few weeks. Pardew requested a replacement who was 
knowledgeable about the Balkans and was given Guillermo Christensen, a CIA analyst then 
working in the DCI’s Interagency Balkan Task Force.91 When Christensen departed after a few 
months for his onward assignment, the CIA provided another replacement who stayed with the 
task force for the next several years.

Pardew also approached the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, Walt Slocombe, to 
ask for a senior executive to serve as one of his two deputies, with responsibility for working 
the details of the military training program and equipment deliveries. Slocombe made Chris 
Lamb available. Pardew also wanted someone from the Defense Security Cooperation Agency 
to manage the congressionally mandated $100 million drawdown of U.S. military equipment. 
That agency made Major Stuart McFarren, a former Special Forces officer, available to Pardew, 
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believing it would be a short-term job.92 McFarren was originally assigned to Pardew for 2 
weeks but ended up staying with the program almost 8 years, longer than any other member. 
In order to maintain the U.S. military’s posture as an unbiased international peacekeeping force 
that was not “taking sides,” McFarren had to quickly retire from the Army and begin working 
for Pardew as a contractor to stay with the Train and Equip team.93 

The Department of State supplied Pardew’s other deputy, Ambassador Darryl Johnson, to 
help work the international diplomatic agenda in support of Train and Equip. Johnson served 
as Pardew’s deputy from January through March 1996.94 He was supported by Angel Rabasa, a 
Foreign Service Officer who had worked Serbian sanctions on another interagency task force 
before joining Train and Equip during a normal department rotation.95 When Johnson was 
temporarily assigned to head the Embassy in Sarajevo for a few weeks before moving on to his 
assignment in Taiwan, Pardew had to find a replacement. After several months he recruited 
Ambassador Jon Glassman from the Industrial College of the Armed Forces at National De-
fense University. The Department of State also provided secretarial support and, in the summer 
of 1996, another senior political officer to assist the task force, John Klekas, a Foreign Service 
officer Pardew knew from working on the Balkan Task Force at DOD. 

So after several substitutions about 6 months into the program, the basic structure and the 
work regimen of the team remained stable over the first few years. The team met each morn-
ing in Pardew’s office to talk strategy and priorities, and then dispersed. An early priority for 
Pardew was securing his group’s authority to take action within the U.S. national security es-
tablishment. He needed a mandate that would answer the question of how much training and 
equipping would be necessary. A study was already under way for that very purpose.

Establishing Requirements, Getting a Mandate, and Beginning Operations

By August 1995 there was interagency agreement that a Train and Equip Program should 
be “modest” and concentrate on “defensive capabilities,”96 but the exact size and shape of the 
program was disputed. Both the CIA and Pentagon had made preliminary estimates of Train 
and Equip Program requirements for planning purposes. They agreed on some of the Bosniak 
force shortcomings, but disagreed about how capable Bosniak forces were and what it would 
take to create an effective military balance (with the Joint Staff being “more pessimistic about 
Muslim capabilities”).97 After the decision to train and equip the Bosnians was made, senior 
administration officials wanted a more detailed and deliberate assessment. So the Institute for 
Defense Analysis (IDA) was asked to travel to Bosnia and make a complete assessment of the 
military balance in order “to identify priorities for training and equipment improvements; and 
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to develop alternative equip and train packages.”98 The IDA assessment team had drafts of its 
work ready in December but did not complete its assessment until February 5, 1996. 

The team recommended the creation of a unified Bosniak-Croat joint military staff and an 
integrated peacetime force of 55,000 active-duty troops composed of 14 brigades (10 Bosniak 
and 4 Bosnian Croat). The team found minimal cooperation between the Bosniak and Croat 
forces and widespread mutual animosity. The IDA report noted that the Croat HVO “behaves 
more as an extension of the Croatian Army than as a Federation partner of the predominantly 
Muslim Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina” and also remarked on the “ethnic bigotry among 
most HVO officers that we did not find in the ARBiH.” The IDA study group did not find 
“enthusiasm for resuming the war,” but did note the smoldering resentment in some quarters, 
especially among Croats, was a formidable obstacle to executing Train and Equip. Both sides 
were pleased to have U.S. support for the Federation Army, however. The ARBiH commander, 
General Rasim Delic, summed up the general sentiment when he told IDA researchers, “We 
survived before by courage and resourcefulness, but we paid a high price in lives and territory 
and we need America’s help to prevent that from ever happening again.”99 

The IDA study team found the HVO and ARBiH armies in dire need of training and basic 
equipment. Both armies were comprised mostly of young, battle-hardened troops who suffered 
from a lack of formal training at all levels. Young commanders were under-trained and over-
whelmed by their responsibilities: “At brigade and battalion level, many commanders have risen 
so fast that they are not yet adequately trained in staff operations or the coordination of maneu-
ver and support.” Furthermore, neither army had noncommissioned officers above squad level, 
which meant junior officers were left to “plan, lead, supervise, coordinate, and requisition all 
forms of support in battle . . . leaders so overwhelmed with tasks cannot be fully attentive to any 
task, thereby degrading the quality of what they do. . . .”100

In taking stock of the HVO and ARBiH equipment, the report found that most of the 
weaponry in both armies was decades old and of “Soviet, Yugoslav or other communist block 
manufacture,”101 and that much of it had been worn out from “prolonged combat use.” The IDA 
team identified the major equipment shortfalls, and noted that, “If pooled, the combined mili-
tary industrial capacity and logistical infrastructure of the ARBiH and HVO could significantly 
reduce the cost of defending the country, more readily standardize units, and reduce the cost of 
an externally-supported Train and Equip Program.” The IDA study was briefed to senior DOD 
leaders, who generally accepted the findings (table 1).102

With the draft103 IDA assessment in hand, Pardew arranged to have the Train and Equip 
Program considered in a Deputies Committee meeting, i.e., a National Security Council staff 
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meeting attended by the second highest officials from all the major departments and agencies. 
The Deputies approved Pardew’s five-page paper laying out policy, goals, leadership, objectives, 
concept, and next steps for the Train and Equip Program on December 28, 1995, codifying 
the purpose and attributes of the program that had been debated and clarified in preceding 
months.104 The Deputies Committee stipulated that actual training and equipping could not 
begin until two conditions were fulfilled. Bosniak and Croat leaders had to prove their com-
mitment to the Federation, and the Bosniak leaders had to sever ties with Iran and the muja-
hideen fighters in Bosnia. Pardew did not contest these stipulations but rather insisted upon 

Element Description Estimated Cost (in millions)
Training Unit training—company 

lane training and company 
combat training centers 
(CTCs), 2nd company CTCs 
and battalion CTCs
Individual training—NCO 
and junior officer courses, 
officer and battle staff 
training

$45 

Artillery Towed medium artillery (144 
tubes), counter battery radars 
(12), computers, trucks 
(2550)

$120–150

Infantry equipment Anti-tank weapons (318), 
heavy mortars (130), 
light weapons; engineer 
equipment, individual 
equipment

$195–210

Communications Tactical VHF and HF radios, 
radio-relay system and 
tactical telephone equipment

$65

Air defense Man-portable SAMs, early 
warning radars, radar SAMs

$155–190

Tanks and AVCs Tanks (45) and armored 
combat vehicles (80) for 
reaction brigade

$70–110

Helicopters Utility helicopters (20) $90–110
Approximate Cumulative Value: $740–860 Million

Table 1. IDA Study Recommended Train and Equip Elements
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them. He “knew the consequences of being a pawn”105 for other Balkan agendas and wanted the 
leverage to put the program on a proper foundation. The paper also addressed Bosnian Serb 
participation. It noted that having separate military forces in Bosnia was “incompatible with 
the long-term goal of a peaceful, unitary Bosnian state,” so it explained that he would explore 
opportunities for greater integration with the Bosnian Serbs after appropriate conditions were 
met, including giving up indicted war criminals. It would be quite some time before the Bosnian 
Serbs were ready to accept such conditions. Meanwhile, Pardew used this Deputies Committee 
mandate to overcome resistance to the program within the U.S. national security bureaucracy 
and from U.S. military leaders in Bosnia.

Soliciting Support and Operating Funds

The immediate next step that Pardew had requested and received Deputies approval for 
was an “orientation trip” to the Balkans. He and his deputies, along with IDA’s chief analyst 
in charge of the requirements report, flew to the region the first week of January, 1996. In 
Zagreb, the Croatians were cautiously supportive on the condition that the program would be 
administered through the Federation. In Sarajevo the Bosniaks welcomed the team and read-
ily agreed on the broad outlines of the program. In Belgrade Milosevic was cordial but ad-
opted the European stance toward the program: no weapons should be introduced to Bosnia. 
Instead, a balance should be achieved through reductions alone.106 Whether meeting with 
Bosniaks, Croats, or Serbs, Pardew’s message was the same: the program would be imple-
mented, it would be transparent, and it would be kept fully consistent with all other aspects 
of the Dayton Accords.

Pardew wanted to introduce his deputies, both of whom were new to the Balkans, to the 
key players in the region, but he also give them a chance to see the impact of the war up close. 
After arriving at Sarajevo’s bullet-ridden airport on the only flight they could find—an old Russian 
transport107 delivering frozen food—Pardew had his team tour the heavily damaged remains of 
Sarajevo, including the famous central library that had been gutted by fire.108 The orientation trip 
also established a pattern of regular travel for team members, who on average traveled 1 week in 
4, usually to Bosnia to do business with the Federation Ministry of Defense and the U.S. contrac-
tor responsible for program execution in the field, but also in search of resources and weapons for 
the program. The main purpose of this first trip, however, was to put the region on notice that the 
Train and Equip was real, solicit support, and underscore the transparent nature of the program. 

Once back in Washington, Pardew put Lamb, his Department of Defense deputy, to 
work on developing a training contract and determining what defense stocks could be drawn 
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down for the Federation military forces. Most of the congressionally mandated $100 million 
in drawdown authority for Train and Equip would come from Army stocks, including rifles, 
machine guns, radios, tactical telephones, tanks, heavy artillery, armored personnel carriers, 
light antitank weapons, and utility helicopters. Other than this significant donation, the U.S. 
Congress was promised that no taxpayer funds would be used for the program execution. 
Thus Pardew had to look to other countries for cash and in-kind donations to finance the re-
maining $700 million of the estimated $800 million program,109 and he assigned Ambassador 
Johnson the lead on that effort. 

A common means of soliciting international financial support is to hold a donor con-
ference, but U.S. leaders worried that it would focus too much attention on the program.110 
After Saudi Ambassador to the United States Prince Bandar bin Sultan suggested the program 
pursue this course of action, the idea received renewed attention. Normally such events are 
convened after preliminary diplomatic work secures some hard pledges of support. However, 
Train and Equip was dependent on cash donations to pay for its training component and 
Pardew’s sense of urgency was growing. He wrote a memo to all the major national security 

Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott, Ambassador Pardew, and other attendees at the “disastrous” Ankara 
donor conference
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leaders in the U.S. Government in mid-February, reporting that Train and Equip so far had 
“no money, no equipment, and no training.” He noted the effort was “on the verge of criti-
cism because we have not moved faster.”111 After some internal debate, the task force went to 
work on organizing a donor conference despite the absence of preliminary pledges. Turkey, 
“shrugging off ” complaints from the European Union,112 agreed to host the event in Ankara 
on March 15, 1996. The task force assumption was that raising money from sympathetic 
majority-Muslim countries would be easy, but that turned out not to be the case. 

In late February Johnson traveled to Southeast Asia with “tin cup in hand.”113 He went to 
Brunei, Malaysia, and Indonesia,114 preparing their governments for the conference in Anka-
ra.115 At every stop Johnson was asked, “Why are you Americans here asking us? Why aren’t the 
Bosnians?”116 Implicit in the question was the possibility that the Bosniaks preferred to receive 
aid directly rather than sharing resources with the Bosnian Croats. It soon became clear that 
this was the donors’ perspective. Muslim countries were leery of contributing to an American 
program that included Bosnian Croats who had fought against Muslims.117 The Turks had simi-
lar sentiments but were more willing to sponsor the conference, cooperate with the program, 
and see how matters progressed. 

Warning signs notwithstanding, the actual conference was a shock. It started well. Some 
32 nations and 5 international organizations attended, including the United States, which was 
represented by Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott. Despite the notable absence of Rus-
sia and some other key European countries, the wide representation seemed promising. But 
the conference fizzled. The Europeans extolled the importance of arms control while Muslim 
countries asserted the right to self-defense. U.S. representatives made eloquent arguments 
about the fragility of peace and the need to support the victims of Serb aggression by help-
ing build a deterrent force. In the end, concrete pledges of cash support did not materialize. 
Only the Turks pledged an unspecified training package they valued at $2 million. Pardew 
apologized to the Deputy Secretary, but Talbott reassured him that they would make the best 
they could out of the circumstances. The task force departed from Turkey dejected and empty 
handed, stopping in Istanbul to “lick its wounds.” In Pardew’s words, “The Ankara conference 
was a complete disaster.”118 

Many of the potential Muslim donors feared that “most of the equipment provided 
would be diverted to Croatia or at least to the Bosnian-Croat portion of the Federation.”119 
Pardew discovered that the Organization of the Islamic Conference had decided in a meeting 
in Islamabad earlier in the same week as the Ankara conference that “the Islamic world will 
support Bosnian Muslims on a bilateral basis rather than through the U.S. program which 
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supports the Federation of Muslims and Croats.”120 There were also suggestions that countries 
like Saudi Arabia, which had provided $100 million for Bosnian relief during the war, were 
upset about the lack of Bosnian accountability for those funds. They had no idea where their 
money went and were leery of making more donations. For their part, Bosniak leaders played 
up both American and Muslim strategic ties by encouraging the Organization of the Islamic 
Conference to “retain bilateral relationships while supporting the U.S.” Following the Ankara 
conference, Bosnian UN Ambassador Mohammad Sacirbey added insult to injury by calling 
the Train and Equip Program “cheap and inadequate.”121

Left with nothing to show from the Ankara conference, with time ticking and criticism 
of the program splattered across newspapers as he had predicted,122 Pardew turned to the 
White House. He reminded all concerned that the program was a personal commitment 
from President Clinton. White House officials agreed that the President would make a per-
sonal appeal and dispatch his lifelong friend and counselor, Thomas “Mack” McLarty, to 
the Gulf to convey his request for assistance. McLarty, however, would not board the plane 
waiting at Andrews Air Force base until the task force obtained an ironclad assurance that 
the President’s personal request would be received favorably. The task force launched a 
frantic search for longtime Saudi Ambassador to the United States Prince Bandar, finally 
locating him through his American security detail. Bandar promised Saudi cooperation, so 
McLarty, Pardew, and regional experts departed for Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emir-
ates, and Kuwait between April 14 and 15 to make the President’s appeal to the highest 
levels of government, netting $115 million in cash.123

With funding from the Gulf priming the pump, a second trip was made by Pardew and 
Glassman to Malaysia and Brunei that increased the cash pledges to $152 million. During 
these fund-raising trips, Pardew’s team stressed the moral dimension of their mission and 
was met with similar sentiments. The Emir of Kuwait, who initially agreed to give $30 mil-
lion, told Pardew that “helping Bosnia is a duty . . . not because they are Muslims, but be-
cause they are wronged people.”124 In Brunei, Ambassador Glassman recalled that conversa-
tions on the “shocking and harrowing tale of slaughter” of Muslim innocents at Srebrenica 
strengthened resolve that such horrors could not be allowed to happen again. Although 
the $147 million was a far cry from IDA’s estimated program needs, the Train and Equip 
team doggedly pursued in-kind donations over the next 2 years, securing pledges from 14 
countries valued at another $129 million. In addition to the $100 million in U.S. military 
assistance, the total value of the program was over $400 million in cash, equipment, train-
ing, and technical support (see table 2).125
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Establishing the Legal Regime for Managing Funds

The McLarty trip secured enough cash to launch Train and Equip but simultaneously pre-
sented an unforeseen and pressing legal matter: how to legally spend other countries’ money for 
an American-led foreign military program. Team members were acutely conscious of the need 
for a legally sanctioned method for administering donor funds. The team turned to Department 
of State lawyers. The Department had a major conundrum. Constitutionally, the Executive is 

Country Funds (in millions) Equipment (in millions)
Brunei $27
Egypt $3.8 worth of equipment

• 16 130mm field guns 
• 12 122mm howitzers and 18 23mm 
antiaircraft guns

Kuwait $50
Malaysia $10
Qatar $13 worth of equipment

• 25 Armored personnel carriers
Saudi Arabia $50
Turkey $2 worth of equipment

• 10 T-55 tanks 
United Arab Emirates $15 $120 worth of equipment

• 36 105mm howitzers
• 50 AMX30 tanks and 31 ML90 
armored vehicles
• 8 transport vehicles

United States $109 worth of equipment and services
• 45 M60A3 tanks, 80 M113A2 armored 
personnel carriers, 240 heavy trucks
• 15 UH-1H helicopters
• 116 155mm field howitzers and 840 
AT-4 light antitank weapons
• 1,000 M-60 machine guns and 46,100 
M-16 rifles
• JANUS and BBS Command and Staff 
simulation software
• 2,342 radios, 4,100 tactical telephones, 
binoculars

Total Value: $399.8 Million

Table 2. Train and Equip Program Donated Resources as of January 1997
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not permitted to spend money without congressional approval, but McLarty had already come 
home with financial commitments. It took a unique legal construct and a joint State, Treasury, 
and Justice Department effort to allow those funds to be used consistent with U.S. law and the 
policy objectives of the Train and Equip Program.126

A winning formula was found after a number of false starts. Legal advisors reasoned that 
because the funds had been given to the United States for a specific purpose, the Department of 
State could create a common law trust for them. Setting up such a trust allowed the U.S. Govern-
ment to administer the money but did not give it ownership rights or direct control over how the 
funds were to be used.127 Washington would hold the funds in the U.S. Treasury with an affirma-
tive duty to protect the property on behalf of the donors, which meant ensuring the funds were 
allocated consistent with donor intent.128 Obtaining support from the Departments of Justice and 
Treasury ensured broad government support for the funding mechanism.129 After securing inter-
agency and donor agreement for this novel approach, the Bosnian Defense Fund was established 
on April 22, 1996.130 Supporting arrangements for administering the funds then had to be created, 
including the documentation necessary to establish Ministry of Defense needs and donor intent, 
and whether the fund would be interest bearing and, if so, how that would be managed.131

When the Federation needed to pay a contract for either weapons or training services, 
they would submit a written request—prepared for them by the Train and Equip team and 
signed by both Bosniak and Croat Ministers of Defense—to the donors.132 This request 
from the Federation Ministry of Defense was forwarded through the team to the donors 
in the form of a diplomatic note, another of the innovative procedures developed for the 
program.133 Diplomatic notes, which had to be reported to Congress, allowed the whole 
process to stay transparent and on the record. The Train and Equip team would forward 
the Ministry’s request to a particular donor country that would then decide whether it 
would allow its donation, sitting in the trust fund, to be used for that request.134 To fulfill 
its fiduciary responsibilities as trustee, the team had to demonstrate that bids from vendors 
were good deals for the donors.135 Infrequently, donors would deny a request, preferring 
that their donations be used for other purposes, in which case Train and Equip members 
would pursue another donor.136 Upon donor approval, the State Department would then 
withdraw funds from the Treasury account and pay the contractor or supplier directly.137 In 
this manner the donor funds never passed through Bosnian hands, but always went directly 
for training and equipment that the Bosnian defense leadership agreed was necessary.

Exchanging diplomatic notes and other paperwork was “somewhat cumbersome”138 and 
frustrated Bosnian military leaders, particularly the Bosnian Croat Minister of Defense,139 who 
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thought Bosnians should manage the funds more directly. However, the process allowed donor 
countries to know where their funds went and allowed Washington to ensure that every cent 
of the funds was spent legitimately. Moreover, it left the Train and Equip team in the middle of 
all transactions with an “appropriate level of leverage over the disbursement of funds.”140 Later, 
the team would reinforce accountability by having the Federation employ the services of a U.S. 
DOD auditor stationed in Sarajevo to monitor contracts and their implementation.141 Getting 
the Bosnian Federation Ministry of Defense and a donor to agree that funds should be spent to 
pay for a U.S. auditing function took some persuasion but added another layer of transparency 
and accountability. 

It was a “creative and ingenious”142 system of checks and balances that reassured Pardew. 
The Bosnians soon realized that no graft or corruption would taint the program,143 a conviction 
Pardew reinforced with key policy decisions. For example, after delivering rifles to the Federa-
tion, Pardew made it mandatory for every soldier issued a weapon to sign for it by serial num-
ber.144 Pardew also refused to support the use of donor funds for Federation military salaries, 
which he saw as a “bottomless pit” for the program’s meager resources and an unhealthy op-
portunity for funds to be “raked off at every level.”145 His position was that the Federation would 
provide the soldiers and his program would train and equip them. 

Finding Trainers

Even before funding was secured, the Train and Equip team had worked hard to put a 
contract in place for training Federation forces. Since DOD wanted to distance itself from the 
program, private contractors had to be engaged. Train and Equip staff used the IDA training 
assessment to develop requirements. The task force then invited private sector firms to submit 
bids. Three U.S. contractors responded, and the Train and Equip staff arranged for the Bosnians 
to hear their proposals in person. 

During the first Train and Equip visit to Sarajevo, the Bosnians had said they wanted the 
program to cooperate with their U.S. advisors,146 notably Richard Perle, a former Assistant Sec-
retary of Defense and member of the Pentagon’s Defense Policy Board; former Under Secretary 
of Defense Fred Iklé; former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Negotiations and Policy 
Doug Feith; Clarrisse Feldman; and others. This message was later reinforced by the Bosnian 
Embassy in Washington, DC.147 These advisors, particularly Perle and Feith, provided a great 
deal of pro bono assistance to the Bosnians. Later they formed the Acquisition Support Insti-
tute (ASI) headed by Mike McNamara148 to monitor Bosnian interests in Train and Equip on 
an ongoing basis. The Train and Equip team worked cautiously with ASI but soon learned their 
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hard-nosed approach to saving the Bosnians money could benefit the program. ASI played a 
major role in negotiating the training contract. Later it conducted periodic in-country reviews 
of training and equipment use and reviewed all the training company’s vouchers before recom-
mending payment by the Federation Ministry of Defense. ASI also pushed DOD to designate 
materials as Excess Defense Articles (EDAs) so they could be given to the Federation at no 
charge, further cutting costs.149 In essence, ASI provided another layer of accountability, par-
ticularly with respect to the administration of the training contract.

As it turned out, the Federation decision to award the contract to Military Resources Pro-
fessionals, Inc. (MPRI), of Alexandria, Virginia, had unanimous support. Pardew and others 
felt that the company, comprised of former U.S. military personnel, was committed to the mis-
sion and also took pride in facilitating the execution of U.S. foreign policy. MPRI had an Army 
ethos and mission-minded mentality,150 experience working in the region, and understood the 
conflict as well as some of the challenges they would be facing. Finally, and of particular impor-
tance to ASI, which supported the choice of MPRI, they were the least expensive option. They 
offered a lean alternative compared to the other companies and had a great deal of credibility 
with the Bosnians and particularly the Croats. MPRI’s relationship with the Croatian army was 
perceived as playing an important role in the “blitzkrieg offensives” the Croatian forces used to 
recapture land from Serbs in late 1995. MPRI was also perceived by the Bosnians, ASI, and the 
Train and Equip team as eager to establish its reputation by securing and successfully imple-
menting the training portion of the program. 

The decision to negotiate the contract with MPRI still left much to be done. Train and 
Equip personnel cajoled assistance from DOD contract specialists to create a draft contract that 
covered the range of envisioned activities, including individual soldier training, infantry unit 
training and integration, development of a noncommissioned officer corps, light and heavy 
weapons training, and training and integration of Federation Ministry of Defense and Joint 
High Command staff. The Train and Equip staff cut the turgid government-style draft from over 
200 pages to around 70. Then ASI, or more specifically Doug Feith’s law firm, weighed in and 
further simplified the contract, reducing it to about 30 pages of essential terms and conditions. 

Contract negotiations progressed slowly as every change had to be reviewed and endorsed 
by multiple parties. MPRI and the task force had to agree on what needed to be done, and the 
Bosnians would not approve the contract without ASI’s concurrence as well. When arrange-
ments for funding the contract were finally established, the pressure to close the deal on con-
tract provisions spiked. Lamb and McNamara worked all night at a borrowed office in the U.S. 
Embassy in Sarajevo to hammer out final details. On some changes McNamara conferred with 
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Mike Poliner, the lawyer Feith had assigned to work on the contact. Poliner was in the firm’s 
Haifa, Israel, office at the time. Poliner, in turn, would confirm some language changes with the 
task force’s contract specialist, Gary Blasser. By then Poliner had such a close working relation-
ship with Blasser that he felt free to wake him at 3 a.m. in the Washington suburbs to confirm 
that a wording change was helpful. By dawn ASI concerns were satisfied, and the task force ex-
plained the final product to MPRI, which found the modifications acceptable. The contract was 
ready on May 29. MPRI could move quickly once the Bosnians met U.S. Government require-
ments for initiating the Train and Equip Program. 

Obtaining Weapons

As soon as the program was established, the Train and Equip staff began negotiating with 
the Department of the Army on what material could be draw down from Army stocks. Ulti-
mately Pardew and his team would secure a wide range of light lethal and nonlethal assistance 
through the drawdown authority Congress granted, including 45,100 M-16 rifles, 1,000 M-60 
machine guns, an assortment of field radios and telephones, and other key gear such as maps, 
binoculars, generators, and computers with simulation software. The heavy equipment included 
45 upgraded Vietnam-era M60A3 main battle tanks, 80 M113A2 armored personnel carriers, 
840 AT-4 light antitank weapons, and 15 UH-1H (Huey) utility helicopters.151 Other items such 
as ammunition and fuses for the weapons, batteries, smoke grenades, spare magazines, avia-
tor helmets, artillery simulators, and military doctrinal publications also were provided. The 
drawdown authority provided the bulk of the U.S. equipment, but Train and Equip secured ad-
ditional items by obtaining excess defense articles, most notably 116 155mm towed howitzers 
the task force had refurbished at the Army’s Rock Island Arsenal using Army drawdown fund-
ing. Ammunition and fuses for these and other weapons were also obtained through the excess 
defense articles program. 

In addition, team members went on “shopping trips”152 throughout Europe and the Mid-
dle East hunting for the best equipment at the best price. Lamb knew the Army’s National 
Ground Intelligence Center had expertise on foreign weapons systems and secured some 
of their experts to help Ambassador Glassman assess attractive buying options. These ex-
perts provided critical insights on the quality and reliability of alternative acquisition choices. 
Glassman was given free rein to cajole donations from friendly countries and negotiate at-
tractive deals, and he made the most of the opportunity. One weapons expert accompanying 
Glassman as an adviser marveled at his negotiating skills. During a final session with the 
Romanians, he was surprised to see their subject matter expert resort to his calculator to see 
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if all the concessions that had been agreed upon would allow Glassman to meet all his costs, 
deliver the weapons, and still make a profit.153 Later he advised Glassman to sell used cars 
when he retired.154 

When possible and cost-effective, the task force looked to stimulate indigenous Bosnian 
defense industry. It let a contract for the production of Kevlar helmets and small caliber am-
munition after ensuring the Bosnians could match a competitive price and obtained approval 
to buy Bosnian-produced 122mm towed howitzers.155 Most weapons had to be purchased else-
where, however, either because Bosnia did not make the needed product or the relevant indus-
try was destroyed in the war. Western European countries were opposed to the program, so it 
was more difficult to purchase equipment from their private sectors, and their disapproval also 
influenced some Eastern European countries. The Poles rejected overtures to provide tanks,156 
and the Czechs, newly admitted to the European Union, would not even sell the Train and 
Equip Program a special stand needed to test the helmets produced by the Bosnians because 
they were concerned about the EU arms embargo against Bosnia.157 When Glassman found a 
trucking company in Holland with good prices and a willingness to sell, the Dutch government 
threw up barriers to exporting the trucks. After multiple task force members spent consider-
able time on site working directly with the Dutch seller, the truck order was completed and the 
trucks were delivered to Bosnia.

Former Soviet or East European countries proved to be much easier bargaining partners. 
Ukraine, Romania, Slovakia,158 and others were eager to offload some of their equipment for 
cash. Although there were insinuations that NATO membership would be withheld if they co-
operated with the Train and Equip Program,159 these countries calculated that their interests 
were better served by selling to the program. In addition Egypt, which was initially assessed as 
an unlikely partner, seized the opportunity to be both a cooperative American ally and a pro-
vider to a largely Muslim army. 

Getting the equipment to Bosnia proved to be a major challenge. The program decided to 
make an initial symbolic shipment of U.S. arms to Sarajevo by air. The consignment, consisting 
of rifles, machine guns, and radios,160 precipitated the first active international resistance. It was 
blocked by a NATO general from the United Kingdom who refused to approve the landing even 
though it met all Dayton provisions and subsequent requirements imposed by the international 
community.161 Such harassment would become routine over time, absorbing much time and 
attention. The task force fought the decision and secured approval for the delivery. The mate-
rial was airlifted to Bosnia and arrived August 29, 1996, with as much fanfare as Pardew’s team 
could muster. 
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The rest of the program’s weapons were delivered far more economically by ship and rail. 
That required support from Croatian officials in Zagreb to use the Croatian port of Ploce, 
which controlled the most efficient means of entry for heavy articles. Croatian officials agreed 
early on that Ploce could serve as an entry point for Train and Equip weapons so long as they 
were managed in an integrated Federation military structure. Nonetheless, heavy weapons 
for the Bosniaks made them nervous.162 Securing logistical cooperation at Ploce, including 
sufficient security for the delivery of the controversial weapons, required a constant Train 
and Equip team member presence at the port for several months. Infuriating roadblocks and 
delays for unfathomable bureaucratic reasons had to be overcome, and then the U.S. ship 
delivering the weapons was held up off shore while Pardew negotiated final concessions from 
authorities in Sarajevo. Eventually U.S. equipment flowed through the port, and other do-
nated material soon did as well. 

Annex IB: Article IV of the Dayton Agreement stipulates a 2:1 ratio between the Federation and the RS; RS 
accused of hiding artillery pieces throughout process

Figure 2. Artillery Arms Control Compliance
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The first non-U.S. donation to Train and Equip arrived at Ploce in December 1996: 36 
105mm howitzers with ammunition and spare parts from the United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
and 12 130mm field guns, 12 122mm howitzers, and 18 23mm antiaircraft guns with spare 
parts from Egypt. Shortly thereafter the UAE delivered 44 ML90 armored personnel carriers 
and 42 French-built AMX30 tanks, and in October 1997, the United States delivered 116 re-
furbished 155mm field howitzers. As arms flowed through Ploce, West Europeans diplomats 
and military leaders repeated their argument that Train and Equip was a “recipe for more 
war,” and that “one day American-made tanks will be rolling across Bosnia’s plains.”163 They 
also asserted the program was undermining the arms control negotiations mandated by the 
Dayton agreement.164 

The reverse was a concern to members of the Train and Equip Task Force, who worried 
that arms control would impinge on their program. In internal State Department delibera-
tions the task force argued against limits established from a false baseline for current holdings 
(i.e., that took declared levels at face value) and against any baseline that required deep cuts in 
Federation holdings, which would freeze Serb advantages in place and contradict the stated 
purpose of the Train and Equip Program.165 Federation negotiators made similar arguments 
in actual negotiations. When the Dayton Peace Accord follow-on agreement on arms limita-
tions was signed in Florence, Italy, on June 14, 1996, it satisfied Train and Equip concerns. 

Thus, as one independent and detailed review concluded, the equipment delivered under 
Train and Equip did not violate arms control agreements, or for that matter, reverse Bosnian 
Serb equipment quantitative advantages:

[The Train and Equip] equipment is well below the arms control ceilings established 
at Florence, although it is far better than the equipment held by the Federation at 
the end of the war and is superior in quality and condition to most of the Bosnian 
Serb arsenal. In only one category, artillery, was the Federation obliged to destroy 
stock to stay under the Florence limits, whereas Republika Srpska had substantial 
“destruction liabilities” in tanks, armored personnel carriers and aircraft. This 
suggests that Republika Srpska will maintain numerical superiority in most 
categories of weaponry.166

Pardew and his public affairs spokesman frequently reminded the press that all arms shipments 
were well within agreed ceilings,167 whereas the Bosnian Serbs were viewed as slow to comply 
and more guilty than the Federation of hiding weapons168 (see figure 2169).
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Provider Training Event/
Program

Important Milestones

Bangladesh Technical training No data available as of January 1998
Egypt Officer training Provided as of January 1998
Germany Completed in June 1998
Indonesia Medical and engineer 32 trainers sent to Bosnia by January 1998

Jordan
Armored Personnel 
Carriers operation and 
maintenance training

18 trainers in Bosnia as of January 1998

Malaysia Professional military 
courses for officers

Provided as of December 1997

MPRI

Leadership training for 
ministers and generals

Five senior leadership seminars conducted by 
November 1997, 225 senior leaders trained

Individual training 
for soldiers, 
noncommissioned 
officers (NCOs) and 
officers

• Federation Army School (FAS) opens October 
1996 to instruct commanders, company 
commanders, and NCOs
• 300 through FAS Command and Staff course by 
September 1997
• 400 through FAS Company Commander course 
by September 1997
• “RAPIDTRAIN” for 2,520 NCOs at FAS by 
September 1997

Unit training for 
brigades and battalions

• Local unit training begins in October 1996, 11 
brigades complete training by January 1998
• Combat Simulation Center (CSC) opens January 
1997 to provide computerized training scenarios to 
units
• 14 brigades, 36 battalions, Federation Reaction 
Force, and artillery units that support each corps 
trained in CSC by September 1998
• Combat Training Center (CTC) at Livno opens 
July 1998 to provide realistic combat and Multiple 
Integrated Laser Engagement System equipment 
training
• 703 soldiers trained at CTC as of June 1998

Staff training for corps, 
divisions, brigades, 
and battalions

• CSC opens January 1997 to provide leadership 
and battle staff training for armed forces, Ministry 
of Defense, and Joint Command
• Seven brigade staffs, 12 battalion staffs, and 400 
other Federation personnel trained by September 1997
• Four corps’ staff received training by September 
1998

Table 3. Major Train and Equip Program Training Contributions
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Working with MPRI

The moment the Train and Equip team secured U.S. Government approval to begin 
training, MPRI moved to execute its contract, which “included provisions for integrating the 
Federation Ministry of Defense and organizational structure of the Federation Army, estab-
lishing training schools, and training the army on equipment that would be provided by the 
United States.”170 Among the top priorities for MPRI was Rapidtrain, a program to “provide 
a rapid operational capability during the first year of the Military Stabilization Program until 
the Individual (Institution) Training Programs [were] fully operational.”171 This task required 

Morocco Unspecified training No data available as of January 1998
Pakistan Technical training No data available as of January 1998
Qatar Technical training No data available as of January 1998

Turkey Tank and artillery 
training

500 trained on tanks and artillery by August 1997

United Arab 
Emirates Artillery training No data available as of January 1998

United States

International 
education for senior- 
and junior-level 
officers 

32 Federation officers trained in the International 
Military Education and Training program as of 
December 1998

Table 3. Major Train and Equip Program Training Contributions, cont.

Sources: “Appendix III draft—table IV.1: Train and Equip Pledges and Contributions, by Country as of January 
1998,” official document; “Bosnian Federation Train and Equip Update,” December 3, 1997. KEY docs binder; 
“U.S. Confirms Suspension of Bosnian Croat Military Aid,” Centre for Peace in the Balkans, May 1, 2000, avail-
able at <www.balkanpeace.org/index.php?index=article&articleid=11400>; Christopher J. Lamb, “Train and Equip 
Program,” PowerPoint presentation, December 1998; “International Program Review on Train and Equip Program,” 
Sarajevo, April 27–30, 1998, annotated briefing, MPRI, April 21, 1998; James Pardew, “Train and Equip—One Year 
Status Report,” memorandum, December 5, 1996; Joint Command AoF Training and Command Doctrine, Federal 
Ministry of Defense, “Information Briefing: Level of Achievement at CTC-Livno,” Sarajevo, June 1998; “MPRI 
Packet of Information,” September 5, 1997; MPRI, “Train and Equip Program Objectives and Accomplishments,” 
January 14, 1998; Office of Military Stabilization in the Balkans, “Train & Equip Fact Sheet, Military Training Pro-
vided to the Bosnian Federation,” August 13, 1997; MSP II Deliverable Statistics, January 1998, official document; 
Norman Kempster, “Bosnia Army to Get $100 Million From Gulf States,” Los Angeles Times, April 18, 1996, avail-
able at <http://articles.latimes.com/1996-04-18/news/mn-59950_1_gulf-states>; Report to the Chairman, Commit-
tee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. Senate, “Bosnia Peace Operation: Progress Toward Achieving the Dayton Agreement’s 
Goals,” Government Accounting Office Report, May 1997; “Status of Train and Equip,” point paper, September 10, 
1996; Steven Woehrel, Bosnia: The U.S.-Led Train and Equip Program (Washington, DC: Congressional Research 
Service, August 19, 1997); “Train and Equip Status Report,” January 8, 1997; “Two Year Training Plan for Bosnia-
Herzegovina, FY 99-00,” April 21, 1998. All documents in author’s possession.
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MPRI to prepare a defensive force within 90 days of the contract’s effective date.172 MPRI took 
a “train the trainers” approach173 and over the following year conducted small unit infantry 
training for most Federation Army units and unit training for three Federation brigades, 
opened the Federation Army school for officers and noncommissioned officers, and con-
ducted regular seminars for senior leaders. 

By any standards, MPRI faced atough task. MPRI personnel had to augment their tech-
nical competence with deft diplomacy to keep meetings and training sessions on track. Ini-
tially, meetings were fraught with ethnic tension and occasional threats of violence. During 
the first high-level strategy meeting chaired by MPRI, representatives from the two sides of 
the Federation almost came to blows. The MPRI representative interposed himself, chastised 
the generals, and threatened to leave until they could work in a professional manner. The Bos-
nians requested that he stay, which he did after imposing a gag order so no one could speak 
without his approval.174 The tension diminished in the months to follow. Personal animosity 
was replaced by bureaucratic struggles and even mundane points of friction such as obtaining 
appropriate office furniture,175 all of which MPRI was expected to adjudicate daily. Eventually 
bantering and joking between the two sides became common, but not without a lot of MPRI 
coaching and after-hours socializing.

MPRI also had to prove itself in more substantive ways. Their Bosnian counterparts were 
not convinced they needed training and were not well prepared to receive it. The few Bos-
nians who had military experience in the former Yugoslav army had been indoctrinated in 
a Soviet- military style with little focus on coordinated movement and firepower,176 no non-
commissioned officers, and in general little emphasis on training. MPRI stressed that, in line 
with the American policy outlined at Dayton, its aim was to build a “NATO-type” military. 
This meant not only the use of NATO standard weapons, but tactics and doctrines standard 
in advanced Western militaries.177 The trainees were in favor of moving toward NATO stan-
dards but had no idea what that entailed or why they needed the detailed training MPRI was 
contracted to provide. 

In addition to lingering enmity between Croats and Bosnians and general skepticism 
about the value of the training, MPRI faced enormous technical hurdles. It had to integrate 
the diverse used equipment donations the program provided, which arrived at different in-
tervals, and ensure they were maintained. In addition the Train and Equip Task Force empha-
sized, in person and also through contract stipulations, that MPRI had to hit the ground run-
ning, starting the training program immediately. In particular, the Federation had to have its 
quick response force ready to respond to aggression by the time the IFOR mandate expired. 
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Thus MPRI was given aggressive benchmarks for progress and could not “wait 6 months to 
try [out the] first platoon.”178 

The logistical challenges of setting up quickly in an austere postconflict environment 
with a tight budget were daunting, particularly with the pressure to meet the demands posed 
by the Train and Equip Task Force. Just finding houses and offices in the war-torn country 
was difficult, as was basic navigation. As if to underscore how complex the environment was, 
early on two MPRI employees out for their morning run accidentally crossed into Serb ter-
ritory and were arrested. After some false starts and weeding out ineffective personnel on all 
sides, MPRI put together a comprehensive training program. 

Within 7 months of hitting the ground, an integrated Federation Army School and 
Computer Simulation Center for both soldiers and officers opened, and brigade and bat-
talion-level training began in earnest.179 By the end of the program’s second year, 5,000 
soldiers had concluded unit training and 2,500 had gone through the school and simulation 
center. Beyond their immediate functional purpose, the training centers helped promote 
cooperation and build trust between Bosniaks and Croats. Bosnian and American trainers 
agreed that Federation military personnel at lower levels often got along better than poli-
ticians at higher levels of government.180 MPRI also taught small unit tactics, conducted 
battle management training with U.S. computer systems at a combat simulation center near 
Sarajevo, and established live-fire tank and artillery training at ranges in western Bosnia 
and Turkey.181 

MPRI provided the backbone for the entire Train and Equip effort, but some training 
conducted under the auspices of the program was performed by other sources (see table 3). 
Some Bosnian personnel travelled to Turkey for individual training as early as June 1996182 and 
later to other donor countries as well. The train and Equip staff also secured German agree-
ment to provide flight and maintenance training for the pilots of the 15 U.S.-supplied utility 
helicopters and maintenance training for the M113 armored personnel carriers.183 Even though 
the German government maintained that its training assistance was separate and distinct from 
the U.S. initiative,184 their participation was a major political coup185 that went against the tide 
of Western European hostility toward Train and Equip. The Germans went “out of their way” 
to help the Bosnians pilots feel comfortable in Germany and trained the pilots for another 3 
months beyond the agreement.186 Train and Equip also augmented the MPRI training with U.S. 
International Military Education and Training Program (IMET) positions. By the end of 1998, 
32 Federation military officers either had or were scheduled to train at various U.S. military 
schools under the IMET program.187 
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Overcoming Problems: 1995–1997

The Train and Equip Program is like wrestling an alligator. We may have control, but we’re 
afraid of turning it loose.188

—Ambassador Pardew’s
personal journal

There were major obstacles as well as small impediments to implementing the Train and 
Equip Program. During its first year of operation, the program was attempting to reconcile 
former enemies, convince them of the value of a joint training program based on standards 
and concepts they had no knowledge of, and secure and integrate equipment from diverse 
sources with less than half the estimated resources necessary. Beyond the numerous adminis-
trative and technical challenges involved in such a complex enterprise, there were also major 
political and bureaucratic impediments to overcome, beginning with Bosniak and Bosnian-
Croat relations.

Politics in the Federation

There were inducements for the Bosniaks and Bosnian-Croats to work together within 
the Federation. “For the Bosniaks, the Federation provides vital links to the outside world. For 
the Croats, it is a lifeline to their populations scattered throughout central Bosnia.”189 The U.S. 
special envoy and coordinator for the Bosnian Federation from 1994 to 1996, Daniel Serwer, 
labored hard to secure cross-ethnic cooperation. He succeeded more in some areas than others. 
Military integration was particularly challenging.190 Bosniaks were just interested in integration 
on the federal level, and the Bosnian Croats were skeptical about any integration at all. Just get-
ting the Bosnian Croat Minister of Defense, Vladimir Soljic,191 and the Bosniak Deputy Minis-
ter of Defense, Hasan Cengic, in the same room was a challenge. The “fundamental problem,” 
Serwer noted, “was that the Croats were not prepared to give up a separate military force while 
the Muslims wanted a single army under Izetbegovic’s control.” These issues, he observed, were 
only resolved later by the Train and Equip Program.192 

Yet progress was tough under Train and Equip as well. In the “marriage of convenience” 
between Bosniaks and Croats, political tension—at times described as “poisonous”193—was a 
constant challenge. Both factions were “suspicious of American commitment,” wondering if the 
United States was “in this for the long haul.”194 During an early meeting when anger escalated 
over minor Bosniak and Bosnian Croat language differences, the Bosnian Croat general drew 
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his pistol and placed it on the table as a point of emphasis. Pardew departed, saying there would 
be no negotiations with guns on the table. The Bosnians chased him down and asked him to 
return.195 However, the incident underlined the reality that, “Initially, neither Bosniaks nor Bos-
nian Croats seemed to have much enthusiasm for unification. They simply wanted to receive the 
weapons, divide them up, and learn to use them.”196

For the first year of the program, much of Pardew’s energy went into forging a working 
relationship between the two previously warring groups and stating there would be no training 
or equipping without unified Federation institutions. He made this stipulation clear to MPRI as 
well. MPRI acknowledged that training would not commence without unified military struc-
tures but emphasized the leverage inherent in equipment deliveries. The MPRI program man-
ager wrote to Pardew, “We must carefully orchestrate/control ALL equipment donations to the 
Federation” and “not allow follow-on contributions past the U.S. contribution . . . until we are 
convinced both sides fully intend to federate. This may be our only control mechanism.”197 Over 
the course of the program, Pardew repeatedly used the training and equipment as leverage to 
secure cooperation and forge deeper military integration for the Federation. 

A primary objective was convincing Bosnian political leaders to pass legislation so there 
would be a legal basis for the new Federation command structure. Getting the new Defense 
Law passed became a prerequisite for the approval and implementation of the program. Despite 
the Bosnian desire to begin the program, securing passage of the Defense Law proved to be 
the most difficult program prerequisite to satisfy. The issue of civilian and military command 
over forces was sensitive and was complicated by ethnic distrust and rivalry. American advisors 
brought in by Train and Equip to help write the law discovered the two entities’ ministers of de-
fense and army commanders wanted to meet with them separately.198 Even after resources were 
secured and MPRI was selected as the primary training supplier, the program remained on hold 
into the summer of 1996 pending passage of the new Defense Law. 

U.S. officials considered the Bosnian Croats to be the major impediment to passing the 
Defense Law and appealed to authorities in Zagreb to encourage their cooperation.199 Yet they 
also thought the Bosniaks had to be more helpful. In a June 1996 meeting, Pardew told Bosniak 
President Izetbegovic that he was “deeply disappointed the Defense Law was not passed,” that 
commitment to the Federation was “not a matter of words, but a matter of will,” and that the 
law’s passage was a “fundamental test of a desire for a security relationship with the United 
States.”200 Weeks later, Secretary of Defense William Perry met with top Bosnian government 
officials to reemphasize the need for speed and that the Train and Equip Program would not 
be administered without a common defense structure.201 With Train and Equip hanging in the 
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balance and pressure being applied in Zagreb and Sarajevo, the political process swung into line. 
The new Federation Defense Law was passed on July 9. President Clinton announced the start 
of the Train and Equip Program the same day, and a week later Federation officials signed the 
contract with MPRI. 

Innumerable small political issues continued to arise. Both sides leaned hard on the Amer-
icans to curry favor and protect their perceived interests. For example, Bosnian Croats were 
suspicious of any Bosniak security relations with Muslim countries outside the Train and Equip 
Program. They complained that the Bosniaks were working unilaterally with Pakistan. Pardew 
decided that such relations were inconsistent with the spirit of the new Defense Law and with 
the program. On March 26, 1997, he wrote a private letter to the Bosniak Commander of Fed-
eration forces, Rasim Delic, indicating that a recent “bilateral” training agreement between the 
Bosniaks and Pakistan was unacceptable. He suggested Delic should “personally decide” wheth-
er he was “committed to be a full partner in development of the Federation military or if [he 
wanted] to retain a separate identity.” The letter made clear that a decision for full partnership 
would ensure continued American support.

Pardew also used the media to exert pressure on the two presidents and the Minister and 
Deputy Minister of Defense. In one such case Bosnian media outlets reported in October 1996 
that Pardew expressed frustration about the lagging development of a Joint Command, as had 
been outlined in the defense law.202 Public pressure could make it easier for politicians to co-
operate but also risked a popular backlash. Some Bosnian media outlets, for example, reacted 
negatively to the pressure, contending the United States was bluffing and could not stop support 
for Train and Equip since it was a cornerstone of U.S. policy in Bosnia.203 Yet after much de-
liberation and sidestepping of the issue, Izetbegovic and Bosnian-Croat co-President Kresimir 
Zubak signed the Agreement on Force Structure for the Federation Army in January 1997,204 
and Pardew’s Joint Command became a reality that October. 

The presumption that the United States could not afford to suspend the Train and Equip 
Program proved wrong. Washington suspended the program twice and halted IMET funding 
once205 to extract concessions from the Bosnians. In a June 1, 1998 letter, Pardew informed the 
Federation Minister and Deputy Minister of Defense that the U.S. Government was suspending 
the contract with MPRI because of the continued use of “old Republic and national flags” and 
bluntly stated “We are at a point in the development of the Federation military where we must 
have concrete evidence that leadership is committed to the future and not the past.” He insisted, 
“The Train and Equip Program will not go forward without this concrete symbol of Federation 
military unity being implemented.” In addition to outlining the requirements for reinstatement 
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of the training program, he insinuated that sanctions would “progress well beyond the [cessa-
tion of the] Train and Equip Program.”206 

Pardew won this contest and the Federation adopted common flags and insignia. He also 
won similar struggles over greater integration, forcing an agreement on the division of staff po-
sitions between Croats and Muslims in the Ministry of Defense and Joint Command.207 He put 
a stop to harassment of civilian motorists, including those commuting to jobs in the new Min-
istry of Defense, by securing an agreement by both parties to prevent interference with civilian 
movement by military forces.208 The Train and Equip Program was desired by both the Bosniaks 
and the Bosnian Croats; certainly neither side wanted to be left out. However, there were limits 
to what either side would support, and Pardew had to exercise his leverage deftly, which re-
quired a sound feel for what local political conditions would permit at any point in time. 

If Bosnians could be too skeptical about U.S. willingness to suspend the program, it is 
also true that U.S. officials could be too confident of their ability to extract any concession by 
threatening suspension of the program. It seemed to Pardew that State in particular was too 
quick to resort to such threats. As he once wrote to State leadership, stopping the MPRI contract 
was “very powerful pressure” but it “should be reserved for vital issues.”209 On another occasion 
he sent a terse cable admonishing the Department not to use the program as leverage to make 
more demands on Izetbegovic. His subject line was “Don’t move the goalposts!” 

Firing Hasan Cengic and Forcing the Departure of Jihadis

Pardew considered one issue—the removal of the Bosniak Deputy Defense Minister Hasan 
Cengic—important enough to risk his entire program. Cengic, a former imam,210 was one of 
several figures, including future President Izetbegovic, sentenced to prison by communist Yu-
goslav courts in 1983 for various Muslim nationalist activities. During the war he travelled 
to foreign countries to arrange arms shipments to Bosniak forces, including Iran. Cengic and 
his father were responsible for Bosnian Army maintenance, supply, traffic control, transporta-
tion, and medical and veterinary services (the army relied heavily on horses).211 Their lucrative 
positions gave them great influence, which they exercised vigorously. Cengic favored the “but-
toned-up collarless shirt familiar as the uniform of Iranians” and had a reputation for tough-
ness. Once, when two Muslims were reported detained by Bosnian Croat forces, he had several 
Croats seized and threatened to dispatch them if the Muslims were not released unharmed. It 
turned out the Bosnian Croats had crossed into Serb territory by accident and were arrested.212

As a Muslim hardliner213 Cengic was perceived as close to but ultimately out of step 
with the more moderate Izetbegovic. His Iranian ties were well known; intelligence sources 
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showed he was “clearly an agent of Iran.”214 During the war the United States had overlooked 
Iranian arms shipments,215 but in the postwar environment removing radical Iranian fighters 
and persons of influence was a nonnegotiable, congressionally and presidentially mandated 
prerequisite for the Train and Equip Program to begin.216 In 1995 there were hundreds of 
individual mujahideen from all over the Muslim world who came to Bosnia-Herzegovina to 
fight. Their military value was disputed, but many fought as “part of the 4th, 7th and 8th Mus-
limski brigade,”217 considered one of the Bosniak’s best units. In addition an estimated 1,500 
Iranian Revolutionary Guard fighters and advisors supported the Bosniak defenders during 
the conflict. The Iranians maintained a large embassy in Sarajevo with a “top notch ambas-
sador,”218 provided direct financial support to the government, and had an active security as-
sistance program including weapons and training in Iran for Bosnian soldiers.219 The media, 
who were critics of Train and Equip, and even NATO at times raised concerns about whether 
the United States was being duped into providing arms and training to Muslim extremists. 
Pardew and the rest of his team were aware that the credibility of their program hinged on 
purging Iranian influence from Bosnia. 

Cengic, for his part, was unapologetic about Bosnian connections to Iran and blunt in his 
criticisms of the United States. As Train and Equip progressed and occasionally stalled, Bos-
niaks sympathetic to Iran, including Cengic, compared the program unfavorably to more “reli-
able” Iranian support. The Croatian media reported that Cengic had launched an anti-Ameri-
can campaign, including the complaint that the weapons being delivered under Train and Equip 
were out of date.220 After a meeting with Iranian diplomat Seyyed Mohsen Rasidouleslami, the 
Sarajevo newspaper Ljiljan reported that Iran was waiting to train and equip the Bosniak forces 
if the United States failed to.221 If Cengic meant to urge the United States to greater efforts with 
these public remonstrations, he overplayed his hand. 

By June 1996, while trying to push the Defense Law through a lethargic political pro-
cess, Pardew decided Cengic was a major liability to the program and a representative for 
Iranian influence. He informed Izetbegovic that keeping people like Cengic around “was 
not a strategy for security” but a “road to isolation and partition.”222 He also insisted that 
Izetbegovic ask all “mujahedeen oriented Iranians” to leave the country, telling him “If they 
lie to you and we find them, it will be a disaster for you. If they lie about their departure, 
I’m sure you will take harsh measures against their presence here.”223 At one point Pardew 
tasked Sawoski, who was already in Sarajevo on another matter, to meet with Izetbegovic to 
obtain his personal assurance that one foreign fighter of particular concern to the United 
States would depart Bosnia.224
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With mounting pressure from journalists covering Iranian influence in Bosnia, and aware 
that the program could not proceed without the credible assertion that foreign fighters had 
departed, Pardew concluded Cengic also had to go. By June 26, he was able to make the case 
that the Bosnians had expelled Iranian and other foreign forces except for fewer than 70225 who 
had married locals. President Clinton agreed to their remaining and certified to Congress that 
with that exception and the few official Iranian Embassy personnel and representatives at the 
Islamic center in Sarajevo, the Iranians had departed Bosnia.226 Getting rid of Cengic, however, 
was more difficult.

The situation came to a head in October 1996 as the United States prepared to deliver over 
forty tons of weapons to Bosnia through the Croatian port of Ploce. Pardew insisted that a letter 
signed by Secretary of State Warren Christopher and Secretary of Defense William Perry be sent 
to Izetbegovic demanding that he remove Cengic as Minister of Defense.227 Pardew arranged a 
conference call involving Assistant Secretary of State for European and Canadian Affairs and 
then-Special Envoy to the Balkans John Kornblum, Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott, 
and Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Peter Tarnoff to explain the situation. They 
agreed to support the move to oust Cengic,228 but the task force worried that senior State of-
ficials would demur rather than take action. In general, the idea went against State proclivities. 
Removing ministers in other governments seemed extraordinary, inappropriate, and fraught 
with political risks. No immediate decision from Secretary Christopher was forthcoming, and 
Pardew needed quick action.

The task force learned one day that Secretary of Defense William Perry was in the main 
State building for a ceremony on the seventh floor (State’s highest level, inhabited by Secre-
tary Christopher and other top officials). Accompanied by his political counselor from State, 
John Klekas, Pardew rushed upstairs to “crash” the event. He managed to buttonhole Secretary 
Perry, who asked him if everything was going well. After Pardew explained his problem, Perry 
responded, “Let’s go see Warren.” They went to the Secretary’s suite and walked past the as-
tonished secretariat without a word and on into Christopher’s office, closing the door behind 
them. Christopher was indeed hesitant to demand Cengic’s removal, but with Secretary Perry’s 
encouragement he agreed and added his signature to the letter to President Izetbegovic.229 

With the letter in hand, Pardew went to Sarajevo and delivered the ultimatum to Izetbe-
govic on September 22. The insistence on Cengic’s removal began a tense period of high politi-
cal drama involving numerous senior leaders in the U.S., Bosnian, and Croatian governments. 
While Izetbegovic considered the implications of the ultimatum, the Train and Equip Program 
was put on hold, which meant the large U.S. merchant ship approaching the Croatian port 
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of Ploce with U.S. weapons idled in the Adriatic from October 24 on, burning fuel and pro-
gram dollars. For the task force, wasting drawdown dollars in such a fashion was agonizing, but 
Pardew knew that “once weapons arrive, we lose all leverage.”230 In subsequent weeks Pardew 
orchestrated support from U.S. leaders who, whenever they met with Izetbegovic or those close 
to him, encouraged the Bosnians to sever ties with Cengic. 

Izetbegovic was reluctant to break with his longtime associate. He tried to let Cengic down 
gently, saying they were both “soldiers” and would do what they had to do. It was reported that 
Izetbegovic would appoint Cengic to a new, more powerful post.231 However, as a man of con-
siderable influence, Cengic did not make it easy for Izetbegovic. He fought back by publically 
accusing the United States of trying to dictate who could serve the country and implicitly rais-
ing questions about Izetbegovic’s character.232 His views were picked up by the Bosnian news-
papers, which pushed aside diplomatic obfuscation and reported, “Washington had demanded 
[Cengic’s] resignation.”233 

After considerable delay, Izetbgovic agreed to let Cengic go on the condition that Bosnian 
Croat Deputy Minister of Defense Soljic was also dismissed. Pardew accepted and then took 
the condition to Bosnian Croat co-President Zubak, who attempted to extract leverage from 
the situation,234 precipitating another round of high-level meetings and pressure on the Croats 
both in Bosnia and Zagreb. Eventually the Croats agreed and Soljic resigned on November 18.235 
Several days later, when weather conditions permitted, the U.S. ship offloaded the American 
weapons at Ploce. Afterwards, Izetbegovic lamented, “America is like my wife. I love her dearly, 
and can’t live without her, but sometimes she makes me furious.”236 For the Train and Equip 
team, the firing of Cengic and Soljic had been a high-stakes gamble, but one that paid off. It sent 
a signal to Federation officials: no more games and no more playing both sides.237 

Cengic was replaced by Sakib Mahmuljin, a moderate Bosniak who was more loyal to 
Izetbegovic. Cengic did not disappear from the scene, however. He was later put in charge of 
managing Bosniak refugee returns and conducted his duties with an eye to their positioning 
in case war broke out again.238 In August 1997 it came to light that ten T-55 tanks from Egypt 
were scheduled to arrive without the task force’s knowledge or approval. The delivery of the 
tanks, purchased by Cengic at the end of the war, revealed he was still collaborating with some 
Bosniaks, perhaps even in the Ministry of Defense, but again he overplayed his hand. The task 
force intervened and prevented the ship from docking and unloading the tanks. The news me-
dia heard about the tanks and stoked fears of secret arms shipments and Iranian interference, 
but the task force used the incident to demonstrate how the United States controlled the flow of 
arms to Bosnia and the vulnerability that Cengic represented for Bosniaks. 
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Izetbegovic’s administration cooperated with the task force to limit the damage from the 
T-55 imbroglio by distancing itself from Cengic and tying itself closer to the Train and Equip 
Program. An advisor to Izetbegovic assured the media that, “A needle can’t get in here with-
out NATO knowing about it,” adding that “Anyone who believes that stuff can be smuggled 
in here is a fool.” He also noted that “as far as training goes there is no military training of 
Bosnians in Iran or other countries. All training is done under Equip and Train.”239 Pardew 
asserted to U.S. officials that the program’s ability to “stop the delivery starkly demonstrates 
control over the flow of weapons to Bosnia.” To Presidents Izetbegovic and Zubak, Pardew 
cautioned that the incident “illustrates the vulnerability of the Cengic connection.”240 Cengic 
did not cause any further problems for the program, and the incident reconfirmed that the 
only Train and Equip Program in town was being run by the United States and its interna-
tional partners.

Minister of Defense Soljic was replaced by Ante Jelavic, a hardliner from Herzegovina, the 
Bosnian Croat nationalist heartland near the border with Croatia. Believing the Train and Equip 
Program, the Federation, and even the Dayton process would fail, Bosnian Croats from Her-
zegovina initially did not participate much in Federation political processes. Instead Bosnian 
Croats from Central Bosnia, considered more moderate and more inclined to take orders from 
Zagreb than their ethnic compatriots farther south,241 represented the Bosnian Croats.242 For 
example, President Zubak and Soljic were both from central Bosnia. Jelavic, who would chal-
lenge Zubak for their party’s presidency in 1998,243 managed to secure the position as Soljic’s 
replacement. Jelavic’s appointment was a mixed blessing. It suggested the Bosnian Croats from 
Herzegovina were taking the Train and Equip Program and perhaps the Federation more seri-
ously, but it also meant the program would have to deal with another hardliner in a key leader-
ship position.

Livno: Coping with the British Military

Many West Europeans officials in international organizations and military positions 
opposed Train and Equip, but the British were by far the boldest and most adept at sub-
verting it. They considered the program akin to “pouring gasoline on a fire,”244 and their 
opposition was apparent from the beginning.245 They could not overtly oppose an effort 
agreed upon at Dayton, but they tried to hamstring it at every opportunity.246 As Pardew 
was trying to get the program off the ground one British general in particular made a prac-
tice of thwarting him. He harassed MPRI, restricting their ability to get set up; disrupted 
meetings arranged with Bosnian Croat leaders; refused to meet with the U.S. Ambassador 
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to NATO to discuss cooperation; and delayed the first delivery of arms by air. A U.S. official 
had to forcibly remove a British injunction to allow shipping through Ploce, an incident 
that precipitated a heated conversation between Pardew and the British general about their 
respective authorities.247 

Other British flag officers expressed their dislike of the program in tangible ways. 
The British peacekeeping force commander barred Pardew from attending a meeting with 
other U.S. officials assigned Dayton implementation duties, a snub Pardew called “another 
outrage from SFOR and an affront to U.S. policy.”248 Later, peacekeeping forces confiscated 
474 tank rounds destined for the Federation.249 The seizure was apparently made in error. 
Rather than admitting it, the British Brigadier who made the decision asked MPRI to fal-
sify a document stating that the Train and Equip shipment was 474 rounds over the official 
notification. He said that would “prevent embarrassment to the Malaysians,” who seized 
the shipment on his orders.250 British military and diplomatic personnel worked in lockstep 
to prevent the Train and Equip Program from getting necessary permits and approvals.251 
They were particularly successful in delaying combined live-fire training at the new Com-
bat Training Center outside of Livno, located in the sector of Bosnia controlled by British 
peacekeeping forces (see figure 3).252 

The Livno training center was large, instrumented for simulated combat, and capable of 
brigade level training events including live fire exercises. Sparsely populated before the war, it 
was an ideal site for a state-of-the-art training center. Units rotating through the center would 
leave at the peak of unit readiness. It was intended to be the crown jewel in the Train and Equip 
Program. While such unit training is not unusual in Western militaries, the Livno center was to 
be spacious by crowded European standards and potentially an attractive venue for European 
militaries if Bosnia made it into the EU or NATO. The center was scheduled to open in early 
1997, but the British seemed intent on halting construction. They had a powerful ally in the U.S 
Principal Deputy High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina, who in October 1997 halted 
construction on the recommendation of the British.253 

A variety of reasons were advanced for delaying construction. International officials wor-
ried the training center would have Federation soldiers firing into Serb areas, potentially spark-
ing more conflict. Ignoring previously agreed upon conditions for beginning construction, they 
imposed other requirements such as requiring a Bosnian Serb liaison at the facility.254 Some 
objected that the firing range was going to be built on land that had belonged to Serb families, 
which could exacerbate tensions, and that furthermore, those families should receive compen-
sation.255 So at one point they stopped construction of the Livno training center on humanitar-
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ian grounds after a handful of Bosnian Serbs were found who claimed residence in the training 
area. Given the Serb record on humanitarian concerns, this ploy struck the Train and Equip 
team as “the height of cynicism.”256 

Pardew was not above publically upbraiding specific British flag officers when their in-
terference got out of hand or privately complaining that the behavior of the Principal Deputy 
High Representative was “an embarrassment” to the United States.257 These criticisms made 
London and the Department of State’s European Bureau uncomfortable but temporarily pro-
duced better behavior. Senior officials such as the Principal Deputy High Representative and 
the British flag officers in the international peacekeeping forces wielded enormous authority 
with great autonomy. They were able to postpone full operating capability at the center for 
more than a year and a half, a significant delay given the tight timelines of the program. MPRI 

Figure 3. Map of UK Sector, Livno, and Ploce
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found ways to conduct some unit training early on, but not the large, combined arms or live-
fire exercises the Livno Training Center was designed to support. 

Finally, after a complicated series of communications that involved Pardew, the U.S. Em-
bassy, the Federation’s Minister and Deputy Minister of Defense, the Office of the High Rep-
resentative, and international peacekeeping forces, approval was obtained for continuing con-
struction. The Federation Defense Ministers agreed to compensation for displaced persons and 
the establishment of a commission to review related issues, but also demanded the right to 
prepare for self-defense: 

Our efforts to create that [self-defense] capability have been the subject 
of constant obstruction and often unjustified petty harassment by some 
international military forces and agencies in Bosnia who came here to 
assist in the implementation of the Dayton Peace Plan. These actions by 
the international community seriously disrupt the fundamental military 
training required to meet our minimum security needs. . . . Without the 
CTF (Federation Central Training Facility), our soldiers will not have the 
equipment proficiency and other training required for independent Federation 
self-defense should NATO depart.258

These appeals finally had their intended effects, and international authorities dropped their 
legal objections to the Combat Training Center at Livno.259 Construction was completed in 
summer 1998 and the first comprehensive live-fire brigade training exercises began that fall.260 

Revalidating the Program

The view that the Train and Equip Program was upsetting the military balance gained 
credence in and out of government as it ramped up. The press repeated the charge, leading 
Pardew to lament that the program “provide[d] endless and irresistible press fodder for 
Balkan conspiracy theories spun by unnamed sources serving their own interests.”261 Inside 
the U.S. Government, resistance was also increasing. In February, over Pardew’s objections, 
an interagency decision was made to pay the Bosnian Serbs, but not the Federation, to 
stimulate compliance with their arms control obligations. In early March an interagency 
Bosnia policy review paper circulated that argued for further accommodation of the re-
calcitrant Bosnian Serbs. It recommended cutting Train and Equip weapon deliveries in 
exchange for more arms control compliance from the Serbs. In response Pardew fired off 
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memos to senior officials encouraging them to hold the line of full implementation of Day-
ton provisions, including Train and Equip.262 Pressure in favor of backsliding continued to 
mount, however. 

The following month Pardew noted in his journal that “the interagency environment is be-
coming more problematic,” adding “the CIA is writing paper after paper about hostile Muslim 
intentions and weak Serbs,” with the Department of Defense “making a run at Train and Equip 
to stop the equipment element.”263 “The military,” he wrote, “sees an opportunity as it is trying to 
shift emphasis from Dayton implementation to regional stability,” and in that context it wanted 
to “cut Train and Equip to training only.” Worse, the NSC staff appeared to being shifting their 
support to the DOD position. On top of that, two of Pardew’s key supporters, Defense Secretary 
Perry and Deputy Secretary John White, were leaving the administration.264 

After one critical CIA assessment in April 1997, a Deputies Committee was convened to 
reconsider the Train and Equip Program. Pardew’s view was that the United States would have 
to stay the course and insist on full implementation of all Dayton’s provisions. Trying to mol-
lify the Serbs would exacerbate rather than ameliorate the situation. He defended the Train and 
Equip Program as a key component of U.S. policy in the region,265 and the Deputies declined 
the opportunity to revise the program or its goals. Even so, the hitherto reliable NSC staff was 
beginning to waver, looking for a strategy that preferably “lets us out in June 98.”266 NSC staff 
thought compromises to Dayton that facilitated this goal might be worth considering, and there 
were worrisome signs that this view, along with the CIA argument that Train and Equip was 
altering the military balance in favor of the Federation, was beginning to affect President Clin-
ton’s perspective as well.267 The issue was elevated to the Principals Committee where Pardew 
again was persuasive and victorious. The Principals reaffirmed the commitment to Dayton and 
safeguarded Train and Equip for the time being. 

While critics who thought the program was too large grew more numerous and vocif-
erous, supporters had long complained about its slow start. The program was criticized for 
being underfunded, and Pardew had to admit in February 1996 that “no government—in-
cluding ours—wants to be the first to step forward on the Train and Equip Program.”268 Six 
months later Senate Majority Leader and Republican nominee for the 1996 Presidential elec-
tion Bob Dole wrote to the President to complain that “the program of arming and training 
of the Bosnian Federation is late and far short of what it should be.” He concluded, “Putting 
the arm and train program back on track is . . . critical.”269 The fact that the program was si-
multaneously criticized for being too much and too little underscored how contentious it was 
and the inherent difficulties in assessing any military balance. The fact that the weight of the 
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criticism shifted from the first half of 1996 when the program was seen as anemic, to spring 
1997 when it was commonly criticized as too robust, underscored how fast the program made 
progress once it got going (see figure 4).

Program Transition: 1998 to the Present
The Train and Equip Program began to wind down after more than 2 years of frenetic 

activity. The last shipment of U.S. weapons, the 155mm howitzers, was delivered in October 
1997,270 and the final MILES equipment (lasers for simulated combat) shipment for use at the 
Livno training center arrived the following month.271 Other military stabilization components 
of the Dayton Agreement had also been implemented with 6,780 (mostly Serb) heavy weapons 
destroyed as part of the arms reduction agreement between the Federation and the Repub-
lika Srpska.272 The large wartime armies had also downsized. Initially the apprehensive Bosnian 
populace did not support reductions in security forces. By June 1997 only 12,000 soldiers had 

Figure 4. Trends in Military Cooperation
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been dismissed. However, by February 1998 over 200,000 Federation soldiers had been demo-
bilized to re-enter civilian life273 and the remaining 45,000 active duty troops were trained and 
organized based on NATO standards.274 

By the end of 1998 donor funds were beginning to run out.275 MPRI staff in country had 
fallen from a high of 223 in 1996 to 112 in 1998.276 Pardew, wanting to sustain this progress and 
U.S. influence in Bosnia, tried to secure support for another $100 million drawdown authority 
from Congress,277 and when that failed, for a $10 million follow-on support package for main-
taining donated equipment. There was no political support for either initiative, and additional 
resources never materialized.278 The program conducted an “international program review” in 
April 1998 to demonstrate to U.S. partners that it had been well managed and successful and 
to solicit additional contributions.279 The event was attended by 20 current and potential donor 
countries and an air of satisfaction prevailed. However, like the United States, potential donors 
were preoccupied with other challenges in the Balkans and not at all inclined to put more re-
sources into the Train and Equip Program. 

The absence of any major outbreak of violence during the year following the Dayton Ac-
cords made it easier to extend the mandate for international forces to remain in Bosnia. After 
IFOR’s 1-year mandate expired in December 1996, international forces were relabeled stabiliza-
tion forces (SFOR) and settled in for a long mission, which reduced the pressure on the Train 
and Equip Program to produce Federation forces capable of defending Bosnia. Meanwhile, U.S. 
attention was turning to other Balkan hot spots such as Macedonia and Kosovo, where Pardew 
was asked to assist with crisis management. 

With no further equipment deliveries scheduled and limited funds to obligate, team 
members began to return to their parent agencies and move on to other assignments. Four 
members left in the summer and fall of 1998 and only one was replaced.280 Not long after, 
Pardew was assigned as Deputy Special Advisor to the President and Secretary of State for the 
Balkans during the Kosovo conflict. He officially left the Train and Equip Program in 1999, 
taking a senior advisor with him.281 McFarren continued to shepherd the details of the dwin-
dling program, providing continuity and accountability. As Train and Equip wound down, 
the United States transitioned to normal bilateral military cooperation with Bosnia, empha-
sizing IMET training and organizational support for the Federation government (see figure 
4, which depicts the MPRI drawdown of personnel, increases in IMET, and the arrests of war 
criminals over time282). Department of State teams, with support from MPRI staff, were in the 
country to support continuing political-military reforms, most notably the integration of the 
Serbs into the Bosnian military. 
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Defense reform benchmarks such as full democratic control of the armed forces and trans-
parency in defense spending were prerequisites for entry into NATO’s Partnership for Peace 
program and further EU integration.283 Acceptance into these Western institutions was a major 
goal for most Balkan countries,284 but it was not until May 2001 that the Bosnian presidents 
could agree to declare their intent to join the Partnership for Peace.285 By then the Republika 
Srpska had begun to consider the value of merging its military with the Federation’s. That same 
year, the U.S. Senate lifted restrictions preventing Serb officers from participating in IMET and 
Serb forces from receiving U.S military sales.286 

Two scandals convinced international authorities the Bosnian Serb military required more 
immediate reforms. Revelations of secret Bosnian Serb arms sales to Iraq became public knowl-
edge in November 2002, and in early 2003 allegations of Bosnian Serb military intelligence 
spying on NATO and international officials arose. Both incidents suggested to the international 
community a pressing need for greater civilian control of the Serb military as well as national 
control of all military forces287 and accelerated a political push to integrate the Bosnian Serb 
and Federation militaries under a unified, national-level Bosnian Ministry of Defense. High 
Representative Paddy Ashdown established the Defense Reform Commission of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina in May 2003 for that purpose. The commission was tasked with drafting the legal 
and constitutional changes necessary to make Bosnia and Herzegovina a credible Partnership 
for Peace candidate, which included introduction of a state-level, civilian-led command and 
control structure for the Ministry of Defense; democratic parliamentary control and oversight 
of the armed forces; transparency in defense plans and budgets; development of a Bosnian se-
curity policy; and common doctrine, training, and equipment standards.288 

James R. Locher III, a renowned U.S. expert on military reform who had been brought in 
under the Train and Equip effort to counsel Federation Ministry of Defense leaders on civil-
military relations in 1996,289 returned in 2003 to head up the first Defense Reform Commission. 
On his second day in Sarajevo in a meeting with the ambassadors from EU members, each of 
them told him the task would be impossible. SFOR officers, Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE) officials, and others in the international community shared this 
dismal assessment. As Locher later noted: 

Defense reform was a highly emotional issue. Each ethnic faction was clinging 
to its army for protection should fighting break out. Bosnian members of the 
Defense Reform Commission were warned that they would be viewed as 
traitors if they failed to preserve their ethnic army. Beyond these explosive 
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politics, on the substance of reforms, Bosnian leaders, coming from the old 
Socialist system, really didn’t have a good grasp on democratic politics, 
Western processes or self-initiative.290 

Indeed, the structure the Federation and the Republika Srpska inherited from their communist 
forbears “included highly politicized command elements, weak civilian control below the head 
of state, almost no connectivity or communication between the Defense Ministries and general 
staffs, lack of transparency in budgeting and administration, and weak parliamentary oversight.”291 

The Defense Reform Commission endured a grueling process but yielded a remarkable 
success. In addition to five internationals, the commission was made up of two Croats, two 
Bosniaks, and three Serbs who “were all former communists [asked] to make courageous deci-
sions” to build trust and take ownership of “their” process. The Peace Implementation Council 
had given the commission 4 months to reach agreement, which had to be unanimous given the 
ability of any faction to block an initiative. The commission met this deadline with sweeping 
proposals that would amend the Federation’s and Republika Srpska’s constitutions, prescribe 
a new Defense Law and another new law, and amend five existing laws.292 The Defense Law of 
2003, authored by the commission, created a single unified Ministry of Defense and Joint Com-
mand among all three ethnic entities, and prepared the way for consolidation of the Federation 
Army and the Army of the Republika Srpska into a single entity called the Armed Forces of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Such dramatic reforms were not popular at first. The Serbs on the 
commission “actually disobeyed instructions from their National Assembly in agreeing to the 
initial compromises.”293 

Within 18 months of the commission’s creation, 40 percent of active forces were reduced, 
the reserve forces were scaled back, half of the conscripts were released, and the defense budget 
was cut by 20 percent.294 The reforms were “comprehensive, deep, demanding and successful, 
chang[ing] the reality of [Bosnia’s] security and constitutional organization.”295 The first tangible 
and symbolic success for military integration of the Armed Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
came with the formation of a Ceremonial Honor Guard at the end of 2004.296 That same year the 
Train and Equip Program officially closed. By then it was running on fumes and had little to do 
except ensure a close accounting of all funds expended. The donor countries were thanked for 
their support and the small sum left over was transferred to a bilateral cooperation account for 
foreign military sales in Bosnia.297

But military reform in Bosnia continued. In 2005 Raffi Gregorian succeeded Locher as the 
international cochairman of the second Defense Reform Commission. Gregorian had moved 
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up in State from his position as Pardew’s executive assistant, taking responsibility for the Bosnia 
office and oversight of the military stabilization effort in 2001.298 He also later served as the Prin-
cipal Deputy High Representative and Brčko District Supervisor in Bosnia, where he was “very 
mindful of how Pardew and [his team] did Train and Equip.”299 He used his authority, as Train 
and Equip had, to improve integration, strengthen ties to the West, and get rid of extremists, 
only this time the extremists were Serbian nationalists protecting General Mladic.300 Leading 
the second Defense Reform Commission, Gregorian negotiated the replacement of the entity 
armies with a smaller unified Bosnian Army. A symbolic success occurred in 2005 when a 37-
man unit consisting of Serbs, Bosniaks, and Croats was deployed to Iraq on a mine-clearing 
mission.301 Shortly thereafter, in March 2006, the second Law on Defense of Bosnia and Herze-
govina was passed and ratified. It dissolved the entity-level armies and transferred the rights of 
the Federation and the Republika Srpska to the state level.302 

As the Bosnian Serbs decided to integrate their forces as part of the unified Bosnian mil-
itary and work more closely with NATO, cooperation with apprehending war criminals in-
creased (see figure 4). One prerequisite for entrance into NATO’s Partnership for Peace pro-
gram was full cooperation with the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia 
(ICTY), which meant assisting in locating and arresting war criminals. In 2004 and 2005, the 
EU and NATO pressured Bosnia to be more cooperative in arresting war criminals by barring 
access to Western economic and defense programs. This resulted in an increase in arrests and 
transfers of indicted people to The Hague. Many of those newly arrested came from Serbia and 
the Republika Srpska, which had the “greatest number of suspects and the weakest cumulative 
record of cooperation with ICTY.”303 This was a marked turnaround from 1997 when 66 of the 
74 people “publicly indicted by the war crimes tribunal remained at large, some openly serving 
in official positions and/or retaining their political power.”304 By the end of 2007 the tribunal 
had completed proceedings for 111 of 161 indicted suspects. 305 In 2008 and 2011 respectively 
top wartime Bosnian Serb leaders Radovan Karadzic and General Ratko Mladic were captured 
in Serbia and turned in. Finally in 2011, almost 16 years after the Dayton peace agreement was 
signed, the last Yugoslav war fugitive was arrested.306 In another sign of reconciliation progress, 
by 2010 the Bosnian armed forces had chaplains of all faiths who were visiting with one an-
other,307 a development that “was impossible to think of even a few years ago.” Yet another sign 
of reconciliation is that public opinion polls indicate that the unified Bosnian Army is the most 
popular public institution.308 

Currently, the Bosnian Armed Forces constitute an 8,000 light infantry force,309 a sig-
nificant decrease from the heyday of the Train and Equip Program when 1st Corps alone had 
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16,000 troops310 (see figure 5311). Most of the equipment provided under the program in the 
mid-1990s was discarded over the following decade and a half. In a move that upset donors, 
some of the heavy equipment was sold to other countries, including a deal that sent armored 
vehicles to Francophone countries in Africa.312 By one assessment, “90% of the equipment 
received is no good today; it can’t be used because it is too old or the maintenance was too 
difficult.”313 As of 2010, no armored personnel carriers or helicopters still worked,314 and many 
U.S. donations were eliminated from the Army’s inventory, including almost 30,000 rifles and 
the 155mm howitzers.315 

America’s military presence in Bosnia declined as its interventions in Afghanistan and 
Iraq escalated. The last U.S. peacekeeping troops left Bosnia in 2004 and SFOR was replaced by 
“EUROFOR Althea” later that year.316 After Bosnia’s leaders came to a preliminary agreement 
on police reforms, the EU opened Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) negotia-
tions for economic development in the region in late 2005.317 Although NATO granted Bosnia-
Herzegovina entrance to the Partnership for Peace Program in late 2006, bringing it closer to 

Figure 5. Downsizing the Armed Forces
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full NATO and EU membership, it has yet to gain access to either. Recently the United States 
has decided to let the Europeans take the lead on further reform and reconstruction in Bosnia. 

Many Bosnians are apprehensive about the departure of U.S. leadership. Former Bos-
nian military leaders interviewed for this research agree that Europeans are not trustwor-
thy partners for continuing the reconciliation process.318 The reasons most cited are the 
failed European peace negotiations during the war and the European resistance to the Train 
and Equip Program. A common observation was that only Americans have the muscle 
and willingness to use it in pursuit of cooperation. Without strong U.S. leadership many 
Bosnians worry there will be major backsliding on reforms.319 They often assert the United 
States should not abandon the region until Bosnia-Herzegovina becomes a NATO mem-
ber320 and express surprise at Washington’s willingness to give up its considerable influence 
in Bosnia-Herzegovina.321 

As things stand, progress in Bosnia remains slow and uneven. The long-term prognosis 
for the country is at best uncertain, which discourages investment322 in what was already a poor 
economy. Worse, there has been political “backsliding” on integration in recent years.323 Yet 
concern about Bosnia’s future should not cloud an evaluation of the past. The Train and Equip 
Task Force achieved its operational goals from 1995 through 1998. It rectified the military im-
balance between Bosnian Serb and Federation forces, reassuring the Federation and sobering 
the Serbs. It made the Federation military a match for the Bosnian Serbs by providing basic 
training and equipment, and by forging a degree of unity in the Federation that would enable 
its forces to act in concert. In the following section we explain the factors that allowed the task 
force to achieve these difficult objectives.

Analysis of Variables Explaining Performance
The task force accomplished its assigned mission with a handful of people, overcoming 

formidable political and bureaucratic opposition with creative methods not typical of small 
interagency groups. To better explain how the task force succeeded, we examined its inner 
workings and attributes using 10 variables (see table 4) extracted from a review of organiza-
tional and management research on small crossfunctional teams. Each variable is identified 
in the research literature as a significant determinant of performance by small crossfunc-
tional teams, which is what interagency teams are.324 Although the Train and Equip Program 
continued for the better part of a decade, here we focus on the first few years when it was 
doing its most innovative and challenging work. We conducted in-depth interviews with the 
team leader, his two deputies, and all primary team members during the first 2 years of the 
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program with one exception,325 as well as others who worked or were associated with the pro-
gram. We also benefited from access to extensive documentation, including Pardew’s journals 
and the author’s spiral notepads containing notes from daily meetings when he served as one 
of the deputy directors of the task force.326 

The 10 performance variables can be grouped by their scope. The first three are organiza-
tional-level variables: purpose, empowerment, and support. Some higher authority in the larger 

Level Variable Defined

Organization

Purpose

The broad, long-term mandate given to the team by 
its management as well as the alignment of short-term 
objectives with the strategic vision and agreement on 
common approaches within the team.

Empowerment
Access to sufficient high-quality personnel, funds, and 
materials, and an appropriate amount of authority, to 
allow for confident, decisive action.

Support

The set of organizational processes that connect a team 
to other teams at multiple levels within the organization, 
other organizations, and a wide variety of resources the 
team needs to accomplish its mission.

Team

Structure The “mechanics” of teams—design, mental models and 
networks—that affect team productivity.

Decisionmaking
The mechanisms that are employed to make sense of and 
solve a variety of complex problems faced by a cross-
functional team.

Culture
The shared values, norms and beliefs of the team, 
manifested in behavioral expectations, level of 
commitment and degree of trust among team members.

Learning
An ongoing process of reflection and action through 
which teams acquire, share, combine, and apply 
knowledge.

Individual

Composition
The mixture of characteristics that individual members 
bring to the group in terms of skill, ability, and 
disposition.

Rewards
Material incentives and psychological rewards to direct 
team members towards the accomplishment of the 
team’s mission.

Leadership
The collection of strategic actions that are taken to 
accomplish team objectives, to ensure a reasonable level 
of efficiency, and to avoid team catastrophes.

Table 4. Postulated Determinants of Effectiveness
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organization usually determines what the team should accomplish (its purpose), what resources 
and authority (empowerment) the team will be provided, and how the team will be sustained by 
the larger organizational context in which it operates (support). These variables explain why any 
crossfunctional team’s effectiveness is, in part, attributable to organizational factors beyond its 
immediate control. Teams typically have more control over the four team-level variables: their 
structure, decisionmaking, culture, and learning. These characteristics regulate day-to-day group 
operations. Finally, three individual-level variables—composition, rewards, and leadership—cap-
ture individual team member attributes that may or may not be representative of the team as a 
whole but nonetheless affect its performance. We consider each of these 10 variables in turn.

Organizational-Level Variables

Purpose

All Train and Equip Task Force members agree the group benefited from a “strong sense 
of purpose”327 instilled by official decisions and informal guidance. As one member noted, “We 
had a very clear mandate . . . there was never any doubt in any of our minds about what we were 
trying to accomplish. We were trying to train and equip the Bosnian Federation forces so that 
if, God forbid, war broke out again they could defend themselves.”328 All members of the task 
force understood this basic mission when they accepted their positions, and in that sense there 
was a consensus on the task force about what it was trying to achieve.

From the beginning the task force interpreted its mission to provide a defense capability 
to the Bosnian Federation as requiring what some call “end-to-end” mission management. The 
task force did not believe it was established just to make policy on what constituted a Bosnian 
military balance, or simply to plan the activities required to achieve a military balance, or mere-
ly to monitor progress toward a military balance. Instead it believed it was responsible for all 
these needs. It would assess the security environment and its evolution; develop policy, strategy, 
and accompanying plans for creating a military balance; execute or oversee execution of every 
aspect of the program; and then monitor results and adjust accordingly. The purpose of the task 
force was to actually create a military balance, and it set about doing so immediately. Within 
days of its creation, it was collecting information on the operating environment, drafting policy 
and strategy documents, investigating training contract options, and preparing for program 
development and execution. 

The task force consensus on its basic purpose was reinforced and deepened by common 
agreement on major mission parameters, all of which were codified early on in task force policy 
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and strategy documents. The most important corollary of the President’s commitment to train 
and equip Bosnian forces was that it would be done in a manner that created a military bal-
ance329 and helped stabilize Bosnia. Among other things, this meant the program would be both 
transparent and defensive so as not to unduly alarm the Serbs. 

Pardew regularly spoke to the domestic and international press about the program and 
all its major developments. He informed the Serbs directly when circumstances permitted, and 
Serb leaders in Pale and Belgrade had his cell-phone number. “It drives everyone who opposes 
it mad,” he wrote in his journal in 1997, “because everything we do is above board.”330 Pardew 
believed it was harder to criticize the program as a Bosniak manipulation or any other nefari-
ous plot if it was completely transparent and conducted out in the open. The program was also 
configured as an international effort, which reinforced its transparency and legitimacy. The task 
force made every effort to solicit and use support from other nations, particularly non-Muslim 
nations, to broaden its appeal. 

The emphasis on stability also meant Train and Equip would focus on “deterrence and 
defense” rather than offensive capabilities.331 A cynical quip has it that a weapon is offensive 
or defensive depending on which end of the barrel one is standing at, but some distinctions 
in military plans and programs can be made based on offensive or defensive purposes. Dur-
ing its execution, the task force took pains to underscore the program’s defensive nature. That 
was a tough sell to America’s NATO Allies,332 but those implementing the program were still 
enjoined to respect the defensive orientation and did. MPRI took a “deter and defend” ap-
proach to all its training, from “strategy to rifle squads.”333 Thus, inasmuch as it is possible 
to distinguish offensive from defensive military programs and capabilities, the Federation 
force structure, military plans, equipment purchases, and training programs were designed 
to provide the Federation with the ability to defend itself and not to project military power 
into neighboring entities. 

These program characteristics were codified in a “founding document” that provided 
even more detail on the program objectives and conditions. Pardew’s briefing to the Deputies 
Committee in December 1995 laid out the program goals, the broad training and equipping 
objectives the task force would try to achieve, and the conditions the Bosnians had to meet 
before the program would be executed including the need to create Federation military insti-
tutions and eliminate extremist elements.334 As Pardew noted, the Deputies’ approval of his 
briefing became “our charter.”335 All task force members understood the charter and often 
referred to it as their mandate, a justification for their activities, and a means to encourage 
cooperation from departments and agencies.336 
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The team’s commitment to its charter went beyond organizational license and the nor-
mal desire to succeed at an assigned task. The strong sense of purpose was reinforced by the 
conviction that providing self-defense capabilities to the victims of Serb atrocities was a moral 
imperative. Ambassador Glassman, for example, noted that task force members believed “We 
were doing something right . . . we were arming the underdogs, we were on the right side . . . we 
were benefiting the victims.”337 Group members were “disgusted by others who made realpolitik 
arguments against the task force in the aftermath of Serb massacres. The sense that the task 
force was combating “evil” fueled a sense of commitment that went far beyond any bureaucratic 
norms.338 As another member noted, “We did not see ourselves as neutral.”339 The team had a 
strategic consensus that it was involved in a “moral cause.”340 

Moreover, “there was a sense of urgency about the mission.”341 The planning horizon was the 
initial IFOR mandate of 1 year. Even though most observers thought this timeframe was realistic, it 
had been enshrined in interagency planning at the request of the Joint Staff and codified by senior 
leader decisions.342 The task force believed “it had to make enough progress so that in the event 
international forces left Bosnia, these people could defend themselves.”343 The urgency was also re-
inforced by the belief that if the program was quickly implemented and Federation forces had the 
means to defend themselves, there would be no incentive for the Serbs to initiate hostilities again.

In summary, the task force never lost sight of its original clear and simple purpose, which 
was to provide self-defense capabilities to the Bosnian Federation up to the point that a Bos-
nian military balance was achieved. It never abandoned the understanding that this purpose 
made the task force responsible for end-to-end management of the desired outcome, or that 
the program had to be stabilizing, transparent, international, and defensive. It managed to forge 
a de facto strategic concept for program execution with the Deputies Committee early on that 
defined the scope and content of the program and helped the task force explain its objectives 
to other parties. Task force members were deeply committed to achieving this purpose on an 
urgent basis, which focused and energized their efforts. 

Moreover, the most important organizations cooperating with program implementation, 
most notably ASI and MPRI, understood and also supported the program’s purpose; for them 
“the sense of mission was important.”344 Other partners were less committed or even skeptical 
but either supported the task force because it was their duty or because they came to believe 
the effort was justified. For example, contract specialist Gary Blasser pointed to the top priority 
placed on the program by the Clinton administration as the reason for his initial commitment; 
eventually, however, he became committed to seeing his job through due to the Train and Equip 
team’s own urgency and his belief that lives were at stake.345
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Empowerment (Authority, Resources, and Confidence)

 Looking back, Pardew believes the amount of authority he received was unusual, even 
“unbelievable.” He kept the Deputies Committee informed346 but did not report to anyone on a 
day-to-day basis, and the team members were not responsible for reporting to their home or-
ganizations. Glassman agrees, noting “we were an empowered group.”347 Klekas, in retrospect, 
does not “recall a time the U.S. Government ever defied anything the task force wanted to do. 
They sometimes moved too slowly for us, but we were clearly seen as the authorized entity in 
charge of the program.”348 As the history of the task force makes clear, there were many chal-
lenges to operations, but in short order Pardew and his task force were well established as the 
single U.S. authority for all matters relating to Train and Equip. 

The task force was empowered by external authorities in several respects. Pardew’s one 
condition349 for accepting the top position was that he be given ambassadorial rank and a suit-
able title, which was done. He believed the team would not be taken seriously overseas or within 
the U.S. Government unless it was headed by someone with the institutional rank to work qua-
si-independently of the U.S. Government and directly with foreign officials. In addition to his 
title and position, Pardew obtained a formal mandate from the Deputies Committee meeting in 
December 1995 that defined the scope and conditions for program implementation.

De jure authority conferred upon Pardew by his superiors did not guarantee de facto 
control of the program, however; particularly not with so many senior officials and elements 
of the bureaucracy involved in implementing the peace agreement in Bosnia. Pardew had to 
coordinate his activities with other senior officials who were also assigned responsibilities for 
implementing the Dayton Accords and who controlled resources required by the Train and 
Equip Program. In addition, a few parent organizations that supplied personnel tried to share 
responsibility for program execution. Members were not sent to the task force with specific 
instructions; the general mission was well understood and the specifics were too uncertain for 
that.350 However, DOD Assistant Secretary-level officials did try to maintain influence on the 
task force, and on one rare occasion Lamb received direct guidance from a senior defense of-
ficial while working a sensitive issue at the port of Ploce. Yet it soon became evident that it was 
impossible for those physically removed from the task force to keep pace with its activities. 
The team was working around the clock and moving too fast for DOD to keep well informed, 
much less to try to control any day-to-day decisions.351 After a few months attempts to exercise 
“shared” oversight within the government stopped, and Pardew’s singular authority for defining 
and implementing the Train and Equip Program was well in place. 
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Beyond his formal position, title, rank, and mandate, Pardew exploited a number of ad-
vantages that reinforced the authority of the task force, beginning with unambiguous senior 
leader endorsement of the program. The program had a Presidential seal of approval. Clinton 
made a commitment to Congress and to President Izetbegovic at Dayton to implement Train 
and Equip. When the program ran into roadblocks team members evoked Clinton’s commit-
ment to Izetbegovic to give the program presumptive legitimacy,352 leaving team members free 
to concentrate on the details of implementation. More generally, everyone knew that Bosnia 
was a major preoccupation of the administration. As one DOD participant noted, it was hard 
to say no when the task force argued, “ [Bosnia] is the highest foreign policy initiative from the 
Clinton administration, and you are not going to help?”353 

The task force was also empowered by the law. Section 38(c) of the Arms Export Control 
Act gives the government broad authority “to provide foreign policy guidance to persons of the 
United States involved in the export and import of such articles and services.” This authority 
includes approving licenses for export of defense articles and services, and stiff penalties for 
violation of approved services. Thus the Department of State, and by extension the task force, 
could suspend MPRI’s license at any time, which made the task force voice primus inter pares 
in contract performance. The task force had de facto contract approval authority, so MPRI and 
ASI had to partner with it on contract details. 

The fact that the task force also had its own pot of resources further reinforced Pardew’s 
authority. As U.S. Envoy to the Federation Daniel Serwer later noted, “There was no way I could 
compete with Pardew, who had several hundred million dollars of the arms and training that 
the Muslims and the Croats wanted.”354 He returned to Washington and took another job. The 
Train and Equip team’s $100 million drawdown authority was a huge advantage compared to 
most other interagency teams, which must appeal to parent organizations for resources. The 
funds were an immediate and concrete asset for the task force, ensuring it would be taken seri-
ously in Sarajevo and in the U.S. Government. The resources signaled the support of Congress. 
Some members had qualms, but as a whole Congress had already voted to provide a substantial 
drawdown authority, so program adversaries in the bureaucracy knew there was little point in 
challenging Train and Equip on Capitol Hill.355

The $100 million was not sufficient for meeting the program needs estimated by the In-
stitute for Defense Analyses. Thus the task force was “always fighting to get a small percentage 
of the resources going into the Balkans”356 and looking for ways to increase or stretch available 
resources. Pardew recalls that resources were his biggest challenge and a continuous worry. 
Privately and publicly, he often expressed frustration to upper government echelons that the 
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program was underfunded.357 The White House did intervene to obtain cash donations from 
Muslim allies when it appeared the program was floundering but otherwise left the task force 
to fend for itself. 

Many observers were unconcerned by the limited resources because they believed the pro-
gram was robust enough to accomplish its purposes. In part this was because the task force en-
gineered some major advantages for resource management. The team was able to influence what 
the cash donations were used for and keep funds away from illegitimate or manipulative hands. 
The task force “controlled the resources that nobody else could touch—couldn’t understand—
much less touch.”358 As a result, the resources could be used to the benefit of the program and 
not towards other political priorities unrelated to program objectives such as soldier salaries or 
inefficient domestic defense industries. In addition the accountability controls instituted by the 
task force as part of this regime were so tight there was no leakage. Not a dime went missing.359

Moreover, the task force had the flexibility and creativity to do a lot with a little. Glassman 
notes, “for the resources we had there were huge returns” and argues that the ability to purchase 
equipment anywhere in the world at the most favorable prices was a great help. Lamb agrees, 
noting the resources available were leveraged to the maximum extent as the team found ways 
to augment and combine them with other programs such as Excess Defense Articles and IMET 
training funds. For example, the task force obtained 155mm howitzers from Excess Defense 
Article stocks but refurbished them with operations and maintenance funding from its draw-
down authority. In addition ASI squeezed MPRI so hard for efficiencies360 that the contractor 
was rumored to have not made a profit its first year on the job. ASI also pressured the task force 
to work an agreement with Treasury so donated funds held in trust would accrue interest, which 
generated more than $4 million in additional resources.361 

With a powerful mandate, a leader with ambassadorial stature, legal authority to approve 
MPRI’s overseas training activities, and its own resources, the task force could aggressively pur-
sue its objectives. This level of empowerment, combined with initial success, contributed to 
what organizational theorists refer to as psychological empowerment, which occurs as team 
members come to believe the team is capable of accomplishing its mission and act accordingly. 

In the case of the Train and Equip Task Force, confidence varied by member but in gen-
eral grew over time. Sawoski was attracted to the effort because it had senior leader support, 
something that he knew from personal experience improved chances of success.362 For others, 
conviction preceded confidence. Klekas recalls members were proud of their mission and con-
fident of the abilities of their colleagues, and he personally was cautiously optimistic the task 
force would succeed “despite opposition from our own bureaucracy.”363 Rabasa remembers 
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believing from the beginning of his tenure that it was a special program and would work.364 
Pardew was keenly aware the President had given his word to Izetbegovic and believed the 
credibility of the United States was on the line.365 That fueled his determination to succeed, 
but he did not realize how difficult it would be.366 Franklin, who worked in close proximity 
to Pardew, notes there were times “when Jim was so disillusioned that I thought we’d never 
go much further. However, he always seemed to pull out of it and push on forward. I grew to 
believe and be very confident in his personal abilities to accomplish [the mission].”367 

The confidence of all members grew as success reinforced itself. Progress in one area en-
couraged the team to push harder in other areas. Klekas observes that as Federation leaders 
came to appreciate the value and credibility of the program, Pardew was able to secure their 
cooperation on broader measures that enhanced Federation unity, such as a integrated joint 
staff and training program.368 Lamb agrees, noting that the combination of Presidential support 
and initial successes generated a sense of momentum and encouraged members to pursue their 
tasks aggressively. 

The way Klekas managed the clearance process on Pardew’s cables exemplifies the pushy 
approach adopted by task force members who felt empowered. Normally a Department of 
State communication is coordinated with all interested offices, but that risked watering down 
Pardew’s positions. Klekas felt, “if he had taken that typical Foreign Service Officer approach 
and solicited a bunch of clearances then they would have nibbled us to death; Jim was not inter-
ested in that crap.”369 Instead he pushed out cables with minimum clearances, only bothering to 
solicit clearance from those he thought appropriate for an Under Secretary-level communica-
tion. “Nobody’s cleared on this!” someone in State once complained after viewing the paucity of 
coordinating offices on a typical Pardew cable. Klekas shot back that “it wasn’t his job to worry 
about that” and pressed on. Similarly Lamb recalls the task force built such a muscular position 
for itself that he thought it could intervene on any issue related to program execution. When 
one partner organization chaffed under his heavy-handed approach and complained the task 
force needed to “stay in its lane,” his rejoinder was that the team “owned all the lanes in the road” 
for the Train and Equip Program. McFarren is even more emphatic: “We felt Teflon-coated. We 
were empowered. I felt invulnerable.”370 

The sense of empowerment was resented by some but accepted by those who shared its goals. 
MPRI leaders, for example, appreciated the fact that Pardew’s authority was so well established 
that MPRI did not have to deal with multiple competing authorities, which was both invaluable 
and rare in the firm’s experience.371 The contract and artillery specialists engaged by the task force 
for their expertise were both impressed that task force members believed they would succeed.372 
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However, some Train and Equip partners resented the aggressiveness of the small team, which 
could border on arrogance. Lamb, for example, believes his aggressive manner and belief that all 
U.S. Government entities ought to support the task force complicated relations with the Defense 
Security Cooperation Agency and Army Material Command. These two organizations did not 
fully support the program or agree on how it should be achieved.373 They were not alone, an issue 
taken up in the following section.

Organizational Support

Individual views on the controversial Train and Equip Program varied in the U.S. Govern-
ment, but in general it received strong support from the most senior officials and much less 
support from lower levels of the national security establishment. The President’s general sup-
port was recognized and he occasionally intervened to assist in raising funds and shoring up 
international support for implementation.374 His deputy national security advisor Sandy Berger 
monitored and supported the task force375 as did Secretary Perry and Deputy Secretary White. 

President Clinton receives briefing in Situation Room from Ambassador Richard Holbrooke, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Chairman General John Shalikashvili, Secretary of Defense William Perry, Vice President Al Gore, and others, 
February 20, 1996 (William J. Clinton LIbrary)
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Strobe Talbott, Deputy Secretary of State, helped support the Ankara conference, and later Sec-
retary of State Madeleine Albright (who early on had advocated for a Train and Equip Program) 
publically praised the effort.376 In addition there were individual leaders in the Department of 
State, particularly some serving in or close to the Balkans, who were quite supportive. Ambas-
sador Peter Galbraith in Zagreb, Croatia, backed the task force’s activities, as did John Menzies, 
the U.S. Ambassador in Sarajevo when the program began. Nick Burns, the spokesman of the 
Department of State, helped Pardew get settled in and participate in State’s daily public affairs 
activities.377 The task force also benefited from the political endorsement of such ASI leaders as 
former Under Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz and former Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Richard Perle, who had influence with Republicans on Capitol Hill. 

While acknowledging that the President and other senior national security leaders ap-
proved the Train and Equip Program, task force members also believed Pardew’s personal 
connections with many of those senior officials and adroit management of his relations with 
them reinforced the task force’s authority.378 Team members believed Pardew was well re-
garded by senior leaders. As McFarren observes, in addition to bolstering confidence and 
collegiality on the task force, this belief “gave us the sense that we had top cover for whatever 
we did.”379 Glassman agrees that “we were an empowered group”380 but also thought support 
was more tenuous than most members appreciated. Still, he observes that Pardew made the 
most of his authority. Pardew thought he was backed by the White House and acted like it.381 
In interacting with other senior officials, if push came to shove, Pardew would simply say “I 
report to the [Deputies Committee].”382 

Lower-ranking officials in the bureaucracy were aware that the program enjoyed congres-
sional, Presidential, and other senior support.383 Nonetheless, organizations do not like giving 
up personnel to perform novel tasks. Not surprisingly, those that contributed people to the 
task force were quick to ask for them back. In some cases they succeeded. For example the CIA 
pulled Christensen back after several months, which Pardew was “not happy about” but could 
not reverse.384 DOD officials tried to recall Lamb periodically and to terminate Defense fund-
ing for the contractor positions.385 Pardew was able to fend off such initiatives, at least for the 
first couple of years when task force activity was at a peak. Even those offices that had bent over 
backwards to support the team on a temporary basis suffered “donor fatigue” over time. For 
example, the office that had permitted its contracting officer to help the task force grew disil-
lusioned the longer he remained at State working on task force issues.386 

Beyond the reluctance to give up people and other resources, the mid-level bureaucracy 
was skeptical about the team and its mandate. As the task force intelligence representative not-
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ed, “Train and Equip was fighting against the tide.” 387 A lot of people thought the effort “would 
fail from the outset” and “there was a general skepticism about the task force.”388 Most believed 
Bosnia would fall apart again after a year or so, a view that was strong in DOD.389 Defense, and 
especially the uniformed side of the Department, also worried that Train and Equip would 
compromise the reputation of U.S. forces as neutral peacekeepers and make them “targets.”390 
Army leaders in particular were opposed391 and treated MPRI personnel—almost all of whom 
were former U.S. military—as pariahs, refusing to talk with or respond to them.392 The Army 
very much wanted a clear distinction between the private contractors training Federation forces 
and their uniformed personnel who were there to impartially enforce the Dayton Accords.393 
They realized that from the Serb point of view, the distinction between U.S. uniformed soldiers 
and former soldiers working for a private company might not seem compelling and thus were 
bothered by the program. In light of senior leader decisions, DOD could only distance itself 
from the task force as much as possible, insisting that it be housed in the Department of State, 
where it was officially ensconced in the European bureau.

CIA supported the task force well with briefings and materials,394 and State backed it lo-
gistically. It helped that the team was a Presidential directive, but that did not guarantee coop-
eration. State’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research, for example, dragged its feet on allowing 
the team access to information resources and spaces. Initially the CIA member traveled each 
day to CIA headquarters to assemble Pardew’s morning briefing, “even though the Bureau of 
Intelligence and Research (INR) had access to the same resources in their shop.”395 However, 
State’s European Bureau provided Pardew and his staff with office space,396 an experienced 
secretary,397 coveted parking passes,398 and extensive travel funds, which were critical given 
the heavy travel schedule the task force maintained.399 Sustaining this support required effort. 
Franklin recalls that there was always a reluctance to give the team travel money and other 
resources, but it usually got what it needed “after a lot of jawboning and arm-twisting, most 
of the time by Jim [Pardew].”400 

Otherwise the State offices involved were focused on the civilian side of Bosnia reconcili-
ation and reconstruction401 and thus inclined to ignore Train and Equip. On occasion some of-
fices in State would try to “insinuate themselves into the process by demanding the prerogative 
to grant or refuse clearances on our outgoing cables or briefing papers for senior officials.” As 
Klekas recalls, “We ignored them when we could, and acceded to such demands when we had 
to. Because we were not formally and fully integrated into State’s regular channels we were often 
able to ‘get away’ with more. It also helped that [Train and Equip] was inherently more technical 
and operational than standard State Department activities.”402 Klekas believed the autonomy of 
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the task force was in part its own choice and in part a lack of interest on State’s part. State was 
“not helpful” but also not inclined to interfere as long as the task force remained “out of sight, 
out of mind.”403 In other words, because there were many other political and economic efforts 
under way, and Train and Equip did not threaten those programs, it could be largely ignored. 

When the program did come up in diplomatic discourse, personnel in the European Bu-
reau expressed the European view that it would be destabilizing rather than the reverse.404 State’s 
Bureau of Political-Military Affairs, which might have seemed like a potential ally, was skeptical 
about the program’s merits. One of its members infuriated Klekas by telling him Pardew was 
not “a real ambassador” and warning he was being too pushy and “getting ahead of himself.”405 
Rabasa, another Foreign Service Officer serving on the task force, also noted that the common 
view in State was that the task force was “only creating problems” and “jeopardizing negotia-
tions.”406 State personnel made it clear they considered the program a political necessity to be 
endured but not embraced.407 As one party in State who ended up cooperating concluded, “The 
Department of State does not like you guys.”408 

As time passed and the program picked up momentum, bureaucratic resistance increased and 
became more of a problem. For example, the Central Intelligence Agency became insistent that Train 
and Equip was upsetting the military balance.409 CIA analysts thought that because the Bosniaks had 
a manpower advantage providing them with weapons and training would by definition upset the 
equilibrium. Occasionally they issued reports with satellite photos of Train and Equip weapons en 
route to Bosnia and the tag line that the delivery “tips the balance in favor of the Federation.”410 Task 
force personnel working feverishly to get the basic program in place considered these intelligence 
assessments ludicrous, not least because the program was transparent and the team would have pro-
vided close up photographs if asked. After a few futile attempts to convince young agency analysts 
that their assessments needed more balance, the task force shrugged off the CIA reports and just 
referred to the Institute for Defense Analyses assessment as the authoritative document on the topic. 
Nevertheless, the team had to work hard to convince senior leaders that the program was making 
progress but not so much that it threatened the peace.411

State also paid unwanted attention to the program as it picked up steam. The Department 
began to suggest with increasing frequency that Train and Equip should be used as leverage to 
extract compliance whenever the Bosniaks or Bosnian Croats were being recalcitrant on other 
matters. Sometimes these interventions developed into real threats to the program. Pardew 
would counter that the initiative was already heavily leveraged and its influence was needed 
to obtain progress on really significant issues such as removing Cengic and getting Muslim 
extremists out of Bosnia. The Train and Equip members knew the Bosnians were unhappy with 
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the size and sophistication of the program and were only slowly coming to realize the training 
they were receiving was more valuable than the equipment. In other words, the perceived value 
of the program to the Bosnians was not as great at some believed; thus it was not an inexhaust-
ible source of leverage.412

The Department of Defense also complicated execution of the program. In the field SFOR in-
terference was a persistent irritant. Not long after the program began, Pardew recorded his frustra-
tion with his former uniformed brethren in a personal journal entry: “US military resists at every 
turn over this fictitious issue of a threat to evenhandedness.”413 The task force complained about 
such obstructionism, providing catalogues of objectionable behaviors and incidents to DOD lead-
ers and directly to SFOR leaders as well. The subject of SFOR interference with Train and Equip 
generated tense meetings and frosty communications. A September 15, 1997 task force informa-
tion paper entitled “SFOR Interference with the Train and Equip Program” catalogued a series of 
SFOR actions to impede the program. It prompted a strong response from the SFOR command-
er, who also sent a copy of his rebuttal to Deputy Secretary of Defense White.414 A month later 
Pardew notified State Department officials that SFOR had just approved a multicorps exercise by 
the Bosnian Serbs even though one of the Serb corps was in violation of SFOR demining require-
ments. Pardew noted that, in contrast, “SFOR stops even routine, low-level Federations exercises 
for the most minor infractions.” In a summary comment about SFOR “obstructionism,” he closed 
with a clear warning: “No one should expect me to certify that the Federation can defend itself as 
justification for NATO departure under these conditions.”415

Pardew also wrote to the Department of Defense task force director responsible for Bosnia 
to complain about SFOR and the Department’s attitude more generally, which he characterized 
as “one of low level foot-dragging and obstructionism.” He cited DOD reneging on its decision 
to approve transfer of 426 trucks as Excess Defense Articles as “an outrage and an embarrass-
ment” and requested help in changing the Department’s attitude from “‘can’t do’ and ‘don’t want 
to’ to ‘can do.’”416 The Army, which had to absorb the vast brunt of Train and Equip demands 
for assistance, was a problem in particular. Initially the Service cooperated with the program 
(and the law) by providing lists of materials that could be offered up under Train and Equip’s 
drawdown authority. The Army was willing to pass along items it no longer had use for, but 
did not like parting with operations and maintenance dollars that were fungible and more use-
ful—for example, to pay for transporting materials to Bosnia. Lamb recalls that Army resistance 
increased as the task force became more creative about ways to use its drawdown authority, 
forcing major bureaucratic battles to get even small things accomplished, such as finding Army 
experts to debug the old simulation software donated to the Bosnians.417 
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McFarren, the team expert on security assistance, recalls how his work required burning 
bridges with friends and contacts in the security assistance community. When he arranged for 
Army pilots to fly task force helicopters from the port of Ploce, Croatia, to Sarajevo for safety 
reasons,418 he engineered one of the last major drawdown equipment deliveries but also de-
stroyed his relations with old Army friends who were furious that uniformed personnel had 
been cajoled into active participation in the Train and Equip Program.419 His contacts in the 
Defense Security Assistance Agency, Army staff, and other offices with responsibilities for secu-
rity assistance were all ultimately alienated.420 

America’s European allies replicated the U.S. bureaucracy’s distaste for the program. 
Initially Pardew spent time in European capitals on the way to and from Bosnia trying to 
raise support, but it was soon apparent that such efforts were futile. As Pardew lamented 
in his journal after a visit to The Hague, not even the Dutch, “who should feel guilty af-
ter Srebrenica,” offered assistance.421 European diplomats were so negative that task force 
members came to suspect that aversion went beyond substantive policy differences and 
was fueled in part by anti-Muslim prejudice.422 In Bosnia the European allies kept their 
distance and ignored the program. The exception was the British, who were active in their 
opposition and turned out to be the most formidable adversary. They slowed the program 
by raising artificial barriers, denying IFOR/SFOR permissions, and poisoning the well with 
unhelpful comments to the press. 

Looking back at the travails with the bureaucracy and allies, Pardew notes the Train and 
Equip Program was “beaten down by constant criticism. . . . There was never any buy-in institu-
tionally.” The program was only implemented through “sheer stubbornness” on the part of the 
task force.423 To determine why members would make such a commitment and doggedly pursue 
their objectives, it helps to look more closely at “team-level” variables, beginning with structure.

Team-Level Variables

Structure (Location, Size, Tenure, Task)

The small size of the task force, collocation, and full-time work status of the members all 
facilitated communication, collaboration, and focus on team tasks. The entire group was located 
in the main building of the Department of State. Office space in Main State was quite limited, 
so locating the entire group there was a major advantage. Pardew and his State deputy and 
public affairs person had adjoining offices. State members with lower rank fended for them-
selves, staying in the offices they had before joining the task force. Non-State members Lamb 
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and McFarren were assigned a windowless room on a lower floor. Given the accommodations, 
they referred to themselves as the blue-collar element of the task force and took pride in their 
“get-’er-done” approach to program administration. The separate locations in the building did 
not impede teamwork and may have contributed to the decentralized activities of the task force. 

Team structure concerns more than the size, location, and tenure of the group. It covers the 
“mechanics” of teams including how they organize for their task and the special expertise they de-
velop or get access to by partnering with external parties. The basic design of the Train and Equip 
Task Force was established early on, but the work patterns and relationships with external entities 
took longer to develop. Pardew assigned tasks, but there was some natural division of labor based 
on member backgrounds. The CIA representative supplied intelligence; the former public affairs 
officer handled public affairs; the DOD representatives worked the training contract, drawdown 
authorities, and administration of equipment purchases and deliveries (except for Sawoski, who 
worked primarily on passage of the Defense Law);424 the senior State representative solicited in-
ternational donations and negotiated arms procurement deals; and the other State representatives 
worked internal Department of State coordination issues. Johnson supervised Rabasa during his 

MPRI trainer supervises after action review for Federation exercise using sand table model of operating area
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short tenure on the task force425 and Lamb supervised McFarren, although the two partnered on 
almost all their activities.426 Later Rabasa and Ambassador Glassman also worked closely together. 
Otherwise all members reported directly to Pardew.

Pardew’s daily meetings provided the venue for receiving direction and also made it pos-
sible for all the members to understand what problems were being solved by whom and how on 
a day-to-day basis. Team objectives were clear, but how to accomplish them was not. The team 
knew it needed donations but not how to get them. It knew it needed a draft contract for train-
ing, but the contents of the contract had to be worked out. It needed to work Federation political 
processes to get a defense law passed, but how to do that was not evident. As different individu-
als on the team worked these issues, sharing progress and reverses daily, they developed exper-
tise on the problems they were solving and shared the broad outlines of their solutions with the 
entire team. Pardew reinforced shared understanding by having the team travel together even 
when it was not necessary. Both deputies accompanied Pardew on the first trip to Balkan capi-
tals to explain the program and its principles, the entire team went to the Ankara conference, 
and Pardew made sure everyone went to Sarajevo occasionally if not regularly. 

Over time the small team developed a common understanding of how it was accomplish-
ing its objectives. Those working the political issues in Bosnia and the interagency did not know 
the details of training contract and donor fund management, but all members knew resource 
commitments had to follow a precise set of steps. Similarly, those developing the contract and 
pursing agreement on its clauses did not always know the latest political developments affect-
ing passage of the Federation defense law, but all the members understood the contract could 
not be implemented without a law establishing joint military institutions. The knowledge team 
members built up on the details of the Train and Equip Program was shared as necessary with 
entities the task force partnered with to achieve objectives. 

Train and Equip partners constituted a useful, and in some cases indispensable, extended 
structure for the program. Much of the task force’s energy went into cultivating and protecting 
these relationships. Most immediately, the group worked to secure support in the embassies 
that controlled the team’s ability to get in and out of countries,427 particularly the U.S. Embas-
sies in Zagreb and Sarajevo. It made a point of keeping the embassies well informed, and never 
entered their countries without paying courtesy calls on the senior embassy official available. 
The team needed local embassy support to engage the military and political leaders in Bosnia, 
who were the key partners in executing the program. In Zagreb, Pardew used his established 
relationship with the Croatian Minister of Defense to ensure support, including pressure on 
Bosnian Croats to cooperate. Pardew, Lamb, McFarren, and others spent an average of a week 
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a month in Bosnia to conduct program business and meet with the Bosniak and Croat lead-
ers, which allowed Pardew to assess their commitment to the program and work with them to 
resolve problems. He was able to encourage the ascension of Bosnian leaders willing to look to 
the future rather than the past, and in the case of Deputy Minister Cengic, concluded it would 
be necessary to take the extraordinary step of engineering his removal.

The single most salient and critical partnership was with MPRI. Its leaders were confident 
in their ability to deliver what they promised,428 but the company was in a delicate position. It 
had to generate both customer satisfaction and confidence in MPRI. At the same time it could 
not operate without U.S. Government approval. The Department of State could revoke its li-
cense to provide security assistance services at any time. One of its senior leaders noted, “We 
knew we worked for Pardew but our customer was the Federation.”429 The train and equip team 
decided early on that it liked MPRI’s military mindset and no-nonsense mission focus. After a 
few months, task force members were working closely with MPRI representatives at all levels. 
Generally MPRI wanted to be seen as supporting U.S. policy for good purposes and cooperated 
accordingly,430 and the task force came to trust and rely on it.

For their part, MPRI leaders appreciated the close working relationship they had with 
Pardew, who always let them know the state of play in the U.S. Government and when he was 
going to Bosnia and what he would be looking to accomplish. The company reciprocated with 
an equal degree of trust and transparency, authorizing its in-country representatives to give 
Pardew the unvarnished truth (i.e. “no BS briefings”).431 MPRI’s Program Manager did not have 
to clear his message or briefing slides with headquarters, but rather could “give chapter and 
verse where it has not worked.”432 Company leaders believed their relationship with Pardew 
and his task force was based on integrity and good communications that engendered trust and 
that it “wouldn’t have worked” otherwise. They felt Pardew listened and comprehended what 
they told him and that he had “a capable team.” Occasionally they found Pardew and his people 
“stubborn,” but respected the fact that Train and Equip was clear about its goals and under-
stood MPRI’s issues.433 Moreover, the team treated MPRI “like Americans.”434 In an environ-
ment where Train and Equip was not supported by the uniformed military, the respect the team 
accorded MPRI went a long way toward establishing a mutually beneficial partnership. 

ASI was another important partner. Its basic role was to stretch donation dollars. ASI 
played an early and critical role in crafting the final contract with MPRI, monitored MPRI’s 
performance, and also assessed the task force’s performance. The contract negotiations were 
a bit bruising, but all parties figured out they could not bypass any of the others. Although 
initially skeptical, the team concluded that ASI could be quite useful. Its leadership lobbied 
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for support of the program on Capitol Hill and provided helpful “pressure on the adminis-
tration to follow through on its commitments.”435 Pardew was savvy enough to call Richard 
Perle, the only ASI leader to remain engaged over time, and keep him informed on task force 
developments.436 

At the working level, the group also discovered that ASI provided added value. Mike Mc-
Namara, the officer manager, was a knowledgeable former Army colonel and “attention-to-
detail” guy. He respected the ex-military personnel who made up MPRI. As a matter of course 
he deemed them honorable and trustworthy and found them to be so.437 However, it was his job 
to verify performance and recommend areas for improvement and cost savings.438 Given the 
nature of ASI’s job, its relationship with MPRI relations was prone to conflict. When MPRI and 
ASI could not agree, the task force was in a strong position to arbitrate or make final rulings. 
Over time the group concluded that having a competent group like ASI checking on the details 
of MPRI’s work reduced the burden on the team and transferred some of the inescapable fric-
tion involved in such oversight to the MPRI-ASI relationship. As long as ASI did not squeeze 
MPRI or vendors supplying equipment so hard it created an incentive for poor performance, 
the task force believed ASI could be helpful. Lamb forged a close relationship with McNamara 
and they freely shared information. 

The task force maintained a wide range of supporting relationships within the U.S. Gov-
ernment beginning with the senior leaders who created and empowered the Train and Equip 
Program. Pardew kept himself and the principal supporters of the program informed with per-
sonal briefings and telephone calls. He gathered information from his contacts both to receive 
up-to-date information and obtain different perspectives from players in positions of influence. 
For example, he kept in contact with Bosnian Ambassador Mohammed Sacirbey in order to 
better understand what President Izetbegovic was thinking.439 He also monitored the agendas in 
the hierarchy of National Security Council staff meetings, from the principals to the deputies to 
lower-level interagency meetings. All this outreach took time, but it was essential that the task 
force remain cognizant of how evolving policy positions might affect Train and Equip.440

Pardew’s subordinates worked hard to develop other useful relationships. Lamb reached out 
to contacts in the Institute for Defense Analyses for help on identifying Federation military re-
quirements and training contract particulars. The Institute recommended one of their adjuncts, 
Lieutenant General Frederic J. Brown, who was reputed to be the Army’s best mind on training 
systems, particularly rapid training. Brown interrupted his holiday schedule in December 1995 to 
educate Lamb and later received McNamara for the same purpose.441 Lamb also reached out to 
DOD contract specialists for help, convinced the Defense Contract Management Command442 to 
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station an overseer in Sarajevo to ensure accountability, and tapped expertise from the Army’s Na-
tional Ground Intelligence Center, perhaps the Nation’s best repository of knowledge on foreign 
military hardware. While maintaining a low profile, National Ground Intelligence Center per-
sonnel traveled with the task force to assess the quality of weapons systems being considered for 
purchase. Similarly, McFarren used his extensive contacts in the security assistance community to 
get drawdown authorities executed and Excess Defense Articles for the program.

Franklin tried to generate positive press coverage about task force activities, which 
was easy in Bosnia where Pardew was “a rock star,” but almost impossible anywhere else 
where skepticism about the program reigned, particularly in Europe. The task force was 
only slightly more successful with the U.S. press. Franklin’s efforts were almost always an 
exercise in limiting damage from doubting foreign policy experts and a generally negative 
press, and making sure the bureaucracy was not surprised by any program developments.443 
To keep ahead of the curve and tamp down negative reports, he worked with the public 
affairs offices in Defense and State and maintained close contact with U.S., Bosnian, and 
international media organizations and representatives. He also partnered with the head of 
public affairs for the Federation Army, the Embassy Sarajevo political-military officer, a 
U.S. Information Agency representative in Sarajevo, and Rick Kiernan, who handled the 
same duties for MPRI.444 Kiernan recalls keeping in touch with Franklin on a daily basis, 
and Franklin notes that he learned a lot from Kiernan about how a private company works 
and manages its public relations.445 

Perhaps the most difficult and rewarding partnership was with the Department of State 
legal advisors assigned to work on Train and Equip issues. Initially State representatives on 
the task force approached Department lawyers to secure agreement on how the funds from 
donors would be managed. Glassman had in mind a system similar to the Saudi foreign mili-
tary sales account, whereby they pump money into the account and draw from it as needed. 
State legal advisors saw problems with that model, and for whatever reasons relations quickly 
soured, with both sides concluding they could not work with the other.446 However, the task 
force had to have some legal basis for managing its funds. It considered appealing to higher 
authorities in State to induce more cooperation from the lawyers, but that was considered 
difficult and messy. Instead, Lamb was dispatched to reason with them. He recalls “spend-
ing a lot of time in [the legal] office, having moral, philosophical, and historically-informed 
discussions on what might happen if IFOR pulled out after a year. We tried to impart the 
moral sense of obligation that those of us on the task force felt.”447 Ultimately this relationship 
proved fruitful, and what began as an absolute roadblock to program execution evolved into 
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the program’s most important example of creativity and accountability: the legal regime for 
managing donor funds. 

Team Decisionmaking

By definition cross-functional (i.e. interagency) teams combine diverse expertise and often 
equally diverse perspectives, which can be a source of strength if the conflict they engender is re-
solved productively. In the case of the Train and Equip Program, the variance in member views 
was subdued by several factors. The task force participants shared a common commitment to 
program goals and the principles codified in its charter approved by the Deputies Committee. 
They did not have many preconceived notions about how to achieve task force objectives. As 
Senator Dole’s legislative aide pointedly observed when the team visited early in the program, 
none of its members had personal experience training and equipping a foreign army. The effort 
to train and equip the fragile Federation was a “voyage of discovery.” 

There was never any question but that Pardew was the key and final decisionmaker, but 
there were some task force decisionmaking characteristics that contributed to debate and more 
productive decisionmaking. The team was small and its decisionmaking process was informal. 
McFarren, the junior ranking member by grade, observes that team members “knew who the 
[senior executives] were” but also that Pardew’s style was free flowing without a lot of emphasis 
on structure. Everybody was on a first name basis.448 Pardew had the team meet daily and solic-
ited advice from all members on all subjects.449 

The entire team convened in his small office each morning. By then he had digested the daily 
intelligence and sometimes had news for the group. “Pardew was very open, sharing what had 
happened and what he had heard, so we felt like part of the team.”450 He would raise key issues 
for group discussion that were on his mind and invite others to do likewise. He made it clear he 
was not interested in minutiae. He wanted to discuss strategy issues: “It took me a while to get the 
message, but what he wanted in his morning meetings was strategic thinking, what next steps were 
important, what minefields to watch out for, the pros and cons of any course of action.”451 

Team members recall great discussions in Pardew’s office.452 One member notes they were 
“some of the longest staff meetings I’ve been in and some of the most interesting.”453 Pardew 
acknowledged his role as the final decisionmaker but thought “the team needs to be a team.” He 
believed talking frequently about the project and where it was going “helps unify the team” and 
“makes you feel like you’ve all reached a corporate decision.”454 

Thus everyone on the task force was invited to discuss major strategy issues as well 
as program execution issues. Pardew encouraged open discussion by all members, regard-
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less of who was primarily responsible for the topic at hand, so the team debated a wide 
range of issues, e.g., the best choice among the three companies bidding for the training 
contract; how to manage partners like ASI; whether the Ankara donor conference should 
be convened without advance pledges of support; how to pressure the Bosnian Croats to 
support new defense institutions; how to establish donor accounts and avoid “leakage” of 
funds; who might be approached for in-kind donations if not cash; how to beat back efforts 
to undermine the program objectives by various elements of the bureaucracy; what to buy; 
and how to get into Bosnia. 

There were occasional differences about how to pursue an objective or solve a problem, but 
they were resolved amicably. For example, members disagreed on whether there was any chance 
Egypt would contribute. Some task force members thought there was no point in even engag-
ing Egypt, but another member argued the alternative. Pardew listened, and decided to make a 
run at Egypt, which paid off. Another example was the value of buying helmets. One view was 
that the Bosnians had got along without helmets so far and buying them now would be a waste 
of scarce resources. The countervailing view was that they had an important symbolic value 
as protective equipment for the individual soldier and contributed to a common professional 
appearance. In addition, after the task force determined that the helmets could be produced in 
Bosnia, it was understood that their purchase would stimulate domestic production. Pardew 
handled all such intra-team debate without questioning anyone’s motives, undermining their 
credibility, or encouraging internecine competition. 

Even though team members knew Pardew would make all the major decisions, they voiced 
their opinions and made their cases for alternative courses of action. They spoke openly for 
several reasons. Some believed being attached to the task force and unsupervised by parent or-
ganizations encouraged free discourse.455 Glassman points out that all participants were respon-
sible for bringing their own perspectives and abilities to the mission and were focused on that 
mission rather than institutional agendas. Rabasa agrees and adds that the temporary nature of 
the enterprise empowered individuals. Because members could always pack it in and leave, they 
felt free to voice their opinions honestly.456 

Even more importantly, Pardew listened and weighed member arguments, which made it 
worthwhile expressing them. Pardew “always listened to what others said,” and as he hoped, the 
members “felt invested in the decisions.”457 That was even true for those who had sporadic con-
tact with the task force. George Norris, an expert on howitzers who traveled with and advised 
the team on donations and possible purchases, recalls that he was asked his opinion. “Some-
times the task force took it and sometimes not.” However, he observed that people often ask for 
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your thoughts and you know they are just going through the motion and intend to do what they 
want. “Not Pardew; he was really open and listened to you.”458 

Yet another reason team members contributed to the decision process was that they knew 
once major decisions were made, Pardew would delegate the details of implementation to them. 
He “had total confidence in the team”459 and believed they did not need extensive supervision. 
Normally he enumerated objectives and let the team members find a way to accomplish the 
task. Glassman notes Pardew allowed individual members “a lot of freedom in our sphere”460 
and believed he had total freedom of action once Pardew tasked him. He used that freedom 
to seek out competitive bids from diverse sources, leverage the competition, and obtain better 
deals for the task force.461 For example, Glassman obtained a prospective agreement for surface-
to-air missiles from Ukraine that were expensive, and reliability was an issue. He used experts 
within the U.S. Government to better assess reliability, but also negotiated a stipulation that four 
out of the 300 purchased would be tested by a live-fire demonstration to determine reliability. 
Ultimately the deal did not go through because of concerns the purloined missiles might be 
misused.462 However, Glassman made the most of the flexibility to negotiate the best deal.463 

Rabasa also believed he had a lot of latitude to solve problems with international partners 
and that there was no micromanagement.464 Similarly, Lamb and McFarren emphasize the lati-
tude Pardew gave them to achieve results in developing procedures for money management, 
contracting, and partnering with supportive organizations.

[Padew] asked you what we needed to do and that let you figure out how to do 
it. . . . We had a lot of interaction and head-butting sessions with ASI and even 
MPRI . . . about the way we were going to do things and they came to understand 
that we did speak for Pardew. They could call him and try to get us reined in but 
he would not do that, except on rare occasions. He would talk to us about it, hear 
why we did what we did, and back us up. This was very empowering and people 
learned to take us seriously.465 

McFarren adds that Pardew “was very willing to trust in our judgment and our professionalism. . . . 
Once Pardew decided to give you a task he would trust you with the decision-making process . . . he 
kept his eye on the big picture.” On occasion, that meant Pardew would make a strategic decision to 
compromise on an issue while his team was still pursuing some agreed course of action. Lamb and 
McFarren, for example, might be fighting hard for some objective only to be told by ASI or MPRI 
that Pardew had reached an out-of-court settlement with their superiors. They would verify the in-
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formation with Pardew, ask him to “let us know when our position has been overrun,” and go back to 
work. Pardew’s subordinates tended to follow his example in decisionmaking when partnering with 
other organizations. For example, Gary Blasser, the contract expert from Defense who worked for 
months on the MPRI and MILES contracts, recalls that Lamb acted as a program manager “keeping 
everyone coordinated, but gave guys like me great autonomy.”466 

Pardew’s delegated authority came with an unspoken guarantee that he would back up his 
subordinates—or at least not reprimand them—for taking initiative even if the results were less 
than optimal or required adjustment. For example, a Dutch vendor in Holland selling trucks to the 
program offered to throw in a lot of German “Mungo” vehicles at a nominal price if the program 
acted quickly. Lamb discussed the opportunity with an MPRI contact and the Bosnian represen-
tative on the scene. They decided the vehicles would be easy to maintain and useful for the Livno 
training center where more mobility assets were needed. Later some criticized the decision say-
ing the vehicles weren’t that useful and added to the sustainment woes of Federation forces, but 
Pardew never chided Lamb for seizing the opportunity. Similarly, Pardew backed up his subordi-
nates when they cut corners in State’s laborious coordination process to move Pardew’s communi-
cations quickly or otherwise ensure that the task force was not bogged down by State’s processes. 

The sense of unified purpose, respect for Pardew, and appreciation for his inclusive decision 
style all ensured that Pardew’s decisions were aggressively implemented by the whole team once 
he decided on a course of action. After everyone had a say on key issues in the morning meeting, 
the team members would disperse and work on their tasks, using their own judgment on how to 
solve problems. Typically the group would not reconvene as a whole until the next day, although 
individual members pursuing a task could drop by Pardew’s office during the day to obtain sup-
plementary guidance. Thus, unlike some small interagency groups, differences of opinion among 
members never complicated decision implementation on the Train and Equip Task Force. The 
decision process was inclusive and decentralized and yet authoritatively in Pardew’s hands. 

Team Culture

The task force had several salient behavioral norms that members agree reflected Pardew’s 
character and professional habits.467 Perhaps the most commonly cited norm was its work ethic. 
One member recalls Pardew was “almost relentless about moving forward on initiatives, even 
when things were not going the right way.”468 Even by Pentagon standards where 12-hour days 
and weekend work are not unusual, the pace Pardew set was zealous. His view was that the clock 
was ticking on IFOR’s commitment and Train and Equip was already behind schedule. The team 
worked long hours 7 days a week. It traveled frequently, particularly in the beginning. As major 
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milestones in program execution were achieved, the pace fell off a bit and the team often only 
worked a short Saturday and took off on Sunday.469 Others partnering with the task force often 
commented on its work ethic, noting it “couldn’t have been more dedicated,”470 was “driven,”471 
and went to work immediately upon arriving in Sarajevo after an all-night flight. A member 
recalls, “On all the trips I went on with Pardew you worked from the moment you started until 
the end.”472

The task force also was action and results-oriented. Christensen recalls the team was a 
“good group of very mission-focused people.”473 Glassman agrees the group had “an operation-
al-action mentality.” It was “an operational entity. . . . We were not policy-formulating.”474 The 
fact that the team was implementing a program rather than making policy and that the program 
had on-the-ground elements and consequences inclined the group to think in concrete terms 
about its objectives. McFarren also remarked on the task force’s focus on action, saying that 
what struck him most about Train and Equip “was that it was ‘real time.’” Pardew gave his sub-
ordinates license “to go out and break the China. We moved fast, we saw results.”475 

Following dismissal of Bosniak Minister of Defense, Ambassador Pardew announces arrival of U.S. equipment at 
Port of Ploce, Croatia
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Pardew reinforced the action orientation in several ways. He let members know failure 
was not an option. Rabasa noted Pardew’s attitude reinforced a pronounced “can-do spirit.”476 
That determination to persevere set the tone for the team.477 McFarren recalls Pardew good-
naturedly referring to the DOD personnel fighting his bureaucratic battles as his “attack dogs,” 
encouraging them to pursue their tasks.478 One reason Pardew made an effort to get all team 
members into country frequently was because he wanted everyone to see that their work had 
real world consequences.479 

Those who partnered with the task force were impressed by its determination to drive results. 
The Defense contract specialist noted the group was singularly focused on its objectives “to the 
exclusion of everything else” and they “didn’t take no for an answer.”480 The artillery specialist who 
advised the Train and Equip Program was also impressed with the task force’s mission focus, and 
it affected his own attitude. When the Bosnians were late in showing up for a test demonstration of 
Romanian rockets, Glassman pushed him out front and said “you’re it.” Suddenly he was pressed 
into duty as the one to select the launcher and rockets to be tested and render a verdict on behalf of 
the Bosnian Ministry of Defense as to whether they were acceptable.481 It was “make things work . 
. . no matter what.”482 For program leaders, delays were unacceptable.

Those working on or with the team considered this aggressive pursuit of concrete results 
exemplary, “the way government ought to work.” However, others noted that the task force “get-
it-done” ethos clashed with some cultural norms in the Department of State. In State, process 
and ambiguity are valued because they can generate opportunities, but in DOD concrete ends 
and details are valued. Holbrooke foresaw problems in that regard. When he offered Pardew the 
job of leading Train and Equip in State he warned him, “They’ll drive you crazy over there.”483 
The reverse was equally true. State had trouble understanding the task force’s aggressive can-do 
mentality. Klekas once phoned State’s Operations Center to ascertain whether a Pardew cable 
had been distributed. The officer on duty replied that it was held up by the chief watch officer, 
who was shocked by the strident tone. It did not look like a State Department telegram and he 
wondered whether there was some mistake. Klekas “corrected his misapprehension with un-
State Department-like fury.”484

The decision to demand removal of Hasan Cengic as the Bosniaks’ senior representative in 
the Ministry of Defense is an even more telling example of how the task force violated State norms. 
After Pardew and Perry barged into Secretary Christopher’s office to convince him to sign the let-
ter demanding Cengic’s removal, Klekas, waiting outside for the verdict, had the riot act read to 
him by Christopher’s irate guardians, who were outraged by the end-run around staff.485 Klekas 
observes, “our proclivity was to press ahead to do what was necessary without seeking permission 
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unless we perceived it was absolutely necessary.” Because “delay was potentially fatal for the pro-
gram,” the task force asked permission as seldom as possible and coordinated with “as few offices 
as possible.”486 Such high-handedness carried risks, and Klekas acknowledges that sometimes he 
“would get caught” and reprimanded by senior State officials intent on preserving the Depart-
ment’s normal processes. 

The team’s action orientation and bureaucratic autonomy reinforced cohesion. Members 
knew their mission was not popular with regional analysts at the CIA, Pentagon, and State. The 
relative isolation reinforced morale and encouraged a bit of an “us against the world” attitude. 
Team “relationships were formed in the middle of battle,” said McFarren, and strengthened by 
shared experiences like working through a record snowstorm in the opening days of the task 
force, or bonding at a restaurant on the Bosporus after the disappointing Ankara conference.487 
Some members noted that the team also enjoyed a common sense of humor, a droll perspective 
that “took the bite out of air.”488 The slightly black humor no doubt reflected the sense that all the 
members were in the same boat, and a leaky one at that.

Isolation did not stop the task force from searching for partners. When it found people in 
the larger bureaucracy willing to support its activities, it enrolled them as ex officio members 
of the cause. The task force could not have accomplished its objectives without help, and sup-
porters were genuinely appreciated.489 That was true for MPRI and ASI, which had their own 
reasons for supporting the effort, but especially for those like Blasser and Norris who partnered 
with the task force when they were not obliged to. 

Mutual respect and trust also strengthened cohesion, as did the stable tenure of the core 
team once it was established. As members saw one another demonstrate their ability to solve 
problems their confidence in and respect for one another increased.490 Mutual trust was a con-
comitant fact reflecting cohesion, especially after the core membership gelled. Everyone work-
ing on the team believed other members worked toward the same goals and that they could 
speak freely. If the members did not develop the intense trust indicative of some high-perform-
ing small teams, it was because they worked separate agenda items and their personal fates 
were not as intertwined with one another’s results. Those members who worked most closely 
together on a sustained basis—Glassman and Rabasa, and Lamb and McFarren—developed the 
strongest intra-team trust relationships. 

Members quickly transferred their loyalty to the task force. As Pardew notes, “The people 
on the team were not playing the institutional game.” Instead they focused on the mission and 
not pressing for their particular institution’s agenda.491 Agreeing with this assessment, another 
member noted that the CIA participant represented the task force and its interests to the agency, 
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and that was true for all members who interacted with their parent organizations. He believed 
the mark of any successful interagency team is that the members all turn and represent the team 
to the parent organizations “rather than the other way around.”492 

In summary, some task force cultural norms like a strong work ethic, action orientation, 
and a penchant for independence reflected the leader’s own behavior. The team also developed 
a proclivity for taking the initiative, being entrepreneurial, and partnering with sympathetic 
parties who could help them solve problems. All of these behaviors, along with a commitment 
to the mission, reinforced cohesion and performance. Some of these team norms, particularly 
the focus on results and willingness to partner, were linked to another key team variable that 
explains high team performance: learning. 

Team Learning

High performing teams learn quickly, obtaining new knowledge from experience and out-
side sources and sharing and applying them within the team. They can exploit existing knowl-
edge from formal knowledge programs, experiment with alternative ways to solve problems, 
and explore knowledge networks and cross-organizational alliances. As Glassman notes, there 
was no formal learning process for Train and Equip493—no training for team members or estab-
lished repository of knowledge to guide the task force. The mission was being conducted under 
unique and difficult circumstances, and the right way for everything from soliciting foreign 
funding to forging cooperation among Bosnians had to be figured out. 

Members learned from one another. For example, the State representatives helped other 
members less familiar with State to navigate the institution,494 and Franklin coached Pardew 
on how to interact with the media and even arranged formal training for television appear-
ances.495 For the most part, however, the members had to learn on the job and share their in-
sights. Pardew’s daily meetings and management style facilitated such information exchange, 
as did the small size of the task force and the general willingness of members to assist one 
another. Even though the team worked long hours, everyone made time for one another when 
the need arose.496 

Task force circumstances encouraged risk-taking and creativity. The program was under-
resourced, which encouraged an “entrepreneurial” spirit,497 and opposed by many in the bu-
reaucracy, which encouraged outreach to nontraditional partners. The team thus had incentives 
to experiment and explore .498 As the program progressed, the task force would take risks (like 
the Ankara conference), investigate possibilities, try alternatives, improvise when something 
went wrong, and repeat what it learned from experience would work. 
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Most immediately, the mission required unconventional partnerships with the private sec-
tor and foreign authorities. The task force began working on those partnerships as soon as it was 
created. Within the first month of operation, the State representatives were searching for do-
nors, and the Defense representatives reached out for help on building a training contract. The 
group needed insights from subject matter experts and cooperation from a range of partners. 
Having U.S. Government officials work with the private sector encouraged entrepreneurship,499 
and partnering with others encouraged learning. 

Pardew and his subordinates learned from their countless working group meetings, din-
ners, and visits.500 Sometimes the hard work on outreach led to useful partnerships.501 Other 
times it just provided useful information. For example, the task force visited Rock Island arse-
nal in Illinois to see how the program’s 155mm howitzers were being refurbished. The workers 
seldom received attention from officials in Washington and were happy to be supporting the 
program, a sentiment reinforced by the visit. The Rock Island professionals presumably would 
have done a fine a job without the visit, but it was still educational. Team members learned more 
about the quality of the weapons and the timetable for their delivery and confirmed that those 
in DOD who were skeptical about Train and Equip were not trying to delay or sidetrack the 
refurbishment of the howitzers. 

The mission encouraged partnership, but the problems it tackled also required consider-
able improvisation.502 Some problems were solved through sheer hard work, persistence, and 
political pressure, such as the passage of the new defense law in Bosnia and finding a U.S. sup-
plier of Kevlar (and related approvals) for helmet production in Bosnia. But other problems 
the team confronted required solutions that were creative if not unprecedented for the U.S. 
Government, such as the task force’s new legal regime to manage donor money; use of intelli-
gence experts to assess the commercial market for weapons; combining government and private 
sector contracting expertise; cooperation with ASI and the Defense Contract Audit Agency to 
ensure accountability; use of drawdown services to refurbish Excess Defense Articles; exploita-
tion of outdated Army simulation software and computer equipment for Federation training 
and education in NATO symbols, standards, and tactics; and promises to consider commercial 
purchases to leverage in-kind donations. 

Once the task force learned how to accomplish something, it often repeated the model.503 
For example, bringing in a contract expert for the MPRI agreement helped, so the team did 
it again for the MILES contract. Bringing in weapons experts for advice on arms purchases 
worked well, so the task force repeated that in subsequent purchases. ASI proved beneficial 
for evaluating activity and ensuring accountability for the training program as a whole, so the 
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group arranged for a representative from the Defense Contract Audit Agency to ensure that all 
train and equip accounts and contracts were in order. Despite hostility from “middle manage-
ment” and career officials in the Washington bureaucracy, the task force learned many individu-
als at the working level would back it and used these relationships. 

In summary, the train and equip approach to learning was a classic case of “on-the-job 
training.”504 With the exception of the media training for Pardew, there was no formal training 
for anyone. Neither was there any effort in the national security system or on the task force to 
record and share lessons from their experience. The members explored different ways to accom-
plish their tasks, and when they completed their mission they moved on to other jobs. In the 
more than 20 years since, this is the first formal attempt to learn from the experience.

Individual-Level Variables

Composition

Several performance variables at the individual level of analysis cover the ways individu-
als are motivated and able to contribute to team performance. One is team composition, or 
“what individual members bring to the group in terms of skill, ability, and disposition.”505 It 
covers characteristics that research indicates affect team performance including attitudinal, de-
mographic, and functional diversity,506 along with selection criteria and socialization of team 
members, and the propensity of individuals to contribute to team performance. For example, 
researchers believe individuals who are agreeable, extroverted, emotionally stable, and open to 
experience contribute better to teams.

All the members brought what they learned from previous experience, but some skill sets 
were more pertinent than others. Pardew’s time with Holbrooke’s team was directly relevant to 
managing Train and Equip and was partly why he was chosen as leader. Holbrooke told Pardew 
to do it and he agreed. He considered his time on Holbrooke’s small team that negotiated peace 
in Bosnia between August and December of 1995 a “crash-course in diplomacy” that intro-
duced him to the major protagonists in the region. The experience convinced him that a small 
team could tackle a tough problem if the entire group was committed and pursued an interac-
tive decisionmaking process.507 Before that, he was a senior executive running the Pentagon’s 
Balkan Task Force, where he worked with Sawoski and Klekas. 

Sawoski was an academic on a leave of absence from Roger Williams University. He was 
an international relations theorist and Russian specialist, but also had experience in the Depart-
ment of State where he served as staff assistant to Department spokesman Hodding Carter III 
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during the hostage crisis with Iran. Because he had accompanied Pardew to Dayton, he was inti-
mately familiar with U.S. Bosnia policy and regional personalities. Klekas had left the Pentagon’s 
Balkan Task Force before Dayton to take a year-long assignment at State as Special Assistant 
for Europe for the Under Secretary for Policy. He knew how Defense and State worked at high 
levels and had substantive knowledge about the delicate situation in Bosnia. Rabasa also served 
a tour in the Pentagon and knew the DOD culture. He had also worked Serbian sanctions on an 
interagency task force at State.508

Other members also used their skills sets directly to the benefit of the task force. The CIA 
representative handled all the intelligence needs, and Franklin, the former Navy public affairs 
officer, managed public relations. Similarly, McFarren was borrowed and then stolen from the 
Defense Security Cooperation Agency and appropriately handled security assistance matters. 
Glassman and Lamb, however, had only generally relevant and senior executive management 
experience. Glassman was an experienced diplomat and Lamb came from the Pentagon office 
responsible for oversight of special operation and low-intensity conflict. 

Yet in terms of selection, no one other than Pardew—and by extension Sawoski—was re-
ally hand-picked to ensure the task force would succeed. Pardew asked Sawoski, his colleague 
on the Pentagon’s Bosnia Task Force, to join the group shortly after finding out he would be 
tapped to lead the program. Sawoski believed it was important and would be rewarding since 
the administration gave it a high priority.509 

The CIA assigned a representative to the task force after Pardew told them he would keep 
them informed of his activities if they furnished someone to provide intelligence support.510 
When that representative was promoted away from the position after a short stint, Pardew 
asked for someone more knowledgeable about the Balkans and was given Guillermo Chris-
tensen. Christensen interviewed with Pardew “very briefly.”511 Pardew liked the fact that he 
had experience in the Balkans and only seemed hesitant about Christensen’s lack of exposure 
to military issues until their initial face-to-face meeting.512 Christensen convinced him he was 
familiar with military terminology and concepts from CIA paramilitary training and Pardew 
accepted him on the team.513 Yet he too stayed only briefly before being replaced by someone 
who did not have experience in the Balkans but who was available to work with the task force 
for an extended period.

Darryl Johnson joined by happenstance. Holbrooke bumped into Johnson in a hallway at 
State. Holbrooke could be quite persuasive, and Johnson was “on his good guy’s list.”514 Holbrooke 
discovered Johnson was waiting for his position in Taiwan to open up in a few months, so he 
asked Johnson to serve as Pardew’s deputy during the interim. Three months later Holbrooke told 
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Johnson to relieve Ambassador Menzies in Sarajevo for a few weeks and the team was left without 
a senior State representative.515 The task force recruited Glassman a few months later. Rabasa was a 
friend of Glassman’s and he recommended him to Pardew.516 Glassman had served as the last U.S. 
Ambassador to Afghanistan before the Embassy closed as Soviet forces left the country in 1989.517 
He was no stranger to irregular conflict, having also worked on Central American issues during 
the Reagan administration (where he met Rabasa), but he had fallen out of favor with the Clinton 
administration. Rabasa wanted to help him get back into action.518 Glassman was quickly accepted 
after a brief interview.519 

Defense allowed Pardew to select a deputy but made recommendations. Pardew asked 
Walter Slocombe, then Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, for candidates. Slocombe recom-
mended Lamb, so Pardew interviewed him. After 5 years in his office director position, Lamb 
was ready for a different challenge and wanted the job. Lamb recalls the interview was brief 
and chiefly consisted of one question apparently designed to determine whether he was on the 
right side of the policy debate: Do you agree the United States should intervene to bring peace 
to Bosnia? McFarren’s interview with Pardew was also concise. Pardew asked him one question 
about his ability to perform the task and took him on board. McFarren notes there was luck 
involved. He was relatively junior—a major—and believes if more senior officers had known the 
job was located in State instead of the Army staff and might be more than a 2-week stint to fa-
miliarize the task force with security assistance options he would never have gotten it.520 Pardew 
just asked, “Can you wear a suit?” He didn’t want anyone in a military uniform working for the 
program and would not allow McFarren to travel to Sarajevo while on active duty.521

Some individuals came to the task force by their own initiative. Klekas and Franklin ap-
proached Pardew522 and were quickly accepted. What Franklin recalls most about the interview 
was its brevity.523 When he departed the task force in late 1998, Pardew’s hiring interviews and 
process remained cursory. Raffi Gregorian, who replaced Franklin (albeit with a broader port-
folio), saw the job advertisement when the McFarren and Franklin slots were being renewed as 
contractor positions. He called Lamb, whom he knew, and inquired about opportunities. Franklin 
was not going to continue with the task force so Lamb checked with Pardew and told Gregorian to 
“come today.”524 Pardew told Gregorian, “Chris says you’re a good guy” and asked if he wanted the 
job. It was a 5-minute interview, so brief that Gregorian reversed the process and queried Pardew 
to determine if the position was really one he would want to leave a good job to take.525 

In retrospect, Pardew seemed to appreciate the importance of capable team members 
more. He told a colleague when starting his task force for Kosovo that the important thing was 
to “pick the right people and everything else will fall in place.”526 Much later, when interviewed 
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for this research, he said he had “really capable people” on his Train and Equip Task Force 
and that he was a “big believer in small organizations of very capable people.”527 Perhaps the 
appreciation for able team members was a lesson learned from the Train and Equip experi-
ence. In any case, all the evidence indicates that at the time Pardew was content to take the 
individuals who made themselves available as long as they believed in the mission. Events 
then validated a modest team member’s assessment that “we may not have been the cream 
of the crop [but] we were all savvy people who knew how to make things happen and get 
the job done.”528 

In truth, it is hard to find anything exceptional about the careers of most task force members529 
that would explain their performance with one exception. Most of those attracted to the team were 
bureaucratic risk takers. Rabasa, Klekas, and Lamb were all Foreign Service Officers who chose to 
work in the Department of Defense because they found the opportunity interesting, even though it 
would most likely retard rather than help their careers. Lamb liked the results-oriented culture in 
Defense better and stayed there, while Rabasa and Klekas returned to their nontraditional career 
paths at State. McFarren was a Special Forces officer used to international exposure and unconven-
tional problem solving who was happy to leave the military to work on an exciting special project like 
Train and Equip. Some others who partnered brilliantly with the task force were not on the fast track 
to promotion in their offices but were willing to buck the system to help out.

In addition to placing job satisfaction over advancement, some personalities had an 
iconoclastic bent. One member recalls Klekas was a “bit of a bomb thrower; very creative, 
an out of the box guy.”530 Klekas agrees that he was no ordinary State careerist. It was more 
important to him to work on interesting subjects than to advance. He also notes that both 
he and Glassman were motorcycle riders, not the norm in the staid Department of State.531 
People with unconventional mindsets seemed disproportionately attracted to the task force. 
They were independent thinkers who did not fit easily in the State mold. That proved true for 
most members and certainly for the team as a whole.

Rewards

Organizations often use material and psychological incentives to improve crossfunctional 
team performance. The rewards can be used to attract individuals to join teams and to en-
courage performance. Sometimes the team experience itself becomes a form of psychological 
reward that deepens the emotional commitment of members and extends their period of high 
performance on the team. Train and Equip members agree there were no formal incentives to 
draw them to the team or encourage their performance, but there were psychological rewards. 
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Ultimately there was also formal recognition for some task force performance but it played little 
role in motivating members. 

“Attractive rewards” are incentives sometimes used to encourage qualified people to move 
from comfortable and often safer organizational positions onto teams that are riskier career 
choices. That happened for those who served on the task force briefly after it stood up. Chris-
tensen recalled that his supervisor at CIA gave him an informal assurance that his career path 
would not be penalized by taking on a rotation outside the organization, which he was happy to 
do.532 Holbrooke made Johnson an offer he could not refuse, but the association with a danger-
ous and high-profile issue area like the Balkans was useful later in Johnson’s career. In neither 
case was the task force allowed to disrupt the individual’s normal career progression for long. 
After the early temporary participants departed, the team solidified around its core members 
(see figure 6), all of whom were drawn by a desire for a new assignment within the Federal 
Government, a personal commitment to the mission, or both. With a couple of possible excep-
tions, expectations of career enhancement played no role in decisions to join the team. On the 
contrary, most believed the experience would retard their career prospects.

Sawoski was on leave from academia where he was a tenured professor. He was happy to 
take the job but did not believe it would be career-enhancing.533 Glassman and Lamb were both 
in career holding patterns and ready for new challenges but did not believe Train and Equip 
would help them advance. McFarren thought his military career had stabilized and notes it was 
not a hard decision to leave the military and join the task force as a civilian contractor. Pardew 
encouraged this decision, telling him he would have fun and it would “change his life.”534 Frank-
lin was retiring from the Navy and looking for a position in the DC area. At the time he was the 
Bosnia desk officer in Defense public affairs. When the massacre at Srebrenica happened, he 
recalls radio reports from Dutch peacekeepers and was horrified, determined that if he could 
“ever do anything to help those people” he would. At that point he knew nothing about the Train 
and Equip Program, but later when the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 
told him about the opportunity with Pardew, Franklin jumped at the chance to “help the Mus-
lims” defend themselves. He contacted Pardew and was interviewed and offered the position.535 

All core members agreed with the task force mission, but those with more experience in the 
Balkans joined out of deep conviction. Like Franklin, Rabasa notes that helping victims of aggres-
sion had an impact on his desire to serve on the team.536 Klekas felt even more strongly that it was 
a question of preserving honor. He had participated in high-level meetings on the DOD Balkans 
Task Force in the Department of Defense and heard senior Europeans fight against lifting the arms 
embargo. They argued it would only “add fuel to the fire” and the Bosnians would be “defeated 
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anyway.” After 3 years of hearing that kind of cynicism and seeing the Bosnians still holding out, 
it felt increasingly dishonorable to him not to protest or intervene. Serving on the task force was 
his chance to personally contribute to what he believed should have been done earlier.537 When 
the team started up, Klekas was ending a year-long tour as special assistant to the Under Secretary 
of State for Policy. He appealed to Pardew to bring him on board so he could pursue “a mission I 
strongly believed in.”538 Similarly, Raffi Gregorian had just returned from a voluntary active duty 
tour with SFOR when he joined the task force, and he believed in the Train and Equip mission. 
He was willing to leave a solid job in the private sector. Pardew himself had the greatest amount of 
personal experience with Bosnia and the strongest commitment to rectifying the military imbal-
ance there. 

“Active incentives” refer to means to motivate members once they are on the team. In 
government such incentives typically include evaluations of individual performance and the 

Figure 6. Task Force Membership
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possibility of recognition for a job well done. For several reasons, no one on the team had high 
expectations for such rewards. Parent agencies that were generally hostile to the task force were 
not expected to reward those who worked on it,539 and any glowing personal evaluations writ-
ten by Pardew would likely be discounted. This was particularly true for State people. Rabasa 
notes that because of institutional prejudices, Pardew with his Defense background would have 
little influence on a State career.540 Klekas summarized the thoughts of many members: “As for 
me, I simply assumed the mission would be its own reward. I did not expect participation in 
the program would be ‘career enhancing’ because it was unconventional and outside of the State 
Department’s organizational structure.”541

Lamb recalls the same feeling, and it was not long before he received reminders that the 
task force’s work was outside DOD’s purview and interests. He began receiving periodic calls 
from the Department’s policy offices reminding him he needed to “come home.” The messages 
were mixed, congratulating him for doing well but also warning that he had been away too long 
and would soon be forgotten and out of the running for a career-enhancing job.542 

Another reason expectations for rewards were low was that Pardew did not put much em-
phasis on such matters. He had developed a dislike for producing the standard inflated govern-
ment evaluation after a career full of such responsibilities and typically let members draft their 
own evaluations.543 He was not personally impressed by recognition awards and not inclined to 
work to obtain them for others. Neither was he sentimental about task force relationships. Much 
later, after most of the original team members left, an award was presented to McFarren. After a 
few minutes of congratulations, a bemused Pardew told McFarren to “get back to work.”544 When 
asked about rewards on the team, Pardew said there were “no big rewards” in his own case, and 
when it was time to move on he moved on.545 Pardew’s parsimonious praise subtly reinforced the 
results orientation of the task force. There were no “attaboys” for working late, long activity lists, 
or expressions of loyalty. Only results elicited approval, an approach that kept the focus on team 
progress rather than individual achievement and reinforced the sense of professionalism. 

Members thus agree they were far more motivated by personal satisfaction than formal 
evaluations and awards. The common observation from members was their reward was the 
satisfaction of doing the job well and seeing clear results.546 Elaborating, some cited the oppor-
tunity to travel, learn, solve problems, and see a worthy cause progress, all amplified by proving 
the skeptics wrong. 

Some ardent supporters had doubts about whether those chosen to execute it were up 
to the task. News trickled back to the task force that Richard Perle told Perry that “Pardew is 
not up to the job”547 and ASI in general “did not believe Pardew would go to the mat for the 
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program.”548 These sentiments reinforced his determination to succeed.549 Similarly, Senator 
Dole’s acerbic legislative aide questioned the competence of each member of the task force 
when they met. Pardew took it in stride, but the episode fueled the determination of others 
to succeed.550 Operating under bureaucratic criticism seemed to reinforce the “rebel with a 
cause” esprit de corps the team felt, but being criticized personally really accentuated the 
satisfaction members felt when the program overcame opposition and other impediments. 

However, the task force took a different approach to rewards for those who partnered with 
it. Lamb and McFarren made a habit of sending letters of appreciation to offices that worked 
with them, which Pardew signed and forwarded. They made a point of being particularly effu-
sive about supervisors, emphasizing that the program was a Presidential priority and detailing 
the contributions their personnel made.551 Blasser’s experience is a case in point. Initially he and 
a colleague, Sue Hildner, helped the task force with contracting, but there was no way to justify 
the absence of both from a four-person office. Thus only Blasser stayed on for an extended 
period, but he called on Hildner when work demanded her particular expertise, like an analy-
sis of source selection methods. After months of their support, the task force sent a carefully 
crafted letter to the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, which he read and sent down 
the chain to Blasser with an accompanying note of praise.552 As Blasser pointed out, the political 
appointees at the head of his organization were delighted to see such a letter documenting their 
support for a Presidential initiative they knew little about. However, his immediate superior, a 
career official responsible for day-to-day output, was far less enthusiastic. “You’re a no show,” 
she told Blasser, emphasizing how much Blasser’s absence cost their little office. Even so, the 
letter encouraged the senior people Blasser worked under to be cooperative and allowed him to 
continue to support the task force.553 

Despite expectations to the contrary, the bureaucracy was more generous in recognizing 
performance than many expected. Klekas received a Superior Honor Award for his work on the 
team and State promoted him a grade to FS-01 at end of his assignment.554 Lamb received an 
award from his parent organization, and a year after returning to Defense, an award from State 
as well. McFarren finally received an award 5 years into his 8-year tenure. Pardew was awarded 
follow-on assignments in the region. He led another small task force in a successful effort to 
prevent conflict in Macedonia and was later appointed Ambassador to Bulgaria. 

Long before it became clear that anyone on the task force would receive recognition, mem-
bers had already decided the experience was deeply satisfying on a personal level. They still 
feel that way more than 20 years later, concluding it was one of or the best experiences of their 
careers. Sawoski said his time on the task force was “very positive” and Rabasa considered it “on 
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the high side of his government experience.” 555 Glassman recalls, “Those days were among the 
happiest of my life . . . it was a thrill to do it.” To him, the team “didn’t need rewards” because the 
biggest reward was “personal satisfaction.”556 McFarren said “It was the most enjoyable [work-
ing] experience in or out of government I’ve ever had. . . . I enjoyed going to work. . . . There’s 
nothing I’ve ever done in government that’s been anything like it; that fast, and that compre-
hensive.”557 Lamb also considered it his “single best experience in government” and noted that 
seeing the results of the task force’s work materialize in the field was invigorating: “The reward 
was job satisfaction.”558 

Those who partnered with the task force for short periods also considered the experi-
ence rewarding. The first CIA representative concluded, “For me, personally, it was a very 
good experience. . . . I saw a small team come together, saw Pardew build it in face of ad-
versity, and I learned and applied this later on.”559 Another partner with the task force on a 
temporary basis said, “It was for me an incredible experience, educationally, professionally, 
and personally. . . . In my period of government service, it was a highlight.”560 He also added, 
as did many others, that it “was rewarding to work for Pardew” because of his extraordinary 
leadership qualities.561 

Leadership

 Leadership is sometimes emphasized to the point of excluding other factors that af-
fect group performance. In the case of Train and Equip, however, task force members believe 
Pardew’s leadership was critical to success. “Jim was an inspirational person to work for,” one 
recalls.562 Others note, “Pardew was a great leader . . . superb,”563 and he was “the one indispens-
able member of the team.”564 Another member concludes, “While it definitely took a team of 
people committed to the cause, without him we would not have succeeded.565 Yet another sum-
marized the entire experience as “the story of how one imaginative and indefatigable individual, 
Jim Pardew, was able to assemble a small team that operated quasi-independently from the 
conventional bureaucracy, preserving our nation’s honor in the face of relentless opposition at 
home and abroad.”566 Often those not on the team but who partnered closely with it also saw its 
leader as the key element: “Pardew was for me the most impressive and important part of the 
thing.”567 MPRI leaders doubted “you could have found a better guy.”568

Pardew’s leadership style was traditional; top-down and directive, but with a lot of collegiality. 
While all members agree that Pardew made all the major decisions and directed task force activities, 
they also agree he did it collaboratively. For example, Johnson notes that although Pardew would 
make his own decisions and not always follow advice, “he wanted to hear everyone’s viewpoints; his 
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style was not ‘dominating’ but very ‘collegial.’”569 McFarren agrees Pardew was “collaborative”; “He 
had a good idea of what he wanted to do but took so much feedback.”570 

Some members believe Pardew exercised a “coaching style” of leadership because he was so 
open to hearing member views and encouraging initiative (“He didn’t micromanage,” says Raba-
sa571). Franklin concluded, “Jim was more of a coaching leader”; he was an “inspirational person to 
work for and, while he listened carefully to everything we had to say, he always made the decision 
as to which way we would go on any given issue.”572 Another periodic observer also concludes the 
leader had “kind of a coaching style. . . . Pardew and Glassman would explain the context and how 
I could help and I would work within that. It was not top-down directive, nor ‘team’ decision mak-
ing; you could influence things but once Pardew decided, that was it; it was done.”573 Sawoski con-
curs, noting Pardew delegated well but also “listened well” and “was willing to change his mind.”574 
For these reasons Pardew’s traditional leadership seemed collaborative to his subordinates. 

In further explaining what made Pardew such an effective traditional leader, task force 
members and Train and Equip partners identify several attributes that were critical to suc-
cess. Sawoski considered Pardew “one of the smartest and most politically astute people I ever 
met.”575 He also was well connected with senior leaders at the time. As McFarren notes, “he had 
the juice,”576 and the other members appreciated the value of Pardew’s connections. Klekas had 
seen him interact with Secretary of Defense Perry and knew the Secretary was “our most impor-
tant champion [and] had enormous respect for Pardew.”577 Pardew’s connections to the upper 
echelons of the Clinton administration were also well understood by MPRI and the Bosnians. 
Bosniak Deputy Minister of Defense Sakib Mahmuljin’s memory of Pardew was that “he had 
good intentions” but also “real force.” He adds that Minister of Defense Ante Jelavic “thought 
the United States was behind him.”578 It was clear to all concerned that Pardew was in control 
and representing the Clinton administration on Train and Equip.

Pardew was well regarded by Perry and other leaders in part because of his strategic vision. 
Lamb notes that before he ever met Pardew he was acquainted with his reputation as a keen 
strategic observer of complex security problems. Pardew’s missives back to his superiors in the 
Pentagon while traveling in the Balkans with Holbrooke were widely admired for their succinct 
and trenchant analysis of the current situation. He continued the habit of supplying leaders with 
exceptionally clear, forceful reports from the field while managing the Train and Equip Pro-
gram. His penetrating assessments of political developments in Bosnia and the Balkans more 
broadly, and his reports following meetings with Bosnian, Croat, and Serb leaders were pithy, 
opinionated, persuasive, and written in earthy and easily comprehended prose. 
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Klekas accompanied Pardew on his trips to Bosnia and Croatia, where one of his main 
duties was drafting cables conveying Pardew’s views to Washington. He recalls that the 
first draft he did for Pardew was based on the normal Department of State format: a sum-
mary, followed by the detailed body, and a concluding comment. “As I handed it to Jim he 
recoiled. ‘What’s this?’ he asked. I explained the format. He replied, ‘John, the summary is 
the cable.’”579 Pardew’s communications reflected his thinking: clear, concise, and always 
aimed at the heart of the matter. They were interesting to read and influential in the upper 
echelons of the Clinton administration.580 

Lamb sees a connection between Pardew’s clear-eyed strategic assessments and his pen-
chant for delegating details. Pardew “did not seem to care how you got things done as long as 
you got them done,” but he “really excelled at thinking strategically about the program. . . . I 
grew to respect him greatly for the fact that he kept his eye on the big picture.”581 As a result, 
Pardew always “had a really good sense of what he wanted to do.”582 He also had a solid sense 
of what could be done and how. His incisive strategic assessments were routinely on display in 
his leadership of Train and Equip. He made difficult decisions, such as refusing to pay military 
salaries, look simple in retrospect, but at the time he was under pressure from knowledgeable 

President Clinton holds impromptu meeting with Bosnia negotiating team after memorial service for three U.S. 
negotiators who died while traveling to Sarajevo. Ambassador Pardew in upper right corner next to Madeline 
Albright, August 21, 1995 (William J. Clinton Presidential Library)
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experts to give in, which he refused to do. Other decisions, such as firing Cengic, were inher-
ently high risk, but Pardew always emerged from them with his choices validated.

Klekas notes, for example, that Pardew made several “strategic decisions” where he “put 
the very survival of the [Train and Equip] program at stake. . . . He was willing to risk everything 
by threatening to terminate [the program] in order to foster true unity within the Bosniak-
Croat Federation and to preserve the integrity and effectiveness of the program over the long 
term.”583 Lamb agrees, saying he always kept his eye on his goals and the key factors affecting 
his ability to achieve them. Even in the intra-task force debates, his views were proven correct 
repeatedly. Some decisions did not work out well. For example, the Ankara conference was a 
bust and Pardew chastises himself for not asking certain countries for more funds, believing 
after the fact that they likely would have given more.584 But as Franklin notes, whether he agreed 
or disagreed with his colleagues, “Almost always, he was right.”585 

Another attribute was toughness. Pardew was both tough-minded and forceful in his 
behavior. Lamb found him “unsentimental,” which he thought “helped him see things clearly” 
and make tough calls correctly. In daily meetings Pardew was relaxed, informal, and low-key 
with his subordinates, but if he was concerned about something he could issue instructions 
that left no room for misinterpretation.586 He could be equally hard-edged with others, always 
giving priority to program success. One of many examples was his treatment of the Bosnian 
military attaché to the United States, Selmo Cikotic. When Cikotic was smeared with allega-
tions of war crimes, Pardew cut him off completely, refusing to take his calls protesting his 
innocence, and agreed to his removal from the Army Command and General Staff College 
at Fort Leavenworth. Even though Pardew was quite fond of Cikotic, and found the allega-
tions hard to believe, he immediately gave priority to protecting the program’s reputation.587 
Pardew knew he would only tarnish the program if he tried to interfere with the war crimes 
process. Train and Equip was promoting a new generation of Bosnian military leaders, and 
it could not afford to have it alleged that extremists or war criminals from any ethnic group 
were associated with the program. 

Another example of toughness was Pardew’s reaction to Cengic’s last-ditch charm offen-
sive in hopes of forestalling the demand that he be replaced. Pardew listened as Cengic was 
exceptionally cordial and cooperative and then, after telling a subordinate to handle the rest 
of the meeting, got up and walked out as if Cengic were a leper. The cold message to everyone 
was clear. Later Izetbegovic agreed to remove Cengic but only if the Bosnian Croat Minister of 
Defense Vladimir Soljic was also removed. Izetbegovic wanted it to appear as if both failed in 
their duties rather than singling out the Bosniak. Pardew, receiving the call in the Holiday Inn 
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lobby, immediately acceded. Hanging up, he said, “Two for the price of one. I love it when a plan 
comes together.”588 He did not hesitate or ask for guidance. He knew the removal of Soljic served 
the purpose of eliminating Cengic and also sending the signal that the United States wanted 
more dedicated, forward-looking leaders in place. 

Pardew was “all business” when focused on a program objective, particularly when deal-
ing with those outside the task force. Because his “wrath” rained down on both parties of the 
Federation in a nondiscriminatory manner, it seemed to have the effect of drawing them closer 
together. His pressure on the two ethnic groups to cooperate became a subject of public com-
mentary (see cartoon) and even humor. On one trip, task force members heard from MPRI 
that Bosniak and Croat generals were making jokes about Pardew’s torrential wrath during his 
monthly visits.589 The earthy humor was consistent with the general ambiance in post-war Sa-
rajevo, which was infused by the lack of illusions among those who had risen to the top of their 
demanding profession during a prolonged and gruesome war. 

Pardew fit that environment. His “down-to-earth personality worked well.”590 He was un-
pretentious and quick to laugh while also projecting a “no nonsense” demeanor. On rare oc-
casions, when it was clear he was being given a sales pitch rather than honest information, 
he abruptly left meetings with Federation military leaders. A task force member recalls he 
“spoke his mind” and “had tremendous credibility.” He “managed difficult people” in Bosnia 
well. As Rabasa concludes, “A Department of State guy, being nonconfrontational, would not 
have worked well in that context. Pardew’s tirades in Bosnia were effective.”591 He was equally 
tough on anyone standing in the way of the program. He publicly identified problems and even 
problematic people including British generals who were zealously interfering with the program. 
“The way he fought with SFOR” to protect the program impressed Train and Equip supporters. 
“He was steadfast. . . . It was impressive; much more than I ever expected to see out of a govern-
ment employee.”592 

Pardew was as demanding on himself as he was with others. He took full responsibility 
for the program. He never blamed subordinates when something went wrong: “I don’t ever re-
member him coming to us and saying you did that wrong; I’m unhappy.”593 Pardew believed, “If 
a person takes on a job like Train and Equip, they should take responsibility for its success.”594 
Glassman notes that after 30 years in State and another 10 in the private sector, he had little 
presumption of leadership left, “but Jim Pardew still thought he was a leader!”595 Lamb agrees: 
Pardew was a “no excuses” leader. When Klekas first arrived on the task force and discussed 
bureaucratic resistance to the program in State and Defense, Pardew said, “If they didn’t want 
us to succeed they shouldn’t have put me in charge of the program.” Guillermo Christensen 
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notes that Pardew “knew from the beginning that he was facing some serious odds . . . but that 
did not translate into thinking he couldn’t get things done.”596 Pardew didn’t like to fail,597 and 
his conviction that he could succeed was “an attitude he pushed down to the rest of the team.”598

Thinking back on the Train and Equip experience, Pardew downplays his leadership. 
He said the task force had capable people, a clear vision, and adequate resources. He thought 
with all that, “you would have to be a pretty poor leader” to fail.599 Everyone else on the team 
disagreed. They believed Pardew’s leadership was critical. With regard to Pardew’s impact 
on Federation unity, Franklin cited “intense resistance and distrust. . . . Jim had to cajole, 
threaten, entice, encourage, push them forward and sometimes pull them back. His keen 

Cartoon from Oslobodenje newspaper shows irate Uncle Sam being ignored by the ABiH (Bosniak) and HVO 
(Croats) military as he holds a “Train and Equip Program” sign (Courtesy of Rick Kiernan)
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insight, resourcefulness, and commitment to the cause were single-handedly responsible for 
much of the success of this.”600 Other members felt Pardew’s leadership was just as critical 
for other task force achievements. He was, Glassman noted, “a great, talented leader; the U.S. 
Government needs him. . . .”601

Performance Assessment
The Bosnian military today is considered a leading influence in the country’s unification and 

push toward NATO membership. That’s a remarkable journey.602

—Derek Chollet, 2013

With the benefit of the task force’s history and a detailed assessment of its primary perfor-
mance factors, we can now assess the operational and strategic significance of its performance 
and provide a net explanation for that. First, however, it is necessary to establish performance 
criteria. Unlike many small interagency groups, the Train and Equip Task Force was expected 
to do much more than just share information or facilitate cooperation among departments and 
agencies. As Glassman notes, the task force was not just a policymaking body; it was expected 
to achieve real results in the field.603 In this respect its performance can be assessed on the basis 
of output—or whether it achieved desired outcomes.

Output and Outcomes

In terms of output, the history of the task force demonstrates it was highly productive. 
Space constraints preclude enumerating all its administrative, technical, and political achieve-
ments, but for every major milestone covered in its history, such as obtaining interest for donor 
funds and securing $27 million from the Sultan of Brunei, the task force racked up many smaller 
successes. For example, it arranged for duty-free shipping through Croatia; secured agreement 
on symbols to unify Federation forces (not just rank, insignia, and flags, but language, license 
plates, and uniforms); obtained office space and housing for Bosnian Croats so they could work 
in Sarajevo; acquired liability insurance for Bosnian helicopter training in Germany; provided 
technical assistance to set up a Chaplains Corps for the Bosnian Federation military; secured 
multiple SFOR clearances for delivery but also storage of equipment shipments; countered 
spurious disinformation and sensationalized reporting on alleged improprieties; received cer-
tification that MPRI was not violating Dayton provisions for exclusion of “foreign forces;” ar-
ranged licensing of MILES equipment to the Bosnians; etc. Some of these achievements were 
unremarkable, but many were considered unlikely and exceptional at the time. The Train and 
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Equip Program output was also notable for its transparency and accountability. No money or 
equipment was ever diverted away, and the program never violated other provisions of the Day-
ton Accords. If there had been any major flare-ups between Bosnian Croats and Bosniaks or 
scandals to sully the program, the effort could have been sidetracked or even collapsed. Instead, 
it rapidly picked up momentum (see figure 7). 

Task force output did not guarantee desired outcomes. From the team’s point of view, the 
minimally successful outcome for its effort was fulfilling the President’s promise to provide 
enough training and equipment that Bosnian Federation forces could defend themselves from 
Serbian attacks.604 By this criterion the program could only be considered a success if it achieved 
its most immediate operational goal of creating a rough military balance in Bosnia. Additional 
goals were ridding the country of foreign extremists, strengthening the Federation, and orient-
ing formerly communist Bosnia toward the West. 

The most immediate goal of securing a military balance so the Bosnian Federation could 
defend itself was widely assessed as a success and, as noted earlier, almost too successful. It is 
also important to recall that the program was supposed to provide a rough balance between 
the Federation and the Republika Srpska, not between the Federation and the Former Repub-
lic of Yugoslavia. Observers, particularly in the press, sometimes missed this point.605 NATO 
forces would deter conflict among regional powers. The point of the Train and Equip Program 
was local military stability in Bosnia, which reduced demands on the program and also meant 
it was unlikely to precipitate a regional conflict because it was not a threat to Croatia, Serbia 
proper, or other regional powers. It was intended to deter the Bosnian Serbs, and since the 
Serbs never attacked, there is a plausible primae facie case to be made that the program was 
a successful deterrent. 

The major counterpoint to this view is that the presence of international forces in the 
country constrained the Bosnian Serbs (and Bosniaks for that matter) and would have done 
that without the program. Perceptions of the deterrence value of Train and Equip and inter-
national peacekeeping forces, respectively, shifted over time. As years of peace went by, the 
value of Train and Equip seemed to diminish and the deterrence value ascribed to peacekeeping 
forces grew. For example, 5 years after the Dayton Accords a Center for Defense Information 
assessment noted, “On one level, Train and Equip was a success” inasmuch as “Bosniak troops 
have not been challenged by any of the other armed factions in the republic.” But it continues, 
“This is mostly due to the deterrent effect of IFOR/SFOR forces in the area.”606 

Five years earlier, however, the perceived deterrence value of Train and Equip and inter-
national peacekeeping forces was judged much differently. To begin with, no one had much 
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confidence that peacekeeping forces would easily deter another round of fighting. On the 
contrary, virtually no one assumed the presence of international peacekeeping forces guaran-
teed peace. The fear of renewed hostilities was so great it limited the initial IFOR mandate to 
1 year and also led the Pentagon to refuse any clause in the draft peace accords that had IFOR 
playing an enforcement role for arms control or other military limitations.607 If the peace had 
been secure rather than fragile, the program could have been overlooked as a minor irritant 
needed to reassure understandably nervous Bosniaks. Instead, it was “the most controversial 
of all programs for Bosnia”608 precisely because the situation was considered volatile despite 
the presence of international peacekeeping forces. 

Because peacekeepers stayed and the Serbs never attacked and tested Federation defenses, 
the practical military impact of the program remains speculative. However, the broad consen-
sus is that it made Federation forces capable of defending themselves. Even the outside ob-
servers who were most critical of the program for being underfunded and anemic ultimately 

Figure 7. Train and Equip Milestones
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agreed that it made the Federation military forces “prickly,”609 i.e., sufficiently strong to deter 
the Republika Srpska. Inside Bosnia both Bosnian Croats and Bosniaks believe the program 
compensated for Serbian military advantages. 

Military leaders such as Vahid Karavelic, one of the most respected Bosniak generals and 
one of the Bosniaks’ few former Yugoslav army officers, believe the Federation’s army was “quite 
improved compared to Republika Srpska” as a consequence of Train and Equip.610 Esad Pelko, 
another former military leader who participated in the program, agreed, asserting that by the 
mid-2000s the small Federation Army was one of the best in the region: “We exercised with 
the new equipment, and it was clear that we were ready.”611 When SFOR held competitions, the 
Federation military would take the honors. In fact, many Bosnians believe the Federation Army 
of 1997 was more capable and ready than the current Bosnian military, in part because it was 
better trained. 

Bosnian Serb behavior supports the assessment that Train and Equip strengthened Fed-
eration military capabilities sufficiently to deter the Bosnian Serbs. They fought the program 
through arms control venues, making political arguments about the state of the military “bal-
ance,”612 but from 1997 on they began to realize their forces were losing ground as Train and 
Equip matured.613 Ironically, some speculate that sensational media reports on Train and Equip 
delivery of heavy weapons,614 but especially about unit training at Livno that had to be moni-
tored by SFOR because of its scale and sophistication, intimidated the Serbs.615 So did growing 
cooperation between Bosniaks and Bosnian Croats, which was increasingly perceived as the 
Federation’s “advantage in integration.”616 

Like many other observers, the Serbs initially did not believe the two sides of the Federa-
tion could forge a working relationship. The Serbs were well informed on political progress in-
side the Federation military, however, and surprised when they saw Federation unity improv-
ing and Federation forces growing stronger as a result. As the program picked up momentum, 
they had to reassess its significance and recognize that it gave them greater incentives to avoid 
hostilities. A Federation military leader who participated in the joint military commission 
that monitored implementation of the Dayton agreement under IFOR supervision says the 
Republika Srpska representatives expressed real fear of MPRI and the improving Federation 
Army. He believes fear of the Federation Army was a primary motivation for the Republika 
Srpska to join the unified Bosnian military.617 Locher’s assessment is more reserved. He notes 
that in 2003 the Serbs “saw themselves as being roughly equal to the Federation Army” but 
“were somewhat envious of the training and equipment the Federation had received.”618 It 
has also been argued that the actual military capability delivered under the program was not 
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as influential in changing Bosnian Serb attitudes as the psychological impact of a major U.S. 
program being implemented with alacrity, which encouraged the Serbs to participate in a 
unified military structure rather than watching their advantages continue to erode.619 

Opinions differ on how difficult it was to get the Serbs to the negotiating table for further 
defense reforms. Despite reasons for integrating, they clearly deplored the thought of merg-
ing their forces with those of former enemies. Some insist they were conflicted and the United 
States “had to show its teeth” to get them to budge.620 Others note that the Bosnian Serbs had 
multiple reasons for joining the unified Bosnian military.621 They saw that international troops 
were going to stay, integration was a path to better training and access to the world’s best mili-
tary,622 maintaining a large army was expensive, and they could offset the erosion of their com-
parative military advantages if they focused more on their police forces.623 Integrating their 
forces reduced political pressure, gave the Serbs a voice in downsizing the increasingly powerful 
Federation military forces, and allowed them to pursue security competition by strengthening 
their police forces, which were less monitored and subject to international controls.624 Whatever 
the precise Serb calculations, it is clear that the program was a strong incentive for the Bosnian 
Serbs to reassess their options. 

Thus it became clear to most international and local observers that the Train and Equip 
Program achieved its operational objective of a rough Bosnian military balance. The question 
for many then shifted from whether the program would deter the Serbs to whether it would 
embolden the Bosniaks to the point they would attack after the peacekeepers left. The CIA was 
particularly worried that the program was overshooting the mark. While the intentions of the 
Bosniaks cannot be determined with certainty, there were several good reasons why the pro-
gram was unlikely to stimulate them to strike.

The Federation Army was “by no means capable of mounting ‘combined operations’ at the 
battalion level,”625 which would be needed to conduct a successful offensive against the Serbs. 
They were not projected to have that capability for years.626 Another constraint was the fact that 
the program stored heavy weapons on Bosniak territory and ammunition in Croat areas, and 
the Bosniaks knew they had an unreliable partner in the Bosnian Croats. More importantly, 
and in some measure because of Train and Equip, Izetbegovic had linked the security of Bosnia 
firmly to the United States and Europe. He could not afford to alienate those parties by reinitiat-
ing hostilities. One reason the Bosniaks were so beholden to larger parties for their security was 
that the Train and Equip Program ramped down as quickly as it ramped up. 

Both the equipment and training the program provided were designed to make a quick im-
pact on the military balance but ultimately were of ephemeral value. Federation military leaders 
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initially focused intently on the equipment and its import.627 They were convinced they only need-
ed equipment to rectify Serb advantages.628 The common view was that they had fought bravely 
and there was not much that training could do for them, which, some mused in retrospect, dem-
onstrated how little they actually knew about military operations at the time.629 Reflecting these 
attitudes, General Delic famously opined early on that he only wanted the equipment and didn’t 
need the training.630 Indeed, the Bosnians in general were dismissive of the training program, 
which they considered a “jobs program” for U.S. citizens.631 Yet within a year he admitted he was 
mistaken,632 and soon most of the Bosnian generals agreed. Within 2 years the view that only the 
equipment mattered disappeared and was largely replaced by its polar opposite for two reasons: 
Federation leaders came to realize the equipment would not be as valuable as originally expected 
and the training would be of far greater value than previously believed. 

Federation military leaders were disappointed with the equipment they received. Some 
began with unrealistic expectations of being outfitted across the board to U.S. (or NATO) mili-
tary standards, and others simply expected a larger program ($800–$900 million).633 The first 
air shipment of rifles still in their original packing and other equipment was impressive, but as 
the Bosnians began to see the refurbished equipment that followed and understand the limits of 
donor funds, they were disillusioned. Some “began to doubt the sincerity of the United States, 
which undermined the U.S. reputation.”634 The equipment was “not at the level of a NATO coun-
try” said one general.635 “To be honest,” said another, “the equipment wasn’t that great; the tanks 
and armored personnel carriers were not so good.”636 The tanks and personnel carriers were 
particularly disappointing because they were “too old and too heavy”637 and could not navigate 
Bosnian roads and bridges well.638 

Expectations dropped as it became clear the program was too small to fully outfit the forc-
es with state-of-the-art equipment. Disappointment followed and was eventually replaced with 
a sober assessment of relative value. The Bosnians realized that although much of the equip-
ment was not new, it was “of a higher quality” than the Serbs possessed. If fighting had resumed 
soon after the Dayton Accords, the equipping portion of the program “would have been more 
important.”639 But as training got under way, the value of the equipment and training merged 
“like hand and glove,” with each enhancing the other as soldiers trained with the new equip-
ment.640 As one participant notes in retrospect, “We did need equipment since ours was old and 
outdated,” but “the training was better” because it made the equipment more valuable.641 Thus in 
the early years of the program when the equipment was new (or newly refurbished), operation-
al, and integrated into Federation forces with supporting maintenance and training (with the 
help of MPRI), it was a potent contribution to Federation military capability and rectified the 
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imbalance between the two forces in heavy weapons.642 However, as more time passed, it also 
became apparent that it would be difficult to maintain the older, diverse equipment provided. 
When no follow-on packages for sustainment and modernization were authorized (admittedly 
in part because the CIA and others argued so vehemently that the program was upsetting the 
military balance),643 the readiness of the equipment declined significantly. Today, almost all the 
gear provided under the program is gone, abandoned, or unusable. 

Consequently, General Delic and most other Federation military leaders, both Bosnian 
Croat and Bosniak and increasingly the Serbs and other Balkan military leaders, came to realize 
that the MPRI training provided by the program was more important for net military capability 
than the equipment. Looking back, Federation military leaders candidly admit they desper-
ately needed expertise and professionalism, adding “We didn’t have many professionals in the 
field.”644 Some thought the training at the lowest levels was the most useful645 and training at the 
Ministry of Defense and Joint Staff level could have been better,646 while others argued that the 
training at the higher level had the “biggest political impact.”647 But almost all agree the training 
was more important than the equipment648 and the Federation needed and wanted “to get the 
most out of it.” 649 This view took time to settle in, but as Federation forces “really grew in profes-
sionalism and took pride in it,”650 they came to value the training.

While Federation military leaders grew to appreciate the training, they also realized over 
time that, like the equipment, its impact would be ephemeral. Federation forces had difficultly 
absorbing the training quickly because it was alien to their previous experience and doctrine.651 
Moreover, the skills taught were perishable and had to be sustained, but limited funding follow-
ing the height of the Train and Equip Program saw a large withdrawal of MPRI trainers. Finally, 
many of those who were trained by MPRI left the force as it was gradually reduced. That was not 
only true for the rank and file, but for many of the leaders with wartime experience who were 
destined for retirement (and even for most of those who went for IMET training as well652). As 
one participant ruefully noted, the program “trained people at the end of their careers, which 
didn’t make sense.”653 

Pardew agrees: “We spent a lot of money up front but [the recipients] didn’t have the ca-
pacity to utilize or exploit it.” In other words, a large portion of the program’s scarce resources 
was paid for comprehensive MPRI training in the first year or so, even though Federation forces 
could not usefully absorb the training and many who received it would be demobilized.654 By 
one assessment, of 22,000 Federation Army personnel trained, only about 5,000 remain in the 
army today.655 General Budimir, the senior Bosnian Croat officer and current president of the 
Federation, now believes it was “clear from the beginning that only a small number of soldiers 
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would remain and we should focus on them.”656 In the abstract it would have been more eco-
nomical to ramp up training slowly, not only so it could have been better absorbed, but to con-
centrate the bulk of it on those remaining after demobilization. The program then could have 
made a more efficient contribution to transforming Federation forces from a large volunteer 
army into a smaller, professional force. 

This critique benefits too much from hindsight, however. No one could guarantee the 
peace would hold at the time. Renewed fighting around flashpoints such as Brcko was a con-
stant concern in the immediate aftermath of Dayton, when IFOR’s initial 1-year mandate com-
pelled Train and Equip to produce quick results. Early planning asserted the need for the Fed-
eration to have “enhanced its capability to defend its territory against Bosnian Serb aggression 
by 31 December 1996.”657 Even after the mandate for NATO forces was extended, it was not clear 
how long it would last. In March 1997, a couple of months after his confirmation, Secretary of 
Defense William Cohen said en route to Bosnia that U.S. forces would be leaving the following 
year. He asked rhetorically, “Are they going to go back to slaughtering each other? That’s going 
to be up to them.”658 In May 1997, NATO forces had to intervene to prevent Bosnian Serb police 
controlled by hardliner Radovan Karadzic from killing the more moderate and democratically 
elected Bosnian Serb President Biljana Plavsic. Such events and the uncertainty of the U.S. com-
mitment underscored the fragility of the peace and the need for a Train and Equip Program 
frontloaded for quick results. Gross inefficiency was one of the major disadvantages associated 
with the urgency to achieve fast results. 

In addition to the uncertain security environment, there were political reasons for frontload-
ing the training. A rapid and large training effort had more immediate deterrent effects and as-
sisted Federation politicians with downsizing their wartime forces. Reducing the size of Bosnian 
defense forces was a sensitive political issue in the immediate aftermath of the war. International 
and domestic representatives alike knew large wartime forces were unaffordable and unsustain-
able if peace held.659 However, civilians traumatized by atrocities wanted security at any price, so 
reductions in military forces were unpopular.660 Veterans were also reluctant to return to a civil-
ian economy where job prospects were bleak. They wanted severance packages the economically 
crippled government could not meet. Political leaders thus worried about popular resentment as 
well as the possibility of rioting veterans if they made quick and large reductions.661 

In the face of these political difficulties, the Train and Equip Program made downsizing 
the Federation military more palatable. Bosnian military leaders believe the program enabled 
a dramatic reduction in forces in multiple ways. As one leader noted, the Federation needed 
a “visible” U.S. engagement because the situation was so fragile. Equipment from the United 
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States, which was considered “the only relevant player,” reinforced the perception of a political 
link to the “powerful, determined, and committed”662 United States. The view that Washington 
“would not let this program fail” had a “big psychological impact.”663 Train and Equip gave the 
Federation population confidence their security was safeguarded, which made it easier to resist 
neonationalism as well as politicians who wanted war by other means.664

Other Bosnian sources note the practical value of the program for demobilization. It pro-
vided “a rational way” to downsize a Ministry of Defense budget that was more than four times 
larger than all others.665 Still others note that the step-by-step process of downsizing the military 
under Train and Equip defused the anger and made the sensitive process of force reductions possi-
ble.666 Along with the reassuring presence of international peacekeeping forces, the psychological, 
political, and military impact of Train and Equip allowed Federation politicians to reassure their 
constituents while agreeing to a more than 75 percent reduction in forces from a wartime high of 
over 200,000 to fewer than 45,000 within 2 years of the program’s implementation.667 

The program also gave the Bosniaks and Bosnian Croats positive reasons for agreeing to 
more unity, beginning with the equipment, which held out the prospect of greater military ca-
pability for both Federation parties. As one participant said in retrospect, the new equipment 
helped stimulate cooperation within the Federation. It was an immediate concern of the gen-
erals, who focused on it much like children do toys: “We played with it and came together—it 
occupied us.”668 Similarly, MPRI’s training also facilitated Federation cooperation. Its diplomacy 
defused early tensions and its personnel exuded the professionalism associated with Ameri-
can military norms the Bosnians wanted to emulate.669 MPRI personnel modeled a baseline of 
professional comportment and promoted “ethnicity neutral” training standards that facilitated 
cooperation across Federation forces.670 The company translated over 150 unclassified NATO 
(and when those were not available, U.S.671) manuals and doctrinal publications at all levels of 
instruction.672 These training standards were seen as a possible gateway to entry into the Alli-
ance. As Bosnians, who were former communists, studied these materials, they were socialized 
to Western norms for a professional military and proper civil-military relations. Both Bosniaks 
and Bosnian Croats wanted a highly capable Western-style military, valued the prospect of 
greater integration in European institutions, and saw their future tied to the West.673 As both 
sides came to value the MPRI training, tensions subsided and Federation military personnel 
began concentrating on getting what they could out of the program while it lasted. Two years 
into the effort, Pardew would write in an internal assessment that “MPRI is the real instrument 
of progress on integration. They started with very little, but have made great strides at the lower 
tactical levels.”674
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With MPRI doing the hard day-to-day work on the ground, Pardew constantly pushed 
the Federation military parties toward greater cooperation and insisted on common sym-
bols, closer proximity, and tighter working relationships. This was not accomplished easily. 
Just getting the basic Defense Law in place took 9 painful months. Also, Bosnian Croats 
commuted through Bosniak roadblocks to the Ministry of Defense in Sarajevo until Pardew 
obtained housing for them in Sarajevo. He likewise secured license plates so cars could travel 
freely between the enclaves along with common insignia and other symbolic and substantial 
changes that allowed the former antagonists to work together in the same buildings on the 
same issues with some degree of rapport if not rapprochement. There were many succeeding 
challenges, but cooperation slowly picked up momentum, particularly among the younger 
military personnel. Pardew never allowed the Bosnians to settle into a new norm once some 
painful element of cooperation was achieved. After a period of adjustment, he always insisted 
on taking the next step. 

How deep the reconciliation in the Federation went is debatable. Train and Equip 
Task Force members believe the program achieved the least success in this area. Pardew’s 
sober assessment in spring 1998 was that “military integration in the Federation is a 
slow and painful process and is far from complete, although it is significantly better than 
the situation 2 years ago.”675 Some Bosnians appreciated the program’s contributions to 
Federation unity while it was underway.676 Looking back they are even more charitable. 
Military leaders now emphasize its political and psychological value. It restored the Fed-
eration military and population’s confidence they would “survive”677 and provided the 
“crucial” impetus for cooperation by the two sides, which were “forced together” under 
pressure from Train and Equip.678 

The Bosnians came to realize the program provided a vehicle to explore and work on 
the future of the Federation. As one Bosnian military leader notes, there was no plan for the 
future of the Federation after the war, especially since there were no financial resources to 
sustain the army.679 It was “very motivating” and “a good feeling to know someone wanted 
to equip and train us to provide a military balance.”680 It was an even better feeling when it 
became evident the program was facilitating reconciliation.681 The “best” thing about the pro-
gram “was that it brought two sides together” and led to a “tremendous improvement in trust 
and cooperation.”682 Another Bosnian participant gives the program a score of “4.5 out of 5” 
precisely because it drove down ethic tension between the two militaries, which he believes 
ceased being a major problem after a couple of years.683 Yet another called the reconciliation 
between Bosniak and Bosnian Croats “very good, but not perfect”684 because it succeeded on 
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a personal level but led to relatively modest constitutional reforms.685 MPRI leaders on the 
ground who stayed on as advisors for more than a decade saw reconciliation take root within 
the military but agree more progress was made among military members than politicians.686 

Another Train and Equip objective was to help orient Bosnia toward the West. Narrowly 
construed, that meant expelling foreign forces and detaching the Bosniaks from their relation-
ship with Iran. That largely happened. The Train and Equip Program reduced foreign influence 
in the Federation, which helped remove impediments to reconciliation and integration in Bos-
nia. Croatia and Serbia, seeing Washington’s determination to support Train and Equip, became 
more inclined to support Bosnian military integration.687 Pardew repeatedly prevailed upon 
Croatia to stop supporting the Bosnian Croats so they would be more willing to work out their 
future in the Federation, and over time he succeeded. Croatia cut back on its financial support 
to the Bosnian Croats and pressured them to cooperate with the program,688 which was satisfy-
ing to the Bosniaks.689 

Similarly, Pardew was emphatic that the Bosniaks must sever their ties with Islamic radi-
cals, and he forced the dismissal of Cengic to accelerate that process. Train and Equip ended 
bilateral military assistance programs from friendly Muslim countries to the Bosniaks unless 
they were extended to both sides of the Federation and acceptable to the Bosnian Croats. As a 
condition for starting the program, hundreds of Iranian Revolutionary Guards and mujahideen 
forces were expelled from Bosnia. In later years the Bosnian government continued to cooper-
ate with the United States in identifying and expelling extremists. In October 2001 six Algerians 
were arrested by the Bosnian police and sent to Guantánamo Bay. In 2007 the government re-
voked the citizenship of over 420 individuals connected to “foreign forces.”690 Despite extremist 
attempts to gain a foothold in the Balkans, Bosnia has not been associated with terrorist attacks 
on the United States or other civilian targets in Europe and Asia. Close observers have argued 
that Washington has largely succeeded in thwarting al Qaeda influence in Iraq.691

Broadly construed, orienting Bosnia toward the West meant imparting Western norms on 
civil-military relations and forging ties with Western leaders and institutions, which most would 
conclude is still a work in progress. Some participants in Train and Equip believe this happened, 
asserting the program proved the Federation could integrate its militaries and professional-
ize them, which inclined military leaders to be increasingly apolitical.692 An International Crisis 
Group report in December 1997 supported this assessment, observing there was more evidence 
of cooperation in the Federation Ministry of Defense than in other sectors, and that the program 
provided transparency for Federation military developments. Because Train and Equip helped 
Westernize postwar Bosnia, the report concluded it “would be foolish to scrap this asset.”693 
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More ambitious political reforms followed the Train and Equip Program (see figure 8).694 
Locher, Gregorian, and others who engineered these subsequent reforms deserve great credit, 
as do the Bosnians themselves. Without detracting from the difficulty and independent effort 
required to secure each reform advance, it is important to note that Bosnian participants in 
Train and Equip are virtually unanimous in their belief that the program was a necessary pre-
condition for these later developments.695 They believe Train and Equip “served as a role model 
of where to go” for subsequent defense reform efforts, which in turn helped generate “a new 
mindset” that facilitated “reconstruction of civil, political, academic and economic society.”696 

In this respect the political value of the program helped compensate for its shortcomings 
in size and scope697 and the inefficient way it managed its scarce resources.698 It was, as one par-
ticipant noted, “crucial to success even if it wasn’t totally satisfactory to anyone.”699 Federation 
forces needed time to imbibe the new ideas and concepts that bore fruit over the succeeding de-
cade.700 Initially Train and Equip “gave us greater negotiating leverage over the Republika Srp-
ska.”701 Later, it “set the stage”702 and was the “foundation”703 for larger defense reform that led to 
military integration with the Bosnian Serbs: “Like a house, as soon as you have the foundation, 
the rest will be easier to build.”704 Gregorian agrees that one major reason integration worked 
at the national level was because “it was the Train and Equip model one level up.”705 Some even 
note that the inclusion of the Bosnian Serbs was easier than the original integration of the Bos-
niaks and Bosnian Croats.706 Federation integration demonstrated to the Serbs that it could be 
done707 provided there were common standards and doctrine708 and gave them incentives to 
join the unified Ministry of Defense.709 The Bosnian Serbs were not allowed to fully integrate 
without making concessions including more cooperation on the arrest of war criminals, which 
further eroded ties with extremists and ultranationalists. 

It is beyond the scope of this research to assess the longer-term political significance of 
the Train and Equip Program fully or attempt to weigh and assess its particular contribution 
to subsequent progress on reconciliation. The more modest assessment that the program was 
a necessary first step suffices for our purposes. To demonstrate how true this is we can con-
duct a “thought experiment” by asking what would have happened if the U.S. Government had 
abandoned the Train and Equip Program after the Ankara conference, claiming there was no 
international support. Bosniaks who participated make it clear they would have felt betrayed 
and would have reinforced their relations with Iran,710 just as the HVO would have strength-
ened its ties to Croatia. The public would have felt less secure, and those exerting foreign in-
fluence and undermining reconciliation would have been more influential. Wartime competi-
tion would have been carried on by other means. The Federation would have been ignored, 
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or it would have collapsed, as many predicted would happen even with the program. Without 
progress in the Federation, the Serbs would have had little incentive for integration. Violence 
over contested territory such as Brcko would have been more likely. If fighting had resumed, 
peacekeepers would have had to impose martial law, freezing in place the injustices wrought by 
ethnic cleansing during the war. Progress toward a unified Bosnia would have stalled and likely 
been reversed. 

Even if we leave the merits of Train and Equip’s strategic impact to later historians and 
other experts on Bosnian politics and culture, there is no doubt the program was successful 
in achieving its operational goals. In less than 2 years, the task force rectified the military 
imbalance between Bosnian Serb and Federation forces, using only about half of the total 
resources originally envisioned. The program reassured the Federation and eliminated any 
misconceptions the Serbs might have had about the merits of renewing hostilities as well as 
inclining the former warring parties to treat one another as equals. Just as importantly, the 

Figure 8. Program Transition and Defense Reform
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program did not embolden the Federation to initiate hostilities. Federation military leaders 
(with help from MPRI711) came to realize Train and Equip was not going to provide them with 
major advantages over the Bosnian Serbs. If Federation leaders ever harbored illusions about 
renewing hostilities, those ambitions diminished as the program’s limited scope and duration 
became clear. Thus both objectively in terms of actual military capability and subjectively 
in terms of perceived relative capability, the program did not overshoot its mark as so many 
worried. On the contrary, it diminished the influence of extremists and foreign meddling in 
Bosnian politics and moved the political mainstream to favor greater integration.

The task force can be criticized for only obtaining about half of the estimated resources 
necessary to implement the program and for underestimating how much the United States 
could have asked for and obtained from countries that eventually provided cash donations. But 
considering the program accomplished its objectives, the fact that it was underfunded actually 
serves as a testimony to the efficiency and creativity of the task force. It short the team stands out 
as an unusually successful interagency small group effort that was able to accomplish its goals 
while overcoming difficult technical, bureaucratic, and political impediments. 

Task Force Performance Explanation

Given task force productivity, we need to identify the factors that explain how a group 
of seven individuals from multiple departments and agencies performed so well. Three of the 
ten performance variables examined previously for their ability to explain the behavior and 
success of the Train and Equip Task Force stand out: purpose, empowerment, and leadership. 
In explaining the success of the team, Pardew emphasizes the importance of its empowerment 
while the other members emphasize his leadership. The team’s strong sense of purpose is agreed 
upon but largely taken for granted. The argument here is that all three factors, like the legs on a 
three-legged stool, are mutually supporting and critical. 

If there is a first among equals, Pardew is probably correct in emphasizing the em-
powerment of the task force. The group had presumptive authority to pursue its mission, 
which was approved by senior authorities in the U.S. Government including the President 
and Congress. For the first year at least, no one directly challenged the task force’s mandate. 
Although the team encountered bureaucratic resistance, and some only cooperated because 
it was seen as acting on Presidentially delegated authority, essential cooperation was forth-
coming. State cooperated on donor fund management and Defense supported the team’s 
execution of drawdown authority well enough to conduct the program. Without the pre-
sumption of Presidentially delegated authority to pursue the mission, Pardew’s team would 
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not have been allowed to roam freely throughout the Balkans and elsewhere negotiating 
deals for weapons and their delivery. 

In addition the provision of resources by Congress and the intervention by the White 
House to secure donations empowered the task force. Many small interagency groups run 
aground when their parent organizations try not to get stuck with the tab to pay for their activi-
ties, but the Train and Equip team had funding set aside, which greatly facilitated its credibility 
and freedom. It did not have to get the approval of parent government organizations to spend 
resources, and that allowed quick and creative resource management. 

Pardew argues that any leader blessed with such empowerment should be able to succeed. 
All of his members disagree and consider his leadership exceptional and essential. The truth 
probably lies in between. Anyone assigned the task probably would have executed a portion of 
the program in some form, but it is difficult to imagine another leader approaching the level 
of success Pardew engineered. In fact, under different management, the program could have 
been sidetracked on any number of issues. It could have ground to a halt after Ankara, over 
intransigence on the Defense Law by politicians, as a result of stubborn resistance from Bosnian 
military leaders, by State abusing the program for leverage on minor issues, through frittering 
away resources on lesser military capabilities, by poor resource management, through lack of 
accountability, or because of a scandal involving foreign forces. Navigating these minefields re-
quired someone who thoroughly knew the Balkans, the U.S. Government, and military matters, 
possessed a clear strategic mindset and great political acumen, and was willing to risk a lot if not 
everything at the right moments. 

Among those with experience at a high level in the U.S. national security system, only a 
few knew the Balkans like Pardew. For years he had monitored its leaders, the respective mili-
tary forces, and their history, and he knew the Bosnian conflict at the tactical and strategic level 
as well as all the major U.S. players directly involved in making and executing U.S. policy for 
Bosnia in the Clinton administration. Among the few who might lay claim to something close 
to Pardew’s level of expertise, it is doubtful that any had his combination of political acumen, 
tough-mindedness, management drive, and will to succeed. In short there were good reasons 
why he was hand picked for the mission, and he proved that his superiors were wise in their 
choice. He made the absolute most of the empowerment he was given, milking everything pos-
sible from his relatively modest funds and evoking his independent authority freely. He may 
have been considered an “out-of-control” renegade by a few U.S. officials who were assigned 
other Dayton tasks, but the highest authorities in the administration almost always backed him 
up when he was challenged.712 
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The third variable, purpose, is noted by task force members, but its significance is perhaps 
underappreciated. Pardew notes that it was important to have “a strong team unified around a 
central goal.” Certainly the lack of ambiguity about what was supposed to be achieved helped 
focus the team’s energy, making it more productive. Equally important, the group interpreted its 
clear mandate in a sweeping manner, assuming responsibility to make policy, strategy, and plans 
and then execute them and monitor the results. Taking responsibility for end-to-end manage-
ment of the entire program and holding itself accountable for achieving preferred outcomes in-
clined the task force to take action. Here its sense of purpose intersects with Pardew’s leadership 
and the way the group was empowered. Having been granted unusual authority and resources 
to accomplish a clearly defined goal, the members simply assumed they would be held account-
able for carrying out their mission. That was particularly the case for Pardew. His leadership 
style was to take total responsibility for achieving results. Whenever political and bureaucratic 
difficulties emerged, he made clear his intention to solve the problems. If it were beyond the 
power of the task force to resolve a particular issue, Pardew would take it upon himself to solicit 
and secure the necessary support. The rest of the team soon adopted that demeanor, taking 
personal responsibility for achieving results in their assigned tasks.

Other members also note that their unified purpose contributed to harmonious relations. 
They believed their mission made sense both for pragmatic and moral reasons. They believed 
order would be strengthened by a military balance so the Bosnians could defend themselves if 
the peace broke down. Most members were passionate about the right to self-defense, which 
might seem theatrical after 20 years of relative calm but was heartfelt then (see textbox on 
Americans and ethnic conflict). In one iconic conversation, members wondered whether the 
results they were achieving reduced ethnic tensions. They consoled themselves with the ob-
servation that, “At least Train and Equip ensured the Bosnians would not have to stand by 
while fellow citizens were marched off to the woods to be shot.”713 The clear mission and deep 
commitment allowed the group to expend more time and energy finding solutions and getting 
things done than debating what should be done.

The importance of a strong sense of purpose and commitment to achieving task force 
objectives can be underscored with another thought experiment. We might consider what the 
group would have been like if its members had not transferred their loyalty to their mission but 
instead had seen their primary responsibility as representing their parent organizations’ views 
on Train and Equip. If that had been the case, the skeptical views of many influential career offi-
cials in the CIA, Department of Defense, and Department of State would have been represented 
within the task force. They thought a military balance either existed or was not important—or 
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Americans, Ethnic Conflict, and the Federation

The United States has not experienced anything like the internecine violence in Bosnia 
since the American Civil War, so it was difficult for Americans to understand how fellow 
citizens could turn on one another in such a vicious way. Public opinion polarized about 
whether the United States could or should do anything about it. Those supporting U.S. 
intervention were hopeful about reconciliation in a reunified Bosnia, while those arguing 
against intervention were pessimistic that a multi-ethnic Bosnia would ever work. U.S. pol-
icy chose a middle road between these two positions, insisting intervention was necessary 
but would be complex and difficult. The most controversial portion of the solution pushed 
by American policy was the Train and Equip program: “To many people . . . to build up the 
strength of the Federation [and] to build down the overall military forces in the country 
seemed contradictory.”1 Many more were astounded that American policy assumed differ-
ent ethnic groups could ever coexist in the same army. The iconic cartoon Blondie gently 
poked fun at this notion.

While reconciliation looked unlikely in the immediate aftermath of a civil war, one 
only has to consult a historical atlas to realize that most countries undergo periods of inte-
gration into multiethnic states or disintegration into separate ethnic and national entities. 
Many forces influence whether states integrate or disintegrate, but it is clear both outcomes 
are possibilities. Most would agree that any semblance of reconciliation must begin by find-
ing common ground and shared values.2 In Bosnia U.S. policy was based on pushing the 
Federation’s ethnic entities to find greater common ground, and the Train and Equip Pro-
gram was a major tool for pursuing that objective by promoting cooperation based on the 
shared desire for greater security.

Only time will tell whether U.S. policy was unrealistic. Twenty years after Dayton, it is 
clear that reconciliation has not gone nearly far enough. Yet it is equally evident that it has 
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gone much better than anyone expected at the time. In January 1995 the Federation “existed 
only on paper, and the friction between the Croats and the Muslims was enormous.”3 Rec-
onciliation was fraught with peril when MPRI began its difficult training mission, which 
forced both sides into the same rooms together.4 In February 1997 Pardew still considered 
the “poisonous atmosphere”5 between the sides to be apparent. Yet over time there was a 
lessening of tensions and some semblance of cooperation.

The improvement began with forced proximity and then communication. A Bosnian 
Croat would say many years later his best memories of the program were the loud debates 
and agreements the two sides reached with MPRI as the moderator; “a healthy process” for 
all involved.6 After a few months, MPRI reported that the generals who had been prepared 
to draw guns in their first meeting were now drinking and laughing together during semi-
nars on the Dalmatian coast.7 By 1998 the special ID cards signed and issued by both Min-
isters of Defense for different ethnic members to travel in pursuit of the Train and Equip 
Program were no longer needed. Movement between the enclaves was easy by then.8 

Eventually the Bosnian Serbs were also integrated into a working relationship on de-
fense and security as well. One Bosniak recalls an experience with integration. After he 
lectured on the Bosnian military in Germany, a Bosnian Serb army major stood and flatly 
announced, “We’ll never accept integration.” The Bosniak replied, “One day, we will be one.” 
Five years later the officers crossed paths again. The Bosnian Serb had risen in the ranks and 
accepted a position in the newly integrated Bosnian Ministry of Defense where he was the 
Bosniak’s immediate supervisor.9

Bosniaks tend to be more appreciative of the “spirit of togetherness”10 forged by 
Train and Equip and subsequent reforms and hopeful that Bosnian unity will continue to 
strengthen. They point to instances of spontaneous reconciliation and surprising gener-
osity, such as the decision by retired soldiers from the Federation to donate part of their 
pensions to poverty-stricken Serb counterparts whose own pensions have gone unpaid.11 
“High praise to those people,” a Bosnian Serb said. “The wounds [from war] are healing 
and we have to look forward.”12 Others remain pessimistic about the long-term prospects 
for unity. For some, the fighting may be over, but “the Cold War still rages here.”13 Bosnian 
integration is not assured, but neither has it been proven to be an unrealistic hope, as 20 
years without war attest.
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worse, that trying to establish one would increase the likelihood of conflict. There would have 
been a lot more pressure on Pardew to accommodate these views, compromise with them, or 
cut deals to secure cooperation to achieve lesser effects. Instead of keeping a sharp focus on 
strategic matters, Pardew would have had to wrestle with his own team to get even small mat-
ters resolved. He would have been left alone to swim against the tide. Instead the task force was 
united in purpose and pursued its mission with single-minded determination. 

In summary, the task force’s single, coherent, and well-understood purpose was almost as 
critical to team performance as empowerment and Pardew’s exceptional leadership. All three 
were mutually reinforcing and often shaped the other seven performance factors. For example, 
the authority and resources the team commanded facilitated partnerships, as well as making 
collocation possible. Similarly, the team’s decisionmaking, culture, and penchant for learning 
from experience were very much a reflection of Pardew’s leadership style and habits. 

Two other factors stand out for lesser contributions to task force performance. The support 
the force received from senior leaders in the Clinton administration and on Capitol Hill was a 
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critical enabler, but was mostly passive and usually elicited by Pardew. When he engaged senior 
leaders, they made their support clear, which allowed the team to pursue its purpose. Otherwise 
they rarely intervened to make task force work easier. The other notable factor is the compo-
sition of the group and the members’ backgrounds. Most had experience in unconventional 
political-military affairs, which arguably prepared them to understand their work better. Many 
also had an iconoclastic bent with a demonstrated penchant for taking risks and working across 
departmental boundaries in their careers. Pardew generally accepted whoever was made avail-
able to the team and no doubt could have succeeded with different members. However, much of 
the panache and verve for which the team was known might have been lost with personnel who 
were more wedded to normal career paths. 

Conclusion
If these rather generalized lessons seem like restating the obvious, one need only recall how 

little we actually practiced them.714

—Ambassador Robert Komer, 
commenting on organizational lessons from Vietnam

There is a lot to learn from the Train and Equip experience both substantively and orga-
nizationally. National security experts routinely advise multidimensional approaches to com-
plex security problems that integrate diplomacy, development, defense, and other elements of 
national power. In practice Washington finds such integration difficult. It is often criticized for 
over-reliance on military force and for poorly coordinated and executed foreign interventions. 
Bosnia is an exception. There the United States combined diverse elements of power, managing 
the peace process the same way it helped bring the fighting to an end: with an integrated mili-
tary and diplomatic approach.715 It was complicated, but effective.716 In contrast the Europeans 
adopted one-dimensional approaches that were ineffectual, first relying on diplomacy without 
military force and later promoting arms control without security assistance. 

The Train and Equip Task Force facilitated the integrated approach the United States 
pursued in Bosnia, proving remarkably adept at implementing its controversial security as-
sistance program. Despite dire predictions to the contrary from European allies and others, 
the team accomplished what senior U.S. officials hoped for: strengthening U.S. credibility and 
providing incentives for all parties to preserve the peace and move toward greater integration 
with the West. Private contracting for military assistance often receives poor reviews,717 but 
the unarmed and experienced MPRI personnel in Bosnia performed superbly and were most 
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responsive to U.S. policy guidance as administered by the Train and Equip Task Force. With 
MPRI’s assistance, a small interagency team and its diverse partners were able to implement 
an effective security assistance program in challenging circumstances better than would have 
been possible or advisable through established programs and procedures. 

It might seem surprising that there has not been a concerted effort to mine the Train and 
Equip experience for policy, strategy, and technical insights applicable to the interventions 
in Afghanistan and Iraq over the past decade.718 In all these cases the United States wanted 
to quickly train and equip multiethnic armies despite formidable technical, political, and bu-
reaucratic impediments. Yet there is always the question of how much one situation resembles 
another and whether solutions that worked well in one case will work again. Leaders want to 
avoid being trapped by past experience and often believe they need a fresh look at new and 
emerging problems. 

More puzzling is the failure to extract enduring organizational lessons from the task force 
experience. The team was a low-cost, high-proficiency organization capable of managing a 
complex and dynamic security problem, which is just what so many of our national security 
leaders say the country needs. Then-Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Michele Flournoy’s 
2010 comment on the national security bureaucracy is a case in point:

We’re trying to face 21st century threats with national security processes and tools 
that were designed for the Cold War, and with a bureaucracy that sometimes seems 
to have been designed for the Byzantine Empire, which, you will recall, didn’t end 
well. We’re still too often rigid when we need to be flexible, clumsy when we need to 
be agile, slow when we need to be fast, focused on individual agency equities when 
we need to be focused on the broader whole of government mission.719

The Train and Equip Task Force exhibited precisely the attributes Flournoy says are 
most needed. It was flexible, agile, fast, and focused on the interagency mission it was 
assigned rather than individual agency equities. Despite its success and high level of ac-
countability, it has not been studied previously by the government or any other entity for 
its organizational lessons. 

This penchant for ignoring notable interagency organizational successes has been ex-
plained previously. In his classic analysis of the American experience in Vietnam, Robert 
Komer attributes poor performance to slow adaptation. The Ambassador built and led a 
unique hybrid civil-military structure in Vietnam and used it to great effect, albeit too late 
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to make a decisive difference. He blamed the failure to adapt on “institutional inertia,” the 
“built-in reluctance of organizations to change preferred ways of functioning,” and a “shock-
ing lack of institutional memory.” He also cited the “notable dearth of systematic analysis of 
performance, again because of the inherent reluctance of organizations to indulge in self-
examination.”720 

Twenty years later, Pardew built and led the Task Force for Military Stabilization in the 
Balkans, which made a major contribution to stabilizing Bosnia. But as proved true following 
Vietnam, the system jettisoned memory of this successful interagency experience. After creat-
ing flexible, agile, proficient interagency organizations, the United States abandoned and forgot 
the innovative models it fielded rather than institutionalizing them. Perhaps this type of col-
lective amnesia explains the element of truth in Churchill’s famous quip that, “You can always 
count on Americans to do the right thing—after they’ve tried everything else.” 

It would be easier to do the right thing the right way and right away instead of too late to 
make a difference if the national security system had a systematic means to understand and 
recall what worked well in the past and why. But as others have noted, knowledge management 
is a critical deficiency in the U.S. national security system. Some individual departments and 
agencies have well-established learning systems, but there is no advocate for interagency learn-
ing other than the National Security Council staff. To date that staff has been too busy with 
day-to-day issue management to assume responsibility for improving institutional memory or 
tackling other broad system management challenges.721 As long as that remains the case, inter-
agency successes such as the Train and Equip Program are likely to be as rare in the future as 
they have been in the past.
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